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•Multiple CMX Systems • • 340X Systems • • • 340X Systems on order

61 GOOD REASONS TO CONSIDER
CMX EDITING

ATLANTA
***National Medical A/V Center
BOSTON

•WGBH
CHICAGO
••Bell & Howell

EditeI

PHILADELPHIA
WHYY-TV

Optimus

**WPHL-TV
PITTSBURGH

WQED-TV
SAN DIEGO

A & G Concepts
SAN FRANCISCO AREA

Edatape
Versatile Video

ST.LOUIS

••Roscar
Video Ill
WTTW

LOS ANGELES
*ABC Television Network
Ambassador College
Bob Best Producers TV Service
CBS Studio Center

•CBS Television City
-Consolidated Film Industries
Editors Guild

•KCET-TV

•KSD-TV
***V A. Hospital
WASHINGTON, D. C.
••WETA

**::Metromedia
Milestone Productions

•NBC Television Network
Offline, Inc.
Premore, Inc.
RCA Selectavis'on

*TransAmerican Video
•• !Vidtronics
NASHVILLE

Grand Ole Opry
•WSM, Inc.

NEW YORK
r •CBS Television Network

Cinetop
DJM Films

**!EUE/Screen Gems
Forum Ill

••Matrix Video
•NBC Television Network

••Rombex
••Lee Rothberg Productions
••Teletape
*Teletronics International

••Unitel

-United States Information Agency
FLORIDA
***V A. Hospital, Lake City
ILLINOIS
**•John Deere, Moline
"INDIANA
**Indiana University
NORTH CAROLINA
**•Jefferson Productions, Charlotte
•••UNC Television Network, Chapel Hill
OHIO
**Cathedral Teleproductions,

Cuyahoga Falls
SOUTH CAROLINA
*:South Carolina ETV Network,

Columbia
TEXAS
* * KTVT, Ft. Worth

AUSTRALIA
-Arrnstronq Audio/Video
Colorfilm

CANADA
.:cFTO-TV, Ltd.

*** (Glenn Warren Productions)
ENGLAND

-Rank Video Labs
MEXICO

Sonomex
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22 Will Fiber Optics Start Another Revolution? R & D on
optical fibers continues. Already they are being used
in cable TV. Considering their wide bandwidth, they
probably will see extensive use in future communica
tions. Ron Whittaker.

28 Broadcasters And The Future. A look at many changes
that are sure to come. The article warns, though, that
we can lose today if we get caught waiting for to
morrow. Ron Merrell.

34 The Broadcaster And The Environment. More and more
we're going to be faced with locating and designing
broadcast facilities so that they do not disturb the
environment. Harold Dorschug.

38 Radio Workshop: Looking Ahead. Our Workshop
Editor peeks into the radio future and offers some
sound advice. Peter Burk.

42 CP Antenna Update. A second report on CP on-air
tests. Includes comments from the manufacturers.
Robert E. Winn.

48 You Can Take The Surprises Out Of Automation. Part
3 of a 3-part series on TV automation. The author cites
experiences encountered at WNEW-TV. Bob Hueffed.

54 Logic Illustrated. Part 4 of a 4-part series illustrating
digital basics. Watch the
ginning of new column
shooting. Harold Ennes.

January issue for the be
based on digital trouble-

About The Cover

We're guessing that Optical
Fibers will find their way
into broadcasting, but it will
be some time coming. Our
what's ahead issue starts
with Optical Fibers on page
22. Photo is by Ron Whittaker.
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ly by lntertec Publishing Corp., 9221 Quivira
Road,OverlandPark, Ks. 66212.
BROADCASTENGINEERINGis edited for corpo
rate management, technicians/engineers, and
other station management personnel at Com
mercial and Educational radio and TV stations,
Teleproductionstudios, recording studios, CATV
and CCTV facilities, and government agencies.
Qualified persons also include consulting engi
neers, dealer/distributors of broadcast equip
ment.
SUBSCRIPTIONS:BROADCASTENGINEERING
is mailed free to qualified persons in occupations
describedabove.
Non-qualifiedsubscriptions in the U.S. are $6.00
one year, $10.00 two years, $13.00 three years.
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postage. Single copy rate 75 cents. Back issues
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FEATURES- OPTIONS-

• 24 A/V inputs • Downstream kever

• Borderline®• 10 unmarried inputs

• Flip-flop-video mixer plus cutbar • Pre-roll system

•Audio-over system • Auto cart start system

• PGM and PST VU meters • Auxiliary bus

AVAILABLE IN NTSC, PAL, AND PAL-M VERSIONS

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.
A TEKTRONIX COMPANY

Station Plaza East
GREAT NECK, NY 11021
(516) 487·1311

4419 Van Nuys Blvd, Ste 307
SHERMAN OAKS, CA 91403
(213) 990·6172

1644 Tullie Cir. NE
ATLANTA, GA 30329
(404) 634·0521

P.O. Box 482
MABANK, TX 75147
(214) 887·1181

810 W Bristol Street
ELKHART, IN 46514
(219) 264·0931
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December, 1976/By Howard T. Head and Harold L. Kassens

CB Expansion Takes Effect

Beginning January 1, 1977, the Class D Citizens Band at 27 MHz
will be expanded from"23 to 4~ channels. The expansion of the
band is expected to extend tn~ already severe harmonic inter
ference problem now affectirlg.TVChannels 2 and 5 to include TV
Channel 6 as well. ·

At the same time, the:requirements limiting C.Bharmonic radia
tion will be tightened from the present 49 dB below carrier to 60
dB. Broadcast and receiver interests have maintained that this
limit falls far short of that necessary to provide adequate pro
tection to TV reception Lnsi st i.nq that suppressions on the order
of 100 to 110 dB beLow carrier are needed.

The CB people maintain that much of the problem of CB interfer
ence arises from audio~rectification, affecting not only TV
receivers but·other hÓme entertainment instruments as well.
Whether this is so may very 'well be determined by a series of in
depth investigations *hich ~he FCC's Field Operations Bureau (FOB)
is undertaking in the1field,; ~s well as other testing under way.
In the meantime, the Commis~ion has insisted that much of the blame
lies in the inadequat~ perf~rmance of TV receivers, although it
is hard to see how a receiv~r ican be designed to reject a radiat
ed r.f. harmonic. Hopefully, 'the tests now under way will provide
at least some answers'to this question.

FM Height/Power Reduction Formula Challenged

The FCC Rules established a maximum limit of 100 kW ERP for Class
C FM broadcast stations. Exceptions are p.rov ijred , however, in
the case of stations operating prior to the existing classi
fication scheme employing power in excess of this value. In a
recent case in Florida, a Class C station requested authority
to increase its anten~a height from 205 to 598 feet and to change
site while reta,iningits (aqove-maximum) power of 160 kW. The
application waS,granted by the Commission's staff, but was taken
back when opposition was fi:Jfed:.On reconsideration, the Commis
sion granted the application ~or the new loca~ion and the new

-Continued on page 6
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(A Non-Advertisement Advertisement)

•• This is probably a terrible conversation
to have during the dead of winter (Eastern style,
that is), but Broadcasters who have visited
our California marketing headquarters on the
beautiful Santa Barbara coastline tend to identify
us as the "Ses-Tek" Broadcast Group.

Curiously, we actually pronounce our name
"SEA-TEK" ... with an S, and an E, and an A,
for your S-E-A ... with a T, and an E, and a K,
for your T-E-K-SEA-TEK.

However, when we print it, we spell it Cetec ...
with a C, and an E, and a T, and an E, and a C.

Well, enough of this. There's a lot more from
the good group at Cetec on the following page.

Readon ''

December, 1976 5
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DIRECT CURRENT
FROM D. C.
Continued from page 4

height but reduced the power to the 100 kW maximum. The reason
for the action was the rule that super-power stations cannot ex
tend the distance to the 1 mV/m contour.

Reinstatement of TV Translator Channels Urged

The Council for UHF Broadcasting (CUB) has requested the Commis
sion to restore the use of UHF TV channels 70-83 for use by UHF
TV translators. These channels were originally part of the UHF
TV band, but were eliminated when this frequency space was va
cated for land mobile use. Existing translators above Ch. 69
were permitted to continue operation on a secondary basis to land
mobile, but no new authorizations are being issued.

CUB, noting that it is already difficult to find frequency space
for translators in the preferred range of Channels 54-69, has
urged the Commission to resume licensing of translators on the
higher channels. One of the arguments advanced in favor of such
an action is that the principal use of the band for land mobile
operation is likely to be near large metropolitan areas while the
greatest need for TV translators is in outlying areas where
land mobile requirements can be satisfied at lower frequencies.

Short Circuits

10-Watt non-commercial educational FM broadcast stations may now
use Third Class Radio-telephone operators without broadcast endorse
ment or holders of restricted radio operator permits - under cer
tain conditions •..The Commission has reminded all stations that,
in cooperation with the FAA, the painting requirements for antenna
structures were changed in October, 1970 with the proviso that
all towers must comply with the new requirements by November 1,
1977...From now on, when you.file papers in rule-making proceed
ings, you only have to file an original and five copies instead
of the 12 copies formerly required.

6 BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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You may not know that Cetec is one of the major
producers of radio broadcast equipment.
Maybe you should.

Cetec Corporation's major divisions in the broadcast
equipment business are now united to meet your expanding
needs 1 The specialists that make up the Cetec Broadcast
Group are:

Cetec Schafer. The World renowned leader in radio
automation, with a tradition of quality and rugged
dependability. Schafer manufactures a wide line of
automation for every format and station size ... all with
features that you won't find anywhere else.

Cetec Sparta. The people with a new generation of
transmitters including both AM and FM all-solid state
models. Sparta is also the recognized value leader in audio
consoles, with a size to fit every application and every
budget.

Cetec Jampro. The antenna specialists with circular FM
antennas for every power level ... each with performance
specifications second-to-none. Jampro is now the

company with a circular TV antenna for either VHF or UHF,
tool

SERVICE:
Cetec Jampro (916) 383-1177
Cetec Schafer (805) 968-0755
Cetec Sparta (916) 383-5353

Cetec Broadcast Group
The Broadcast Divisions of Cetec Corporation

75 Castilian Drive Goleta, California 93017
Telephone: (805) 968-1561

December, 1976
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"Presented to
RADIOWHK (AM) - WMMS (FM)

STATION-------
Cleveland, Ohio

for outstanding and meritorious
ability and intelligence demon
strated in the decision to install
Aural Studio - Transmitter Link
equipment and the high degree of
knowledge exercised in making the
equipment selection."
Why STL?

l. No "lost air" time due to cut, wet or
electrically charged telephone lines.

2. Better Sound Quality Thon o Closs
AAA telephone line.

3. EVENTUAL COST REDUCTION in
operating expense.

4. Complete control of entire broadcast
system.

Why Dual Channel?
l. A Dual-Channel costs less than o

Composite.
2. Better Reliability than o Composite.

"Built in Backup."
3. Greater Channel Separation than o

Composite.
4. Less Signal Drive Required to Re

ceivers means additional system
Fode Margin.

5. Less Test Equipment Necessary and
more Positive System Diagnosis.

6. Stereo Generator is owoy from Studio
and Unauthorized Tampering.

7. Stereo Generator and Broadcast
Transmitter Compatibility without
Interface.

8. Hoving o Dual-Channel STL is like
having a Spare Link.

9. Two Remote Control and Two Sub
Carrier Capability.

Why MARTI?
l. Channel Separation more than 65

db.
2. Channel Response matched to 0.25

db.
3. Distortion less than 0.5 % .
4. All Solid State.
5. A Simple, True Direct FM Plug-in

Modulator.
6. Complete accessibility to Modules

without removal from rack.
7. The Marti System Delivers Top Per

formance with Transmitter manu
facturer's Stereo Generator.

8. Marti STL Systems Log over TWO
MILLION (2,000,000) Broadcast
Hours each Year.

9. AVAILABLE FROM STOCK.
The Stereo STL with
"Built-in Backup."

Dual Channel System (Stereo) $4160.00
Single Channel System (Mono) $2290.00

(Does not include cost of Antennas
or Transmission lines).

MARTI ClectronicJ. ..Jnc.
Box661 e Cleburne, tx 76031 e 817/645-9163
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NAB Is Booked Solid
For March Convention

All exhibit space for the 1977
annual convention of the National
Association of Broadcasters in
Washington, D.C. has been sold.

The convention will be held
March 27-30 at the Washington
Hilton, Shoreham Americana and
Sheraton Park hotels.

NAB Exhibit Manager Edward
L. Gayou said at the annual NAB
exhibitors' meeting, that 188 asso
ciate members have signed up to
exhibit broadcast equipment at the
three hotels. At the 1976 convention
at Chicago's McCormick Place, the
total was 182.

Gayou said a total of 84,502
square feet has been assigned and a
waiting list of firms will be estab
lished in the event of cancellations.
He added that this is the first time
all space has been sold by the time
of the exhibitors' meeting.
Meanwhile, the National Associa-

tion of Educational Broadcasters
held their annual convention in
Chicago. Attendance reached a new
low, and the exhibitors who did
show up did little business. Once
tabbed the "little NAB", the Asso
ciation saw a near shutdown of the
exhibit area on the second day of
the meet.

The problem runs in several
directions, not the least of which is
the Association's emphasis on fund
ing and other strictly educational
television problems. From the ex
hibitor's standpoint, the conven
tions should have allowed more
time for floor traffic in the exhibit
area. The feeling toward the close
of the convention was that ex
hibitors would not show next year.
A second exhibitors' meeting was
held on the last day of the con
vention. While it served to clear the
air, it was already too late.

SMPTE Winter Conference
Will Focus On ENG's Future

Beyond ENG-the future of Elec
tronic News Gathering, and Digital
Television will be the subjects of
the Eleventh Annual Winter Tele
vision Conference of the Society of
Motion Picture and Television En
gineers. The Conference will be
held Friday and Saturday, January
28 and 29, at the St. Francis Hotel
in San Francisco.
The ENG session will explore

current production methods and
take a look at this rapidly ad
vancing technology. A panel dis
cussion by ENG users should pro
vide a lively exchange of ideas and
experiences.

The session on digital television
will cover a variety of subjects
including digital disc recording,
progress on digital video standardi
zation, and digital and analog video

enhancement techniques.
Beyond ENG is the topic for

Friday's sessions. Lee Marvin, Tele
vision Research International, and
David Fibush, Ampex Corporation,
are the session chairmen. The topic
for Saturday's session is Digital
Television. The chairmen for the
session are William H. Orr, Orrox
Corporation, and Louis Pourciau,
International Video Corporation.

For Latest News
See

Direct Current page 4

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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First they cut your budget
Now they scream forvideo quality.

\'PR-1 makes you ahero.
The unbelievable
newYPR-1pro
duces spectacular
high-band color
pictures in a one
inch helical for
mat. Viewed side
by-side against a
quad machine, it
astounds profes
sional engineers.

You'll proba
bly buyyour VPR-1
because you want
top quality and
versatility priced
to suit your budget.

But once you
get your feet wet, you'I

December, 1976
For More Details Circle (7) on Reply Card

can be broadcast commer
cially,without compromise.

You can put in-house pro
ductions on the air, because
they'll have all the polish,
creativity and audience ap
peal of network programs.
That's the league a VPR-1
puts you into.

VPR-1 is the one-inch heli
cal recording system from
Ampex, designed for users
who can't take chances.

I AMPEX I
Complete technical and performance
specifications are available in a free
brochure. Write us at 401 Broadway,
Redwood City, California 94063, or
call (415) 367-2011.

9
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Industry News

NCTA Hits Restrictive Rules
Burt l. Harris, Chairman of the

National Cable Television Asso
ciation, has urged the Federal
Communications Commission to do
away with its restrictive rules that
have served as "copyright" sub
stitutes.

He also outlined the industry's
recommendations on several cable
television issues scheduled for ac-

tion by the FCC this fall. Specifi
cally, Harris focused on the 1977
refranchise deadline, redefinition of
cable, and subscriber rate regula
tion.

Appearing before an en bane
meeting of the FCC, Harris told the
Commissioners that with the recent
passage of the Copyright Revision
Bill, syndicated exclusivity and sig-

.. :1
-I-- 1=:~

Nobody hos it like
the new Spotmoster 3000 Series

Here's the 3200RPS - a stereo cart machine with all the
standard features: large air damped solenoid, a direct drive
synchronous motor; and a rugged machined deck.
PLUS the Spotmaster exclusives: Phase Lok 111 head bracket
for optimum stereo phasing; a superior, up-to-date, modular
electronic package; a unique cartridge guidance system; and a
full range of options including manual fast forward.
The 3200RPS is a full feature, top quality, stereo record/
playback machine yet it is only 7%" wide. Two Model
3200's go side-by-side in a standard 19" rack. Available for
stereo or mono in playback and record/playback models.
For details call or write Broadcast Electronics, 881O Brook
ville Road, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910. Telephone:
301 /588-4983.

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
A FI LMWA YS COMPANY

For More Details Circle (8) on Reply Card
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na! carriage restrictions based on
cable's failure to "pay" for the
programming it received could no
longer be justified.

"The Commission's rationale for
these rules was the alleged unfair
competition provided by cable sys
tems using products for which they
didn't pay," he said. "Irrespective
of the original merits of this
position, it is now moot."

Harris said fears of cable's
adverse economic impact on es
tablished broadcasters-the FCC's
other major regulatory rationale-
were virtually groundless.

"The difference which previously
existed between parties who paid
copyright and parties who did not,
have been eradicated," Harris told
the Commissioners. He urged the
agency to eradicate the now obso
lete regulatory differences between
cable and broadcast television.

The 1976 Copyright Law, which
becomes effective in January, 1978,
grants CATV systems a compulsory
license for the carriage of all radio
and television broadcast stations
whose carriage is authorized by the
FCC. The new law also requires
CATV systems to pay for the
carriage of all distant non-network
television programs.

Harris also focused on several
cable issues now pending before the
FCC, among them the 1977 re
franchise deadline, redefinition of
cable, and subcarrier rate regula
tion.

In March 1977, Harris said, some
5,000 CATV systems will be re
quired to file "amended franchises"
with the Commission in order to
meet the certification requirements.

Harris said that while NCTA was
in accord with the Commission's
proposal to conform to the rules, it
has "grave concern about the
Commission's requiring that these
rules must be reflected in franchises
prior to the normal date of the
franchise."

Irrespective of what action the
Commission takes on the 1977
refranchising issue, Harris said,
three important public interest con
cerns must be considered.
• No cable operator should have
his ability to serve the public
jeopardized as a result of the Com
mission's desire to obtain franchise
uniformity.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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edit code
decoder for $995

With BTX new 4400 Edit Code Decoder you can read time code reliably at
levels down to -18 dBm at any speed from 1/10 to 80 times playing speed (guar
anteed) even if it's poorly written or nth generation.

The BTX 4400 provides serial decoded data for your computer, and
delivers a fully regenerated 2 volt peak-to-peak time code signal at 600 ohms
for tape-to-tape transfers or to drive any other SMPTE time code equipment.

The BTX 4400, like BTX comparators, readers, video and remote digi
tal displays and code generators, is a sensible building block which easily inter
faces with, and improves the performance of any editing system at minimum
cost. For complete information circle reader service ,.. . ..
card or contact: The BTX Corporation, 438 Boston Post Road • JJ l*

Weston, MA 02193 • (617) 891-1239 ~

For More Details Circle (11) on Reply Card

when high quality,operational
ease and total product support
are called for, CALL AMPRO*

Ampro's staff ofbroadcast knowledgeable sales and service engineers
will fulfillyour audio needs with consoles, cartridge tape equipment and
other related products, including complete factory wired studio systems.

Ampro consoles come with 6, 8, 10
and 12 mixing channels in mono,
dual mono, stereo, dual stereo and
simulcast configurations.

I I I l. l.d !t:l1 I I \ \

:••·•··~·•••••-· . -
40 ).\1µut. I II Clia111u•I

'"' ert-o Cousok-

Ampro cart machines are available with
special features such as built-in
splice finder, heavy duty motor

and fast forward.
Stereo Recorder/Reproducer

Ampro for: • competitive prices with Splice Finder Option

• state-of-the-art engineering • total product support.

Financing available ... call or write today.

IA. ~~,~~"~2~,~9,~f'TION/&\ *215-322-5100 (24 hours)
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Chicago Will
Host CATV '77

Chicago's Conrad Hilton Hotel is
the site and "CATV 77: The Choice
of 11,000,000 Families" the theme
for the National Cable Television
Association's 26th annual conven
tion, April 17-20, 1977.

More than 5,000 attendees are
expected at the nation's largest
CATV trade show, which will
feature a full array of technical and
management sessions, pre and post
convention activities, and well over
100 hardware and software exhibits.
"This year the Convention Com

mittee is working hard to present a
program which is topical and
exciting, but which also offers
plenty of practical experience and
information." said Marc Nathan
son, President of Falcon Com
munications and Chairman of the
NCT A Convention Committee.
"Also for the first time, the NCTA
Convention will include a major
session devoted to the international
cable television scene, featuring
cable representatives from around
the world."

According to Nathanson, the
1977 Convention Program will be
organized around five basic cable
topics: System Operations, Finance,
Regulation, Pay Cable, and Techni
cal. Throughout the convention,
eye-opener and major sessions will
focus on different aspects of these
basic topics.

Convention activities will actually
begin on Saturday, April 16, 1977
with the NCTA Convention Tennis
Tournament at Chicago's MidTown
Tennis Club, and a Saturday even
ing reception. The convention will
officially open with a keynote
address on Sunday afternoon, April
17, by a prominent national official.
Beginning Monday, April 18,

each day's program will include
early morning eye-opener sessions
followed by major management and
technical sessions each morning
and afternoon.

The new International Cable
Session on April 19 is being
planned by NCTA in cooperation
with the International Broadcast
Institute and its executive director,
Jean D'Arcy.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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K-70
The One Camera That Can Do The Work Of Four ...
Inside Or Outside The Studio!
The modular SK-70 converts easily from a fully
equipped, self-contained color studio camera to a
modified studio camera. In the field, the studio ver
sion of the SK-70 can be connected directly to a VTR
with only a co-axial cable. And for hand-held porta
bility, the camera head features a shoulder mount, an
auto-iris portable zoom lens, and a 1.5" viewfinder,
along with a DCand process pack. The Digital Com
mand Unit (DCU)with up to 3000 feet of single co-axial
cable strongly enhances the capabi Iity of the SK-70.
Another striking option is a 22:1 zoom lens that can
be used for the studio version of the SK-70 in the field.

No matter which configuration you choose from those
shown in the photo and three diagrams, the Hitachi SK-70
offers the precision and reliability of three 2/3" Saticon tubes in
the camera head to insure excellent picture quality, combined with
all the latest advances in broadcast camera technology.

As you can see, our outstanding Hitachi SK-70 is a sound invest
ment for broadcasters, production studios, and universities who
need broadcast quality performance in awide variety of assign
ments, all for the price of a single camera. We'd be pleased to
arrange a demonstration of how the SK-70 can fit the following
camera requirements inside or outside your TV studio, and more:

2. Portable Use

e

Digital Command Unit (DCU)

Gen lock
Tally
Intercom

Y V.F.Aux

!
D H I I I OP

3. Field Use

AJ Portable lens
Bl 1.5" viewfinder
CJ Camera head pack
DJ Camera cable (300 ft.)
El Process pack
F) o.e. pack
GJ Shoulder Mount
HJ Co-axial cable (3000 ft.)
I) DCU
J) Mount adapter
Kl A.C. pack
L) VTRor FPU
Ml Operation panel
NJ 5" viewfinder
0) 5" VF. Mounting Plate
P) Co-axial cable (video)
Q) Portable lens w/conversion

adapter
R) Studio lens

@HITACHI
Hitachi Denshi America, Ltd.
FORMERLYHITACHI SHIBADEN CORPOFAMERICA

Executive Offices: 58-25Brooklyn-Queens Expressway,Woodside, NY 11377(212)898-1261
Offices in: Chicago(312}344-4020 • LosAngeles(213)328-211O•Dallas(214)233-7623 • Atlanta(404) 451-9453
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FOR DELIVERY NOW

e Leitch (CBS) Model SPC:J-100
Sync Generator

e Leitch (CBS) Model CTG-210
Sync Generator Test Set

e Leitch (CBS) VPA

• CBS Image lnhancer Model 8300

• CBS In Line Chroma Keyer Model 7000

• Tektronix Vectorscope Model 520A

• Tektronix Vectorscope Model 1420

• Phillips Color Cameras Model LDH-1
Less viewfinder still in original box.

• 10,000 feet 11mm Tri ax Cable
(Super Savings)

• Television Microtime Time Base
Correctors Model 388

• Richmond Hill Switcher Model VPM 41

• IVC Time Base Connector Model 4102

• Setchell Carlson 6" Monitor

FOR IMMEDIATE INFORMATION
ABOUT THIS EQUIPMENT SALE
CALL: ROSS JEBSON
AREA (213) 931-1825.

THESE ITEMS MAY BE SUBJECT
TO PRIOR SALE.

e editel communications
717 NORTH HIGHLAND AVE.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 90038

For More Details Circle (14) on Reply Card
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SBE Position On A TS
The SEE, in accord with its By-Laws, concurs with the

general premise that the use of Automatic Transmission
Systems (ATS) by AM, FM, and TV broadcast stations is
a viable concept in the continuing evolution of operating
technology. However, it agrees with others that a
completely unattended automatic broadcast station has
yet to be developed and shown to work, and it expresses
serious doubt as to whether or not such an operation is
even desirable. In any case, unlicensed persons should
not be granted the authority to operate broadcast trans
mitters.
The SEE is concerned with what it sees as a lack of an

overall definition of ATS. If the terms "automatic
transmitters" and "automatic transmission systems"
cannot be used interchangeably, then we insist that
those elements comprising the "system" be spelled out.
It is the SBE's opinion that these components should
include not only the transmitter, transmission line, and
antennas, but also the supervisory and control elements.

Continued on page 18

MORE THAN PAYS FOR
ITSELF IN ONE MONTH!

NEW! Logic Analyzer
for Ampex ACR 25

-Easy to install-fits right
into existing slot, no
cutting

•Bridging connections
with a buffer in each feed

•Identifies origiri of all
test modes, assists in
de-bugging of intermittent
faults

•Helps to prevent costly
make-goods

-tn use by Canada's major
TV network

•$1,750 F.O.B., U.S.
destination

-Fast delivery

Available from

GLENTRONIX LTD.
160 Duncan Mill Rd.
Don Mills, Ontario M3B 1Z5
(416) 444-8497
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For the sharpest image, the finest
resolution, the best picture quality in your

station's ADI, EEV's new 30mm Coaxial
Leddicon® Camera Tube is the answer.

Features the fastest leading edge
signal level rise and quickest trailing
edge fall of any image tube now on
the market. Patented coaxial design

assures consistently accurate
geJmetry and optimum registration

no matter the tube orientation.
RESULT ... a noticeably superior

picture quality even under the
most difficult lighting conditions.

Direct replacement for
most separate or integral mesh
Plumbicon®, Vistacon or older

Leddicon camera tubes.
Available with exclusive
internal fixed or variable
light bias in extended red,

extended green, luminance,
blue, green, red or

monochrome types. Call
or write today

for details.

Leddicon is a registered
trademark of English Electric
Valve Company Ltd.

Plumbicon is a registered
trademark of N. V. Philips
of Holland

18
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SBE Journal

We believe that those stations in
stalling ATS control equipment should
be required to submit a proof-oí
performance to the FCC before per
manent authority is granted for such
operation. Further, the Commission
should demand suitable inspection and
documentation, on an annual basis, of
the performance of the ATS in order
to regularly confirm the integrity of
the system.
The SBE concurs with the Com

mission's view that, during periods of
temporary failure of portions of the
system, an absolute go/no-go setup
may not serve the public interest.
Rather, "failsafe" circuitry, coupled
with a reliable alarm system, should
adequately insure against those situa
tions which could cause interference
to other stations, as long as the
transmitter would shut off if either
the circuitry or alarm system should
fail.
The alert signal, indicating a con

dition, an alarm level, or a turnoff,
should be mandatory, and the SBE
proposes that it be located at the
studio along with the control center.
A responsible station employee should
monitor and exercise control over the
ATS, and the system should be
equipped with the capability for high
quality, off-air monitoring, as well as
the means for that person to turn the
transmitter on and off in response to
indications that any operating param
eters are out of, or back within,
tolerances. Upon an alarm indication,
a qualified operator would be immedi
ately sent to the transmitter location.
The test circuitry incorporated into

the ATS controller should be such
that when an operating parameter
which had been out of tolerance
returns within tolerance, the unit will
instantly revert to its normal status.
On the other hand, if that operating
parameter had been so far out of
tolerance as to cause a shutdown of
the transmission system, then after
the condition had been corrected, the
system would have to be reset before
the station could return to the air.

The SBE believes that ATS trans
mitters should continue to meet all
existing requirements of design, in
stallation, safety, and intruder protec
tion. A high limit of output power
must be established to prevent inter
ference to other stations. The ques
tion of a low limit merely relates to
the desirability of a low-powered

Continued on page 81
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The Sony BVP-100, to be exact. A new
kind of portable color video camera, from
Sony Broadcast.

There have been portable ENG cameras
before. Field production cameras, too. But
the BVP-100 is a camera deliberately
designed to give you the best of both worlds.

The BVP-100 combines the lightweight
body, economy, and simple setup procedure
of an ENG camera with the broadcast picture
quality, manual controls, and built-in
professional features of a field production
camera.

It's like having two cameras in one.
In the field, the BVP-100 is fully

portable, easy to handle, completely
automatic. You can depend on it to cover
fast-breaking news, sports events, any ENG
situation you run into.

But when you're in commercial or
documentary production, you need more
than an automatic ENG camera. You need a
camera you can control manually. A camera
you can interface with other cameras. A
camera like the BVP-100.

Take a look at some of the special
advantages the Sony BVP-100 can offer you:

l. Beam-splitting prism optics. Three
2/3" Plumbicons" with beam-splitting prism
optics provide broadcast quality signal
resolution, high sensitivity, low registration
error, and extremely stable operation-at a
signal-to-noise ratio of better than SOdb.

2. Built-in masking generator. Unlike
many portable color cameras, the BVP-100
has built-in masking circuitry. This insures
optimum predictable colorimetry at all times,

'Trodcmark N. V. Philips

and of course allows matching the BVP-lOO's
colorimetry to that of other cameras.

3. Built-in test generators. On
location, you can make many necessary
balance and test monitoring adjustments
without accessory equipment. And the less
accessory equipment you need, the faster you
can move.

4. Quick adjustment to changing
light. The BVP-100 special black stability
circuit and automatic white balance help
maintain correct color proportion levels.
Even in rapidly changing lighting conditions.

5. Flare compensation. The BVP-100
has fully adjustable flare compensation
circuitry to remove any annoying distortion
in black balance created by an optical
disturbance.

6. Recorder playback through
viewfinder. For field situations, the recorded
video signal is switchable to the BVP-100
viewfinder. You can monitor and review
instantly.

7. Easy access to controls. The
BVP-100 is designed with all setup and
operating controls conveniently located for
quick adjustments while the camera is in use.

And there's more. Much more. Built-in
filters. Image enhancement. Easy setup.
Operation with battery or AC adaptor. Plus a
single 1O-pin connector cable that links to
the new Sony BVU-100 Portable
Videocassette Recorder, or to any other Sony
portable recorder.

For further information on the BVP-100
Color Video Camera, write to Sony
Broadcast.

Sony Broadcast
Sony Corporation of America, 9 West 57 Street, New York, New York 10019

December, 1976
Sony& is a registered trade mark of Sony Corporarion l1Í America.
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By Ron Whittaker

Now that many of us are con
vinced that fibers in our diet can
improve our health, we are learning
about some revolutionary advan
tages in another fiber for video-
fiber optics.

The term "revolutionary" is a bit
trite by now-so many things have
gotten to be "revolutionary" these
days-but with fiber optics we in
television may just be facing a new
technology which could fully qualify
as being revolutionary. Some engi
neers, in fact, are viewing the new
fiber optics technology as being as
significant as the development of
the transistor in the early 1950's.

Consider the advantages given for
an optical fiber (OF) "cable" when
it is compared to a standard coaxial
cable:

•Broadband; up to 1 GHz or
more per 90 micron fiber

•Uniform attenuation over very
wide frequency range (no equaliza
tion needed)

•As little as 4 dB loss per mile (2
dB per kilometer)

•Highly resistant to interference
•No problems with "leakage"
•Insensitivity to temperature vari-

ations

22

•Extremely small size
•Not nearly as fragile as coax
•Lower cost than coax
•High reliability

Optical, or light-conducting glass
fibers have been around for quite
some time. You probably first saw
them used in the little fiber optic
"fountain" lights with their 100 or
so fibers "spraying" out of the top.
Since they normally require dim
lighting to be appreciated (which
means that they are rather dim,
themselves) many of these lights
ended up sitting on the top of TV
sets being used as "TV lights."

But now it appears that these
fibers will be going from the top of
TV sets to inside TV systems, as
optical fiber (OF) technology very
rapidly takes hold. In fact, things
are moving much faster in OF
research (and application) than
many "experts" predicted several
years ago.

In a rather well-publicized appli
cation of OF, Teleprompter, in co
operation with Fiber Communica
tion Co., has put into regular use
an 800-foot (250 meters) link from
their microwave receiver to the
head end of a cable system. Six
fibers were packaged in a single
cable, which ended up being about

the size of a piece of standard
RG-59 drop cord. The fibers,
themselves, are only 90 microns in
diameter each, or about the size of
a human hair. Each of the fibers is
capable of over 1 GHz bandwidth,
which means that a six-fiber bundle
would, theoretically, be able to
carry about 1,000 TV channels.

In actual fact, however, the fibers
are capable of a much broader
bandwidth than present technology
can handle. The Teleprompter sys
tem is now limited to 20 MHz
bandwidth because of limitations in
the light-emitting diode (LED) go
ing into the fibers. However, new
devices have been announced which
could extend this 20 MHz limit to
200 MHz. In the next few years
even newer technology could well
extend this into the GHz range.

How It Works
Before going further, it would

probably be appropriate to take a
look at how OF works, at least as it
is now being applied in video cable.
It must be kept in mind that this in
only one of a number of potential
TV-related applications of OF.
Optical fibers will probably find
their way into such things as
picture tubes and camera tubes, to
name just two applications now

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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All-Plastic OF Cables
pairs, which can be made in the field by a
technician, usually on the first try.

Du Pont expects the two fiber optic
materials to be used in military applications,
in ships, submarines, helicopters, chemical
plant or refinery control instrumentation,
and in mining communications, as well as
for optical links in computers and for the
transmission of other data without electro
magnetic interference. PFX-P240R, with its
dual cables, allows two-way communication
between computer and peripheral unit.

These two products join PFX-S, a plastic
clad, pure-silica-core cable announced
earlier this summer. PFX-S features attenua
tion of 80 decibels per kilometer at a wave
length of 800 nanometers. Its attenuation is
below 60 decibels per kilometer throughout
the range 650-750 nanometers, assuring its
compatability with systems designed for
red-transmitting PFX-P. It was developed to
aporoach the mechanical toughness of
plastic fiber optics with the run length
capability of silica.

The Du Pont Company has developed two
new all-plastic fiber optic cables for data
transmission use.

They are PFX-P140R, a single plastic
optical fiber reinforced with "Kevlar" 49
aramid fiber in a protective jacket of flame
retarded "Hytrel" polyester elastomer, and
PFX-P240R, a dual optical fiber cable de
signed for two-way communication. The two
inner cables of PFX-P240R are color coded
for easy identification and each is protected
and reinforced by "Kevlar" and "Hytrel".

Both products feature attenuation of 470
decibels per kilometer at a wavelength of
656 nanometers. They transmit visible light
over twice the distance of other currently
available plastic optical fibers, according to
Du Pont.

The cables are tough, flexible and crush
resistant, Du Pont said, and the all-plastic
make-up of the cables allows preparation of
the ends with a simple razor cut for
coupling to a light source and detector. The
all-plastic construction also simplifies re-

being experimented with.
Figure 1 shows how the OF

principle is being used for video
cable. The video and audio signals
modulate the light from an LED
(not unlike the LED's being used in
a few hundred-thousand pocket
calculators and digital watches right
now). The light then passes through
the optical fiber, which acts as a
waveguide for the modulated light.
At the terminal end of the fiber
there is a P.l.N. diode sufficiently
biased (SO volts or so) to be
responsive to the high-speed fluctu
ations in modulation. After being
amplified about 20 dB, the signal
goes on its way as a normal l-volt
television signal. The concept is
simplicity itself.

energy flux and Fresnel losses.
Although the light attenuation in

the Teleprompter installation is
listed as 10 dB per kilometer (0.62
mile), losses in newer-type fiber is
reportedly down to less than 2 dB
per kilometer. Of course, in the
short 250 meter (800 foot) "hop"
from the rooftop antennas to the
central processing center 34 floors
below in the Teleprompter installa
tion, the attenuation involved is
negligible.

Using the 2 dB per kilometer
figure, 20 dB amplifiers would
make possible 15 km (9 miles)
spacing between amplifiers. De
pending upon the efficiency of the
coax used in comparison, this
would probably end up being some
where near 10 times as efficient as
ordinary coaxial cable. Equalization
devices can be eliminated as well as
automatic gain control (AGC)
equipment, since OF is blind to
both frequency and temperature
variations.

The present 20 MHz bandwidth
used in the Teleprompter installa
tion represents only a fraction of
what would be possible if the full
potential of OF could be used.
Current speculation is that with the
adoption of digital processing of
video, a bandwidth of a few

hundred or even thousand MHz
would not be out of the question.
What is needed at this point is
small, inexpensive digital processers
which could be mass-produced. If
the video signal(s) could be digitized,
you could conceivably move up to
the potential afforded by a type of
electromagnetic energy (visible light)
which has a frequency of close to
1.000 terahertz (THz). (By the way,
a THz is one step above a gigihertz
and is equal to 1,000 GHz or
l ,000,000,000,000 Hz.)

Lasers and OF
Another important contribution

to OF-video technology will be the
perfection of small, inexpensive
lasers, which will greatly improve
the efficiency of the fiber optic light
transmission process. The scattered
light of the LED causes the light to
"ping-pong" its way along the walls
of the OF waveguide in a way that
hardly represents an efficient and
orderly transfer process.

The coherent light from a laser
has already proven itself to be a
much more efficient "light launch
ing" device for OF. However,
because of the imperfections in the
best of today's fibers, there are still
certain ping-pong effects, even
when a laser is used. It is only

How About Losses?
The optical fibers used for the

transmission of video signals are
made to far more exacting specifi
cations than the fibers in the lamp
that may sit on your TV set. The
"drawing" of glass fibers to the
rigid specifications needed for
practical video applications has
taken a number of years of inten
sive research and work-work that
involved page-long formulas and
references to such things as meridi
onal rays, dielectric waveguide

December, 1976 23
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• 1 I• ,,,,,

fiber optic 1ink
~ •video out

Fig. 1 The basic concept for an optical fiber (OF) system is illustrated here. Even with today's limited OF technology, it is
estimated that it is possible to send video signals six to nine miles before re-amplification is necessary. No frequency
equalization or AGC processing is necessary.

when this effect becomes great
enough to result in a lack of resolu
tion between discrete bits of in
formation that the process breaks
down. Fortunately, the extremely
short wavelength of light (l0-6 m.)
coupled with the extremely high
speed (about 291º cm./sec.) gives
phenomenally high limits to work
with. Some idea of the relative
information capacity of OF com
pared with other electronic media is
shown in Figure 2.

Numbers this big have very little
meaning for most people until they
are broken down into recognizable
quantities. To give you some idea of
just how removed these laser fre
quencies are from ratio frequency
(RF) energy, consider the following.

20-Million TV Channels?
Laser emissions run from about

80 to 1,000 terahertz (THz). If we
were to put 6 MHz-wide television
channels throughout the region of
possible laser emission we would
have room for about 20-million
separate TV channels!

The region on the electromag
netic spectrum which can be used
by lasers starts considerably below
the visible light region. In numbers,
laser emissions run from a wave
length of about 5.3 to 0.4 microns,
and visible light runs from about
O.7 to 0.4 microns. (In case you are
having trouble with "microns" and
don't have a dictionary handy, a
micron is equal to one one-thou
sandth of a millimeter, or 10,000
angstroms.) When you get down to
these wavelengths, missing some-
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thing by a "hair" can put complete
ly out of the ballpark, since the
length of these waves is about 100
times the size of a hair!

To put it another way, the
electromagnetic range theoretically
possible with lasers would be capa
ble of carrying about 300-billion
telephone conversations simultane
ously.

Back To Earth
Although it's interesting to specu

late, such astronomical channel
capacity is completely beyond
present television needs. So, return
ing to some numbers that are a
little more down to earth and in
line with current technology and
needs, we find that with the best of
LED-fiber-PIN combinations we
can now transmit about 30 6 MHz
signals through one of today's 90
micron "glass hairs" with plenty of
room left over for guard bands.
With a 1 volt video signal fed into
the fiber optic link, you can expect
a loss of about 2 dB per kilometer
(0.62 mile) using the best of today's
OF, which means that over a long
distance you would need (20 dB)
amplifiers about every 10-15 km
(6-9 'miles).

The receiving PIN diode and
amplifier currently being used by
Teleprompter is very lightweight
and small-only about 10 cm (4
inches) square. The signal-to-noise
ratio of the installation is reportedly
57 dB. The biggest current limita
tion appears to be the frequency
response of the LED light launcher.
The Teleprompter LED's are manu
factured by Bell Northern and have

a response of 20 MHz, but the
state-of-the-art appears to be the
200 MHz LED's recently an
nounced by RCA.

Other Current Applications
The Teleprompter installation

isn't the only communication-re
lated OF application. Rediffusion
in England has installed an under
ground video link which they are
currently testing. Japan is wiring a
small community with OF, which
will probably represent the first
full-scale test anywhere. France is
reportedly anxiously awaiting the
outcome of such tests before launch
ing an extensive OF project for
Paris.

If rumors can be believed from
France, that country plans to take a
quantum leap into state-of-the-art
communications by wiring the en
tire city of Paris with OF (instead
of coaxial cable), thereby giving it
the most modern broadband com
munications system found in any of
the world's major cities.

Future Possibilities
The adoption of digital signal

processing will undoubtedly be a
major step forward for OF tech
nology. At the same time, however,
this will vastly complicate the
"cable" -to-home CATV interface.
A digital-to-analogue-to-RF conver
ter would undoubtedly necessitate a
very sophisticated and costly "black
box't-e-at least with today's tech
nology.
The first approach, and the one

that seems most practical right
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Console custom-designed and built by
Audio Designs for WKY-TV, Ok.ahorna :ity.

Wh~n you buy an ADM Console, you buy a ccrnpany.
You buy our sLlled ergi::-eers and design personnel,
our professional know-how and more than ten years
of experience in building consoles that are unexcelled

for quality and reliability.

Audio Designs®has consistently been a leader in innovative
design concepts and "state-of-the-art" techniques. Om: principals have worked

on the studio side of consoles-they know what professionals want and
need to do their demanding jobs faster and easier. And customers know that

ADM Consoles are engineered for consistent high performance. That is
one reason why our customer list reads like a "Who's Who" of the industry.

Our consoles are manufactured with the finest components for long life and
trouble-free operation. Hopefully you will never need service, but if you do,

we will provide assistance promptly and without question. Our five-year
warranty is the most liberal in the industry. Before you buy any console

standard or custom-let us give you sorne more reasons why an
ADM Console is your best buy. Call or write us soon.

For More Details Circle (20) on Reply Card

AUDIO DESIGNSAND MANUFACTURING, INC.
16005 Sturgeon, Hose~ilie, Michigan 48066

Phone: (313) 778-8400, Cable: AUDEX TLX-23-1114
*·VífaJi£4DISTRIBiUTED OUTSIDEU.S.A.
BY AMPEX INTERNATIOi!IAL OPERATIONS, 11\fC.
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CAPACITIES OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA

MEDIUM

TELEPHONE

AM RAOI O

HI-Fl TAPE

FM RAD I O

U,S, TELEVl'.jlON

COAXIAL CABLE

OPTICAL FIBER
¡
...,,

BANDWIDTH

3,000 Hz

10,000 Hz

20,000 Hz

200 KHz

6 MHz

57 MHz

? ? GHz

Fig. 2 The bandwidth and information-carrying capacity of electrontc media
continues to grow. From a bandwidth of 3 kHz (telephone), we now have
developed a medium (OF) which, with the help of lasers, could (theoretically)
have a bandwidth in the trillions of Hz. Right now the theoretical is a long
way from the possible, since the maximum bandwidth attainable is reported
to be 200 MHz. However, as the technology develops, we might someday see
bandwidths of ten and hundreds of GHz.
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now, would be to use OF transmis
sion only for major long-distance
links. From this point the digital,
light-frequency signals could be
converted into analogue RF and fed
into branch lines for local distri
bution. In the case of CATV,
existing coaxial hardware would not
become obsolete. By making the
long-distance hops by OF, certain
quality and cost advantages should
be possible.

Another possibility would be to
take the OF cables directly into the
home. Receivers would have to be
manufactured which could accom
modate the digital OF signal (along
with standard RF).

For starters we could initiate
channels which operate on double
our current 525 line standard. With
1,050 or so lines we could achieve a
video resolution which would equal
the resolution the 35 mm motion
picture film we see at theaters.·
Large-screen television projection
systems would then become fully
meaningful in terms of increased
image detail. With "bandwidth to
burn," we could even transmit
three separate 12 MHz pictures,
one for each of the primary colors.
Why compromise anything? And,
let's not forget audio. We would
want two audio channels minimum
(stereo) and would probably want to
throw in the provision for a few
more for other languages, different
age levels of comprehension, etc.

In the beginning, even if only a
few entertainment centers had such
receiving equipment, it wouldn't
matter, since such "narrowcast pro
gramming" could be inexpensively
distributed, once the OF system
was a reality. The programming
would not crowd anything else out
of the band.

As a final note, it should be kept
in mind that at this early stage of
OF technology there are many
claims and counter claims about
what it can and cannot do. Not
withstanding some confusion on
present OF specifications and
limitations, what we do know is
that fiber optic technology is very
definitely on the scene in broad
casting-both in this country and
in Europe and Asia. The future for
these little hair-sized fibers looks
good, and they may even (as pre
dicted) have the impact on elec
tronics and broadcasting which will
be equal to that of the transistor. O
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ANTENNA AND
TRANSMITTER
USER
REPORT

WHN-AM, NEW YORK CITY,
ADDS 50 kW AMPLIPHASE
TRANSMITTER
"WHN-AMdelivers great sound
around the clock," reports Bob
Walton, Chief Engineer of this
Storer station.

"Our RCA 50 kW Ampliphase
transmitter comes through with a
standout signal in the tough New
Yorkmarket," Mr. Walton says. "It's
a Type BTA-50J, located at the
antenna site in East Rutherford,
N.J., and remote-controlled from
our Manhattan studio.

"Weoperate the Ampliphase and
an older transmitter as an Altemate
Main system, with a weekly
changeover. The common point
reactance presented no matching
problem for the Ampliphase trans
mitter, nor does our directional

"50 kW Amplíphase
transmitter dellvers.a standout
signal"

December, 1976

WBEN,BUFFALO,UPGRADES
WITH REMOTE-CONTROLLED
TV AND FM TRANSMITTERS
"We used RCA on our TV-FM
modernization program for good
reason," says Frank Maser, Director
of Engineering for WBEN, Inc.

"When you're investing nearly a
milliondollars in new plant facilities,
more than equipment is involved.
Technical expertise in system
design and installation is important
-and RCA was able to provide this

valuable support.
'The automated transmitters for

"Technical expertise in system
design ... important"

FM and TV completed our initial
master updating program. Both sys
tems are remote-controlled from
the studio, with full redundancy in
circuitry, STL, power, and trans
mitter functions.
"For TV, we installeda TT-30FL,

30 kW transmitting system with
OPTO-Switcher and bi-level
switching capability. This arrange-

antenna system.
"Ilike the BTA-50J's wideband

sound and low distortion. It doesn't
use a modulation transformer or
any audio transformers-which
gives us a cleaner signal over a
wider frequency range. And,
although we operate at 100%mod
ulation, it is good to know that the
transmitter is capable of 125%
modulation.

'The RCA transmitter sounds
great and gives no trouble."
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BTF-4QE1
fM

Monitor
&

Control

n-
30FL
TV

·Bl'F-
40El
FM

WBEN transmitting plant layout

ment gives us full flexibilityto
operate in parallel, or one side only,
maintaining optimum VSWRwith
out need for re-tuning.

"Rock 102, our 24-hour-a-day
automated FM stereo station, oper
ates twin BTF-40El 40 kW trans
mitters as Alternate-Main systems.
With this configuration and our
custom logic systems, we're well
protected against transmitter out
ages. The transmitters are fully
automated, includingautomatic
power level control. Our FM plant
also includes a new BFG-8 circu
larlypolarizedantenna with de-icers.

"With the new transmitting sys
tems behind us, we're moving on
into the next phase of our master
plan for improving technical
operations."

"... transmitters are fully
automated, including automatic
power level control"

nen
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At the Olympics,
we saw coverage
from a helicopter.
Here you see
Larry Scheer (left)
of KN BC, Los
Angeles, working
as possibly the
only U.S. news
man to pilot and
report from what
is, in effect, a
mobile, remote
color TV station
mounted in a
helicopter.

WhatSAhead
For Broadcasters?
By Ron Merrel I

Don't get caught looking. It's nice
to look down the pike. but (f we
dream too long of tomorrow, we'll
lose today.
If there is any one thing you can

say with certainty about the broad
cast industry, it's that changes will
confront us just about the time we
settle down to the task of digesting
the last twist or turn in the
technology.

In this issue of Broadcast En
gineering we've put together some
of the changes that are likely to
affect the industry. Fiber optics, by
far, is the most distant and mind
boggling. But fiber optics is only
one of the shadows on the horizon
with new challenges we could be
facing. Even if fiber optics is
still years away from making in
roads on the broadcast industry,
it already is being introduced to
cable television.

But not all changes are technical.
OSHA appears on the scene, the
environmentalists throw up road
blocks, the FCC gives and takes
away, the FTC puts advertising
under the microscope, and even the
professional and trade associations
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find themselves pressed to keep
their rails straight.

On a day-to-day basis, the indus
try is on the edge of its chair.
Which way will it go and will the
trend last? And one of the greatest
dangers is that the broadcaster can
get caught waiting. ENG is a fine
example.

Most of the early ENG equip
ment was not designed for broad
cast applications. But innovators at
the network and local station level
opted for experimenting and doing
it their own way. When improve
ments in equipment began to hit
the market, they were the ones in
the best position to make judg
ments on what features were rele
vant. Meanwhile, this doesn't mean
that film is dead. There still are
situations where film is more ap
propriate. What's more, the conver
sion costs may be inconsistent with
profits vs. investments at some
stations. Of this you can be sure,
the ind ustry will gain from the
competition.

At The IBC
At the recent International

Broadcasting Convention in Lon
don, ENG was one of the hottest
topics. Even the planning com
mittee had not anticipated such an
interest, and several hundred
people were turned away. The
general European and U.K. feeling
has been that image quality of
ENG pictures is just too poor for
serious consideration as a picture
origination format in non-NTSC
countries.

ABC's Julie Barnathan and Jo
seph Flaherty of CBS stood their
ground, based on network news and
special events coverage experience.
Actually, Barnathan was not a
member of the panel, but he made
his opinions heard. Others on the
panel were: moderator E. R. Rout
of the BBC's designs department;
A. Protheroe, BBC News; M. Mori
zono, Sony; F. Van Poessel, Philips;
and J. Fielek of Microwave Asso
ciates.

This meeting will be covered in
detail in the January issue. But
from a what's ahead standpoint,
Barnathan stated that ENG equip
ment must be easy to operate and
ultra reliable. He added that the
cost had to be controlled because
every $1000 added to the ENG
package cost would have to be
multiplied 100 times at ABC be
cause of the number of units they
have in the field.

A Shopping List
To Remember

The networks usually lead the
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way. CBS was into electronic news
gathering at the network and
station level in 1971. Today, more
than 400 stations are equipped with
some kind of ENG equipment.
Away from the flagship stations,
what is not commonly known is
that network engineering, produc
tion and management can have a
great effect on what the manu
facturers will come up with next. It
isn't the only way innovations are
born, but even when the manu
facturer develops something really
new on his own initiative, his initial
introduction often is made to the
networks.

At the recent Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers
(SMPTE) annual conference, CBS/
Broadcast Group president John A.
Schneider made his technical de
sires known. The word was loud
and clear.

"We at CBS are now in our third
generation of ENG equipment. The
first minicam weighed 51 pounds,
designed for the 1968 convention.
In 1973, we had the first camera
designed expressly for ENG. That
weighed 34 pounds.

"The latest newsgathering cam
eras are fantastic. They only weigh
13 pounds. And the development of
the portable videotape cassette re
corder has been a major contribu
tion to the success of ENG. It is
now possible for journalists,
equipped with camera and re
corder, to report the news elec
tronically right on the spot-where
ever and whenever it happens.

"But even the best 'portable'
recorder weighs 32 pounds, a heavy
burden after a while. Thus, the first
item on our shopping list is a truly
portable compact, reliable video
tape recorder, weighing only about
10 pounds. This may require a
change in standards that CBS may
be willing to accept.

"Beyond ENG, the next item on
the list involves the power source
for this portable equipment. Pres
ent-day batteries are heavy, too
heavy. They have also been known
to leak and even to explode. Re
charging is sometimes unreliable
and too time-consuming. We need
a power source with a capacity of
SO watt-hours per pound of weight,
which can be re-charged reliably
every night, and which is safe and
will operate over a range of tern-

BROADCAST ENGINEERING

pera tu re.
"Perhaps you can attack the

problem from both ends, by re
ducing the power required to
operate the portable equipment
while reducing the weight of the
battery.

"When a news event is covered
abroad, we have to be able to edit
and assemble the complete story on
the spot. We must be able to trans
mit it by satellite, ready for
broadcast. Thus, for the third item,
we need smaller and lighter video
tape editing machines and edit con
trollers which can literally be fitted
into a couple of manageable suit
cases. Once again, the editing
equipment must be battery
operated. It must have all the
facilities needed for editing and
assembling a complete story to be
transmitted, ready for broadcast.

"Equipment with these charac
teristics obviously lends itself to the
production of documentaries. In
fact, many local television stations
are already using ENG equipment
for documentaries. The cost savings
are enormously impressive, where a
shooting ratio of 30 to 1 is
common. The freedom to keep the
camera running has made all the
difference for the producer in the
field.

"However, the .high shooting
ratio obviously means a very large
number of edits, and this in turn
requires more sophisticated editing
equipment than is now available.

"And because the camera crew
should be as unobtrusive as pos
sible in both news and documentary
shooting, we need greater sensitivity
for the cameras to operate effec
tively in natural indoor lighting.
Perhaps you can achieve a two-stop
improvement in sensitivity in two
ways. The pickup tube in the
camera may be made more sensitive
or the zoom lens may be made
faster.

"Speaking of optics, cameras are
approaching the point in develop
ment where we have to plug a
camera into the lens. It used to be
the other way around. In the new
Microcam the lens weighs two and
a half pounds; the camera weighs
eight pounds. However, the type of
lens needed for typical sports shots
weighs more like 57 pounds and is
1O times the bulk of the Microcam.
Even on full-sized cameras, the

marvelous and expensive 30: 1 f/3.5
lens looks enormous, like an all
seeing eye in a science-fiction show.

"Can't you pass some new laws
of physics-or make the electronics
so good that a big part of the zoom
range can be handled by signal
processing? Somehow, we just have
to have a smaller optical front end.
The optics problems, by the way,
are equally serious whether on film
or tape.

"Now let's turn to sports cover
age. Have you ever seen our mobile
units heading for a football game?
On the road, they look like an
armored division on the move.

"There are two semi-tractor trail
ers, each 40 feet long and 8 feet
wide. One of these has expanding
sides to increase work space when
operating at the event. We may use
6 or 7 carneras at a regular footbail
game, and up to 14 carneras for a
special event like the Super Bowl.
The gross weight of just one of
these loaded units is 31 tons. The
carneras must be monitored,
switched for live broadcast, record
ing and slow-motion replay. There
are microphones, audio switchers,
and miles and miles of cable.

"There is no hiding the fact that
it takes tons and tons of equipment
to cover a major sports event, not
to mention conventions, elections
and the like.
"Even covering an event such as

a golf tournament is a monumental
undertaking. CBS doesn't own the
golf course in Augusta, but I
sometimes wonder. We have 16
miles of cable buried beneath the
sacred fairways to provide the hole
by-hole coverage that viewers expect
of the golf classic.

"Why is all this needed?
"One major advance in reducing

the weight and size that you have
given us in the past few years is
changing from a cable the size of
my fist to one the size of my little
finger. We truly appreciate that,
but we need more, much more.

"We need a color-stable, high
quality, motion-insensitive trans
mission system.

"Perhaps digitally encoded sig
nals along with automatic digital
reprocessing can be used to achieve
a "walk-around" wireless camera.
Perhaps frequency bands and band
widths not now allocated to the
broadcaster may be the answer.
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Why Do We Have Over
Customers In 20 Countries On
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200 Orders From
5Continents For BCN VTR's?

BCN VTR's are superior:
They combine quality of

Quad's with economy of 1 inch
VTR technology and portability.
BCN VTR's are proven:

Thousands of hours of
operation at many customer
sites, in studios and outside
broadcasting.
BCN is really portable:

The light-weight version
BCN 20 operated successfully in
boats, helicopters, cars and
during the Olympie's in Innsbruck
and Montreal.
BCN 20 - 69 min tape reel
BCN 20 - 80 min battery
BCN 20 - 23 kg light-weight
BCN 20 - auto-take assemble.
BCN is the advanced solution:

3 high-quality audio tracks
continuous recording - no gap,
adaptable to digital recording,
single frame display, cassette
operation etc.

esponsible engineers have decided:
CN YTR System

BCN is available:
4 leading broadcast equip

ment manufacturers supply you
with the BCN VTR's for NTSC,
PAL, PAL-Mand SECAM.

You don't have to wait ...

For further information contact your local Bosch-Fernseh
representative or Robert Bosch Fernseh-Division in
Darmstadt/West-Germany, POB.

BCN 50
stationary

BCN40
mobile

portable

BOSCH
rJ#;l.'b.i#:JFor More DetailsCircle (120) on ReplyCard
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"Now if you do manage to
create a lens-camera combination
that is compatible in size and is as
compact as we want, we come to
another onerous problem on our
shopping list.

"We have prompters which are
in effect large 'portable' television
receivers placed on the camera. The
arrangement is in every respect a
full-fledged Rube Goldberg con
traption-and one must almost
mount the camera to the prompter.
It is an unbelievable rig. It adds an
extra cable or two to be taped to
the camera cable--or vice versa.
It's time to do something about
this.

"I understand a hologram pro
duces an image right out there in
space. That would be a good ob
jective for a solution to this
problem. I respect the problem; it's
a tough one. ·

"That takes care of news and
sports. But the largest part of our
broadcasting operation is television
entertainment. It is competitive,
and we want to do it in the most
effective and economic way.

"At present, we use both video
tape and film-about two-thirds
tape and one-third film. Film is
more flexible, but it's twice as
expensive to use. So, if we are
successful in working out satis
factory labor agreements, we plan
to start using tape at our Studio
Center film stages in Hollywood,
where many of our situation
comedies are made before live audi
ences.

"However, film is still used in
our nine weekly, hour-long prime
time drama series. We would like
to convert to tape. But that means
that we will need an electronic
editing device-something to han
dle the 300 to 400 edits presently
made in each hour-long program by
a movieola. Perhaps that is some
thing that you, .here in this room,
can develop.

"That's our shopping list. Not
too long, although perhaps de
manding.

"As you see, dll things have not
been invented, and all techniques
have not been developed.

"We have been in this business
for a long time, by current stan
dards, but in some areas we still
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use first generation equipment.
"This shopping list is not of the

pie-in-the-sky variety. It's down to
earth. It's something that the
people in this room can fill."

Now the manufacturers are not
always waiting with baited breath
to hear what the nets want. Enough
of them are leaders in their own
right. But the fact remains that
when the nets say they want some
thing, it has a definite effect on
what you're likely to see, sooner or
later, exhibited at conventions.

CP Antennas
Although still in the wings, cir

cular polarization for television was
the subject of a petition of Rule
Making filed in February of 1975
by the American Broadcasting
Companies, Incorporated. The reply
comment date was September 6,
1976. There was substantial re
sponse from the networks, the
Corporation for Public Broadcast
ing, the NAB, the Association of
Maximum Service Telecasters
(AMST), equipment manufacturers
and broadcasters. Apparently, there
wasn't a consensus. In another
section of this issue, you can read a
report updating that situation.

There's Logic, Too
In recent issues, BE has been

running a series on "Logic Illus
trated". In recent times we've seen
digital becoming a vital part of the
broadcast equipment scene. A bet
ter understanding of how digital
circuits work is a prime requisite
for keeping up with what's coming
down the pike. More importantly,
since it will likely continue on its
way to more widespread uses, a
lack of at least basic digital logic
theory will cause more problems
than the equipment was designed to
solve. The equipment manufac
turers could be forced into in
creased costs, if they become too
closely tied to equipment downtime.
Troubleshooting digital circuits is a
problem confronting both the
broadcaster and the manufacturer.
In 1977, Broadcast Engineering will
start a monthly column called
"Logic Lab". The first part will
deal with where you can get more
information on digital logic, and
from there we'll be off into practi
cal troubleshooting.

Up and Down
Up in the sky, satellites are more

and more a factor in everyday com
munications. Who knows how far
we are from seeing the networks
pumping programming down from
the sky to the local TV station.
You'll be seeing more on that in
BE.

What About
AM And FM?

In another section of this issue,
our Radio Workshop editor takes
his look ahead. But looking ahead
is not a private issue. Cox Broad
casting, among others, has been
doing its share.

Cox's data show that:
• FM stations have been profitable
since 1973.
• FM revenues have grown over 20
percent per year since 1963.
• In the Top 40 market, FM's
share of radio listening will reach
42 percent this year.
• In the country as a whole, the
FM audience should account for
about 35 percent of all radio listen
ing this year.
• FM revenues should grow at 22
percent annually over the next five
years, while AM revenues will grow
at 4 percent annually.

Parting Shots
Automatic and unattended trans

mitters will be in great evidence in
the future. TV stations will get
their chance at circularly polarized
antennas. And as you might sus
pect, live news will find its way into
virtually every station.

Somewhere out there, we're goirig
to see the solid state pickup devices
replacing tubes, especially in ENG
cameras. Automation will become
an increasingly important factor in
daily operations at TV stations.
And you can expect to see more
from the video disc and hear more
about the digital VTR. Watch AM
stereo. Of course there will be other
innovations.

Before we pull the switch here, a
word of caution is needed. You just
can't afford to say, "Well, if that
great stuff is coming, I'm going to
hold off until it gets here." There
are station needs for today arid
tomorrow. The danger is that today
can be lost because tomorrow
didn't get here soon enough. O
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The 1480 Waveform Monitor looks
like your faithful 529 ...
Until you examine the features

Display offset For level
setting accuracy ap
proaching 0.2%, offset
the display of your signal
with 1480's very accurate
calibrator.

Bright CRT Bright enough
to examine VITS without
dimming the lights.

Two graticules Your
choice of an internal or
an external graticule is
made with the scale
illumination control.

Digital line and field
selection For positive
identification of signals
displayed.

Probe Input option For
high-impedance test
points.

Automatic intensity
change When you select
a faster time base from
the two-feld mode, opti
mum mtensitv is main
t~ined.
I
I
I

Comparison modes The
1480 will overlay portions
of a signal for easier and
more accurate compari
son of levels.

Direct or AFC Sync Elim
inates display jitter or dis
plays jitter.

15 Line display This 1480
feature permits head-by
head VTR signal exami
nation.

on rear panel

The TEKTRONIX 1480R Waveform Monitor does look like the
TEKTRONIX R529; just as the half-rack width 1480C looks like
the 529. But, there are differences. Some of them subtle, like the
sharply focused trace on the bright CRT, others more conspicu
ous, like the optional input for use of a high-impedance probe.
Some features won't be noticed until you examine the rear panel,
like the line strobe output for strobing a vectorscope. This is a
technique for intensifying individual line displays.
Yes, the 1480 Series Waveform Monitors are different, just as your
measurement needs are different. Different from your needs in
the sixties, when the 529 series was the high-performance
monitor.
Write us, or you use the reader service number to get a series of
application notes on the 1480. Better yet, contact your Tektronix
Television Field Engineer.
He wil: be glad to show you the 1480 and its benefits.

Auxiliary video input A
special input/output cir
cuit allows you to mea
sure chroma/luminance
gain and delay without
disturbing your signal and
for the use of special fil
ters for unique measure
ments.

Line strobe In addition to
having an auxiliary
strobed video out for
identification of individual
lines on picture monitors
the 1480 will strobe indi
vidual line vectorscope
displays.

TEKTRONIX®

-

committed to
technical excellence

December, 1976
ForTechnical Information Circle (22) on ReplyCard
For DemonstrationOnly Circle (38) on ReplyCard 33
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Broadcasting
And The

Environment

By Harold Dorschug*

One of the stories about the
environment making the rounds
recently purported to relate a con
versation between the Lord and
Moses.

According to the story, the Lord
said to Moses, "There is both
good news and bad news. The good
news is that plagues small smite
your Egyptian oppressors. The Nile
shall be turned to blood, and frogs
and locust shall cover the fields.
Gnats and flies shall infest the
Pharaoh's people, and their cattle
shall die and rot in the pastures.
And hail and darkness shall visit
punishment upon the land of
Egypt!

"Then will I lead the children of
Israel forth, parting the waters of
the Red Sea so that they may cross,
and thereafter strewing the desert
with manna so that they may eat."

And Moses said, "O Lord, that's
wonderful. But tell me, what's the
bad news?" And the Lord replied,
"It will be up to you, Moses, to
write the environmental-impact
statement."

If you have filed recently to
construct an AM directional array,
or any towers or supporting struc
tures over 300 feet, or any of four
other FCC major actions, you may
understand how Moses felt. Such
construction requires submitting
environmental information which
may include an impact statement.
·chief Engineer,WTIV-TV,Hartford, Conn.
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While this probably will be handled
by your attorneys, there are certain
aspects of the process which you, as
an engineer, should understand in
order to assist them. Your advice in
pointing out areas in which broad
casting facilities are not as harmful
to the environment as some other
uses, and in offering suggestions for
minimizing the impact of new con
struction, can be very helpful in
persuading zoning and planning
agencies to give approval.

The environmental issue is highly
charged with emotion and often
vague points of relatively minor
importance are allowed to confuse a
proceeding. Factual information,
especially on some of the semi
myths that laymen hold about the
effect of electromagnetic radiation
on the environment, should be
presented in an authoritative man
ner as often as necessary. Later, the
engineer has a very important role
to play in making certain that the
plans proposed have minimum ef
fect on the environment and that
the work performed follows the
original proposal.
As ·a result of a widespread

movement to end practices which
were destroying many valuable and
irreplaceable aspects of man's
natural heritage, Congress passed
the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969. The FCC implemented·
the Act by incorporating its pro
visions applying to communications
in Subpart I of Part I of the Rules

and Regulations containing Sec
tions 1.1301 through 1.1319. Before
planning any new work, start by
reading this.

If your project comes within the
provision, read everything you can
get your hands on devoted to the
subject, especially material covering
the legal aspects, stories of cases
involving power lines and pipe
lines, and the effect of electro
magnetic radiation on the environ
ment. Such reading won't make you
an expert in the field and don't try
to pass yourself off as such.
However, it will acquaint you with
the language and processes en
countered in opposing facilities
intended for critical areas. Above
all, don't deride your opponents (if
you have any). The preservationists
are usually sincere, intelligent, dedi
cated members of your community
who want to keep your part of the
earth in good condition for people
yet to come.

The Roadblocks
What are possible reasons for

objecting to new construction? Here
we are discussing how transmitters
as studio plants located in down
town areas must satisfy other
criteria. In this former case, the
tower is generally the first target
because of its visual impact. Ad
mittedly, a tall tower can't be
concealed and it is difficult to
justify its presence in the desired
location to laymen. This is fre-
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At WISH-TV, the CBS affiliate in Indianapolis, they're using
a video tape system primarily designed to stop robbers ...
to stop another kind of loss-false claims for make-goods.

The system is the new Panasonic time lapse video tape
recorder NV-8030.As Joe Missick, WISH-TV's director of
engineering, explains it: "When an advertiser refuses
payment because he says his commercial didn't run, or
didn't go off right, we don't argue-we just show him a
video tape.

"Now there is no question of what was run. There it is
for our advertisers to look at. and there are no areas of
contention. We have already saved the cost of the
Panasonic time lapse video tape recorder in the first
30 days by eliminating false claims for advertisers'
make-goods."

The Panasonic VTR not only verifies that the spots ran,
but that the video reception was good.

In addition to high resolution, the Panasonic NV-8030is
versatile. WISH-TV also uses it for log verification, to check
on commercial loudness and to pinpoint any transmitter
interruption.

The NV-8030can record pictures from an off-air
monitor, continuously in different time sequences-9, 18,72
and up to 108hours (that's 4V2 days) ail on one reel of tape.

1NISH-TVuses it in the 18-hour mode-so one tape monitors
virtually an entire broadcast day.

Could the system work for you? The easiest way to find
out is to call us. Or send us the coupon. That way, the next
time one of your advertisers makes a false claim, instead
of telling him he's wrong-you can show him.
---------------,I Panasonic Company, Video Systems Division, Dept. 302

I One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, N.J. 07094. I
D Send me technical information on the NV-8030.

I
Name Title I

Please Print I
Company__ I

I
State Zip I

Area Code Phone Number I
Pa~S0'1ic®. 1

LJust sllght11yaheaa of our time. _J
In Cenada.~ac? Panasonic V~ SystemsDepa~t~onson Orive, Re~. Ontari;Miw105.

D Havea Panasonic video specialist call lo demonstrate how the
NV-8030can be used at my station.

Address

City

For More Details Cirde (23) on Reply Card
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quently one of the few choice open
areas left. Engineering constraints
often make it difficult to find a
suitable alternative.

AM plants, by nature, require
flat, level terrain, ideally of a moist
character. Tower height is deter
mined by frequency and efficiency.
Painting and lighting must meet
governmental regulations. There
can only be one "best" answer to
the problem. Even though during
storms or other emergencies its
critics may stay tuned to the station
for up to date information, in good
times it looks like a big piece of
ugly steel standing right in the
middle of a wetland ecosystem.

FM, TV and microwave towers
are vulnerable to the same argu
ments. Here the best site seems
always to be on a hill that creates
the most objectionable silhouette on
the skyline. However, some latitude
does exist in meeting power-height
combinations and your knowledge
of this relationship may help in
working out a compromise. In a
number of hearings covering a
broad field reported in the litera
ture on the subject, it was shown
that if there is no satisfactory
alternative, a reasonable accommo
dation could be worked out if the
problem is approached properly.

Positive Points
For The Station

What are some of the positive
points to be emphasized on behalf
of broadcasting?

Compared with other users of an
equivalent amount of land, such as
industry or housing, a broadcasting
facility does not create any of the
following problems:
• It causes no air pollution, creates
no oil slicks, nor are any toxic gases
used.
• There is no noise problem.
• Waste disposal demands are
minimal.
• No valuable resources are re
moved from the earth such as
minerals, gravel or timber.
• It has one of the lowest use
densities, resulting in maintenance
of the greatest amount of open
space. For example, a two-tower
array with full half-wave ground
system at 1 MHz requires about 30
acres, yet less than one-half acre
would actually be used for building,
tower bases and guy anchors. The
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balance remains open space. With
a ground cover of grass it would be
a natural habitat for wildlife.
• Because of this low density use,
minimal demands are made on
community supported services such
as police, fire protection, schools
and roads.

The Big Myth
The matter of radiation sets

broadcasting apart from other more
common property uses and it must
be considered because it is often
confused in the layman's mind with
nuclear radiation. With the current
controversy over nuclear power
stations, you should be in a position
to adequately answer any questions
about broadcast radiation.

Controlled laboratory tests on
both plants and animals have
demonstrated that electromagnetic
fields produce observable effects. In
the case of animals, "it is possible
to observe agitation, excitement and
increased motor activity sometimes
going as far as turning tranquil
animals into agressive ones"1• In
the case of plants, "at large field
intensities, for example in the
vicinity of relay transmitters and
ultra-short-wave links, growth is
inhibited"'.

The authors of this reference
work concluded, "if we keep in
mind the fact that the biological
effects of radio waves depend on a
number of factors (the most impor
tant being intensity of the field, its
nature, and the exposure time), it
becomes clear that not even the
final results will be unambiguous
and will vary more or Jess (or even
be contradictory)" 1• These tests
used high intensity fields with care
fully focused exposures not usually
found in or around broadcast
facilities. Also, pulsed radiation was
found to be more biologically effec
tive than CW.

An excellent survey of the broad
cast situation in the IEEE SPEC
TRUM of August 19722 reaches the
conclusion that "Radiation levels
found in the vicinity of high-power
broadcasting stations, in most prac
tical instances, are considerably
lower than those usually associated
with biologically hazardous fields."

This statement assumes that
itinerent personnel will be kept
away from areas of extremely high
fields, such as AM tower bases, by

fences or other protective en
closures, and that FM and TV
radiation, because of the vertical
patterns of the antennas used, will
not be directed at people.

Very often transmitters located in
suburban or rural areas support
large populations of small wild
animals such as skunks, squirrels,
foxes and even deer, together with
snakes and birds. It does not
appear that the RF fields continu
ally saturating their habitat dam
ages their life cycle.
Unfortunately, while research

and study continue, opinions of
scientists often fail to agree. As a
result, standards for safety set
throughout the world are not
uniform. The greatest attention has
been given to effects of 3-30 GHz
radiation, where tissue heating is
the primary hazard. Lower fre
quency phenomena have been less
thoroughly investigated because of
the Jack of evidence of damage.

Maximum Levels
In the U.S., maximum recom

mended levels for human exposure
have been established by the Amer
icn National Standards Institute
(ANSI) and adopted by OSHA. For
a frequency range of 10 MHz-
100 GHz, these are a power density
of 10 mV/cm2 for periods of 0.1-
hour or more, or an energy density
of 1 mWhr/cm2 averaged over any
0.1-hour period. There is no limit
established for radiation below 10
MHz, although there appears to be
no reason why this same standard
could not be used.

In the USSR a value of 20 V/m
has been adopted as the limit over
the frequency range of 0.1-1.5 MHz
but the Czechoslovakian Socialists
Republic limit is only 10 V/rn for a
range of 0.01-300 MHz for an 8
hr/day exposure.

How Can The
Broadcaster Help?

In summary, what steps should
the broadcast engineer follow in
protecting the environment? We
suggest that he should use his
specialized knowledge and ability,
and here are some ideas.

First, he must attempt to locate
any new construction in the least
critical areas available and still be
consistent with engineering require:
ments and statutory ordinances. He
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must be sincere in his belief and
attitude that the site he proposes is
the best available. However, he
should investigate acceptable alter
natives. in case of controversial
litigation. He must convince his
architects and engineers to design
the minimum facility required to
achieve the objectives and have the
resulting concept present a har
monious blend with the surround
ings. The lowest land density use is
the one most likely to be accepted.

Second, he should seek the
advice of a qualified advisor such
as a professor in the ecology
department of a local college for
recommendations on protecting the
most sensitive flora and fauna,
endangered species list items, etc.,
and how best to preserve them5•

This action has solved at least one
head-on confrontation3• Also,
management must be persuaded to
publicize the plans in order to
avoid any <possible criticism that
something underhanded is being
proposed'.

Finally, he must make absolutely

certain that during installation,
everything is done which he agreed
upon with the preservationists. He
should keep approaches to the
property as narrow as possible. He
should keep heavy equipment and
building material off delicate root
systems. He should reduce dangers
of erosion and siltation by dis
turbing ground cover and soil as
little as possible, by reducing the
time when raw soil lays open and
by covering exposed soil with mulch
whenever possible to prevent run
off. He should keep in mind that
what may look like a weed to him
can be a very delicate and scarce
part of the ecology.

A concerted effort by everyone
concerned can achieve your goal if
you follow an approach which
proves that you are not trying to
use the earth's resources for a
narrow or selfish interest. Show
that you acknowledge the genera
tions of the past who have pre
served what we now use and that
you are not forgetting the many
generations yet to come. Only in

this manner can life centuries from
now become more than bare sur
vival.
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Whether your station is based in New York, Honolulu or any
where in between, perfect timing of programs, station breaks
and commercials is essential. To meet your exacting timing
requirements ESE now offers two precision timing systems.
For flexibility and economywith up to ten events, ESEhas de·
signed the 750 Series of ProgrammerIComparators.
Rugged thumbwheel programmers coupled with an
ESEclock or timer to provide a single pole con·
tact closure (1 Amp contact rating) for the length
of time program matches display. Low on cost, the
reliable Programmer/Comparators start at $305.
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Programmer/ Comparators and Controllers
When you want to program more than ten events, consider
the ES780 Series of ProgrammerIControllers: A Solid State
RandomAccess Memory united with an ESEclock or timer to
provide 32 user-programmed outputs. Ten minutes is all you
need to program all 32 events. Manual override and ten sec

ond re-programming provide maximum flexibility.
All this in 51/4 inches of rack space! Internal
crystal time-base and battery pack are standard
features. Four digit, 32 event units are $1,200.
and Eight digit, 32 event units are $1,500.
Custom options and special orders are available.
Inglewood, California 90302 · 213-674-3021
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What's Ahead For
lhe Radio Broadcaster

By Peter Burk

Unless you've had your head
buried in a transmitter for the
better part of 1976, you're already
aware that another technological
revolution has descended on the
broadcast industry.

Spin-offs from the computer and
aerospace industries continue to
spin into our domain, making it
possible for us to deliver a better
product more economically. In ad
dition, the FCC is inching toward
some changes that will enable us to
take advantage of the new tech
nology and offer our listeners ex
citing new aural delicacies. This
month, as we tie the ribbons on
1976, we'll peek into the next three
hundred sixty-five and beyond and
see what effect these advancements
will have on the back shop at your
station.

No More Logs
By the time this issue goes to

press, the commissioners at the
FCC will be voting on the long
awaited Automic Transmitting Sys
tem (ATS). If the men in the ivory
tower put their blessing on the pro
posed system, many stations will be
able to install a black box that will
relieve the necessity of an operator
on duty.

After approval by the commis
sioners, appropriate rules will have
to be adopted and a magic date for
going on the system established. It's
hard to predict how long that may
take, but if you have enough
operating logs to last through the
coming year, you probably won't
have to get any more ptinted ...ever.

AM Stereo
Stereo has probably done more

for FM than all of its other assets

3S

put together. It's natural then that
AM broadcasters would like to
jump on the bandwagon. To date,
two AM stereo systems have been
proposed. The Commission isn't
doing any testing on either system
yet, but is interested in the results
of outside studies now being con
ducted. Before any changes of this
type can be approved, it must be
demonstrated that the system is
fully compatible with existing re
ceiving equipment and that mono
quality will not be degraded.

The receiver manufacturers are
expressing a great deal of interest
in AM stereo, and are providing
some of the input to the broadcast
industry. One of the interesting
problems is the matter of lighting a
'stereo' light on the receivers. Most
broadcasters agree with. the manu
facturers that it is almost impera
tive to inform the listener visually
that both ears are being stimulated
separately, but the limited band
width on AM makes the trans
mission of a pilot difficult.

It's not likely that any action on
AM stereo will be taken in the near
future, but it's something you
might think about if you're plan
ning a new AM studio. The trans
mitter conversion will be simple
compared to the changes necessary
at the studio.

Music For Four Ears
If you think stereo proof of

performance is a task, dream for a
few minutes about discrete four
channel for FM. Let's see...left
front into right ear, left rear into
right front...twelve separation mea
surements at each frequency, not to

mention cross-talk!
Progress on quad at the FCC is

encouraging. Field tests on a dis
crete system have already been con
ducted and are being analyzed by
the chief engineer at the com
mission's Jabs in Laurel, Maryland.
Results should. be out, in three to
six months, but don't hold your
breath waiting for a notice of pro
posed rule-making. Pacific FM Inc.
filed their discrete four channel
application in 1971!

Several months ago, CBS filed
for adoption of standards for FM
stereo quadraphonic transmission
and in all likelihood, Sansui will
make a similar application. No tests
have been filed yet on either matrix
system, so it's going to be a while
before any decisions are made.

The Commission isn't intention
ally dragging its feet on these
projects. The main concern is that
any new system be the best pos
sible, since we'll have to live with it
for a long time. On the bright side,
the people shortage that has ham
pered the Commission is being
rectified. Many new departments
that have been short of warm
bodies are hiring right now.

Fortunately, not all of our tech
nology requires commission ap
proval before we can put it to work.
Microprocessors are perhaps the
hottest thing in radio automation
for 1977. Digital has become a way
of life, with applications blossoming
in almost every corner of the
station. 1977 should bring us a
'smart' audio processor, more soph
isticated tape handling equipment,
and a whole raft of improvements
in almost every type of broadcast
equipment. Ever increasing use of
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large and medium scale integration
is responsible for much of the
progress.

Electronic news gathering, tele
vision's claim to fame last year, will
receive more attention in radio as
we find ways to preserve the
immediacy of radio without sacri
ficing quality. Radio Workshop will
devote the next several months to
ENG for radio.

Are You In The Picture?
Yes, the state of the art is

advancing rapidly. Are you? 1977
technology requires 1977 engineer
ing. The engineer who's still empty
ing grid leak pans had best keep an
eye on the young fellow standing
behind him. Sure, he's still a little
wet behind the ears, and probably
doesn't know a cat whisker from a
SY3, but you can bet he won't get

The-re's more to this photo thoo meets the eye. Your station and the
environment will be a subject you'll have to face the next time you change
sites or plant towers. Note here that towers can blend with the surround
ings. (Photo by Harold Dorschug, WTIC, Hartford, Conn.)
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lost on a Karnough map.
A comfortable working relation

ship with digital logic is no longer
just something nice to have, it's
essential for survival. If you don't
already feel at home in the land of
true or false, now's the time to get
with the program. This month's
Broadcast Engineering contains the
last installment of "Logic Illus
trated" by Harold Ennes. Next
month, BE will begin another
Ennes feature called "Logic Lab".
These articles are written on a level
that a newcomer to digital logic can
understand and are an ideal way to
tune into 1977.

Another way to improve your
grip on those little black cater
pillars is to establish a reference
library at your station using data
books supplied (usually free) by the
IC manufacturers. They usually
contain applications notes as well
as device ratings and pinouts. None
has made the best seller list yet, but
they do make for good reading on
cold winter nights. Even more
important, when you do have a
problem with a piece of equipment,
you can find out a lot more about
the device in question from the
data sheet than you can from the
equipment instruction book.

Many colleges and universities
are now offering night courses on
digital logic. If you're not at home
with logic yet, consider taking a
course or two. Build or buy some
sort of breadboard for experiment
ing with TTL or CMOS packages.
Learning by doing is tough to beat.

1977 is also the year to get your
shop ready to handle a new breed
of problems. A good triggered
scope is absolutely essential with
dual trace capability high on the
nice-to-have list. A logic probe is a
real time saver, too. Take a look at
your hand tools, too. Removing an
IC with a 250 watt soldering iron
and a pair of vice grips just doesn't
cut it!

If you're in a competitive market,
don't forget the guy across the
street has as much access to 1977
technology as you do. What worked
for you last year might not be good
enough this year. Change ...like it or
not... is the name of the game. If
you have a need for informative
articles in specific growth areas or
if you have ideas to contribute,
drop us a line in care of the Radio
Workshop Editor.
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BE will be running hard to keep
you up to date on what's happen
ing, but it will be more important
than ever to make it to the con
ventions. Next up is the annual
NAB convention. Exhibition floor
space is already sold out. And all
indications are that it will set a new
record for attendance. Here is your
chance to touch and compare the
items you need most.

No doubt about it, there will be
several new pieces of equipment.
And what the manufacturers like
most is to have the broadcaster stop
by the booth and ask questions or
ask for a demonstration. All too
often the broadcaster walks the
aisles, finds what interests him
most, and then stands back and
looks and looks and looks ... what we
should all be doing is communi
cating.

Speaking of communicating, the
Society of Broadcast Engineers
(SBE) will hold their annual meet
ing during the convention. Here's a
golden opportunity to meet and
talk with engineers from all parts of
the country. You'll learn more
about the SBE's engineering certifi
cation program, and you'll have the
chance to talk about the industry
and the equipment in the exhibits
with other engineers.

From the financial side, and
based upon recently released FCC
figures, FM had a great year in
1975. Of over 180 markets report
ing, about 160 showed gains, while
only 10 had losses. Eight markets,
led by Jacksonville, Florida, re
ported revenue increases of more
than I00 percent. AM growth was
good, but not dramatic.

It has been reported (Broad
casting, November 8) that NBC is
prepared to drop their all-news
operation, News and Information
Service (NIS). Originally, NBC had
planned on signing 150 subscribing
stations. They're down now to a
reported 62, with an audience of
about 200,000.

While all-news is down for the
count at NBC, this format has met
with success at local stations. As
you might suspect, the key is
getting into the local news and not
relying solely on the national news.

Among the challenges to come
for radio will be new and inter
esting ways of carrying the local
news. After all, ENG did start in
radio. []

58 SOUND
REASONS
FORRAMKO
AUDIO.

YOU HAVE PROBABLY KNOWN
for some time that Ramko manufac
tures a wide variety of advanced
broadcast equipment. For example
we manufacture Audio Consoles,
Turntable Preamps, Mic/Line Amps,
Audio Distribution Amps, Studio
Monitor Amps, Mic/Line Limiters,
Cart Winders, Solid State Meters
and various console accessories.
We add to our product line as indus
try needs dictate - 57 different
products to date.

YOU MA Y NOT KNOW that Ramko
now manufactures 9 separate con
sole models. The price range will fit
any budget - from $695 to $1880 for
our dual 8-channel mixer stereo
model. And of course we design and
manufacture custom consoles for
special requirements.

touch-pad switch, plug-in modules,
solid state 'VU' meters, RF suppres
sion, input gain select, patch panel
monitor and cue mute select are only
a part of the difference in advanced
technology.

THE 58th SOUND REASON for do
ing business with Ramko is just as
important as the other 57. It's called
customer service.

WE'RE A COMPANY THAT DE
LIVERS. Ramko began offering 2
year equipment warranties over four
years ago. We've experienced
phenominal growth since. Our cus
tomers also enjoy a free, 2 week trial
on any piece of equipment in our
product line.

THESE ARE VERY UNIQUE AUDIO WE WOULD LIKE TO TELL YOU
CONSOLES containing exclusive MORE ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS.
features not found in other consoles Call Collect, wire or write for our new
5 times more expensive. DC con- catalog. There are 58 sound reasons
trolled audio attenuators, solid state for doing so.

RAM KO RESEARCH
11355 Folsom Blvd., Rancho Cordova, California 95670

(916) 635-3600
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An Updale On CP
By Ropert E. Winn•

A subject of growing interest and
importance to many broadcasters is
that of circular polarization for
television. This discussion does not
argue the case one way or the other
but tries to offer an objective
overview on the subject. It briefly
reviews the status of the proposed
FCC Rule Making and the Cir
cularly Polarized TV tests that have
been conducted. It takes a look at
the theoretical advantages of cir
cularly polarized TV, discusses the
WLS-TV experiment on the Sears
Building in Chicago and concludes
with a discussion of transmitting
equipment requirements.

FCC Status
The Federal Communications

Commission adopted a notice of
proposed Rule Making on May 11,

·RcA Broadcast Systems.

The Manufacturers
Are Saying ...

It was one year ago that Broad
cast Engineering ran a feature
article on circularly polarized an
tennas. In that article, the CP
antenna used in the KLÓC-TV
FCC authorized experimental tests
was described and test procedures
were explained. That was the
Jampro antenna. And there are
others.

Of course Broadcast Engineering
is not supporting any one make or
model. What most people want to
know is (1) what tests have been
run, and (2) what do the results
reveal? Meanwhile, it's obvious that
different designers will find dif
ferent configurations and tech
niques. While· these differences will

1976 in Docket No. 20802 looking
toward the amendment of Part 73
of the Commission's Rules and
Regulations to permit television
broadcast stations to employ cir
cular or elliptical polarization.

This notice of proposed Rule
Making resulted from a petition of
Rule Making filed February 12,
1975 by American Broadcast Com
panies, Incorporated, that re
quested the Rules and Regulations
be amended to permit the use, on a
permission basis, of circular or
elliptical polarization for TV broad
cast transmissions.

The comment date for the Tele
vision Circular Polarization notice
of proposed Rule Making was
August.24, and the reply comment
date was September 6, 1976. There
was substantial industry response
consisting of the National Asso
ciation of Broadcasters, the Asso-

ciation of Maximum Service Tele
casters, the three Commercial Tele
vision Networks, Corporation for
Public Broadcasting :::-1 several
equipment manufacturers. The re
sponses ranged from strong support
to opposition of the proposal for
various reasons.

Tests
Limited data on TV circular

polarization had been attained by
an experiment some years ago at
Station WTAJ-TV, which was then
WFBG-TV, Channel 10 in Altoona,
Pennsylvania. A recent experiment
was conducted during 1975 at
Station KLOC-TV, Channel 19 in
Modesto, California. A report on
this test has been filed with the
Commission.

The American Broadcasting
Company obtained an experimental
authorization to conduct television

affect the results, what BE is trying
to nail down is the feasibility. And
so far as we can determine, the
evidence seems to support the
theory that CP antennas can help
eliminate ghosting and co-channel
interference.

CP antenna manufacturers are
putting their money where their
mouth is. The antennas are avail
able from Harris Corporation, Jam
pro, RCA, CCA (marketing the
Bogner antenna), Micro Communi
cations and Alford Manufacturing.
So it shouldn't be held up because
we are talking strictly theory.

Harris Corporation, Broadcast
Products Division, feels that their
CP techniques will produce ex
cellent results. A company ·spokes
man told BE, "Published reports by
well known consultants have proven
that fact to our satisfaction, and we
now feel it is our responsibility to
see that this new technology be
comes established as the state-of-

the-art in TV transmissions."
The Harris Cavity Backed Radia

tor (CBR) CP TV antenna has a
unique feature. A broadcaster can
install one now and transmit in the
horizontal mode with excellent re
sults, and then, with a minor on
site modification, broadcast CP
signals when authorized to do. so by
the FCC. Harris, according to
Product Administration VP 'Jim
Combs, has their antenna in supply
now.

CCA is marketing the Bogner CP
antepna, and they .also have one
whiCh can be field modified after
installation for CP transmissions.
Their antenna uses the same basic
slot-director technique as their
standard horizontally .polarized
units. Their UHF and VHF high
power CP antennas were announced
and demonstrated at the '76 NAB
convention.

Thomas J. Vaughan, president of
Micro Communications, Inc., com-
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circular polarization tests at WLS
TV, their owned and operated
television outlet in Chicago. The
WLS-TY transmitting plant was
installed in the Sears Building in
Chicago in 1974 and an interim
antenna installation mounted on
the west cylinder on the top of the
building was employed. Field mea
surements and observations were
made for ABC by Smith and
Powstenko, Consulting Engineers.
Three engineering reports have
been submitted to the Commission.
Additional details of this antenna
system will be given later.

Is Circular
Polarization Coming?

The question being asked by
many broadcasters today is "Is
circular polarization coming?" To
help answer that question, it is
important to look at some of the

menting on the need for CP TV
antennas said, "Some of the addi
tional services that are being
planned will use TV for shopping,
banking, instruction, and business.
The BBC is presently transmitting
coded signals to selected viewers
who are able to ask a computer for
all sorts of information ...

"All these new services have two
things in. common: (1) They will
demand higher quality reception;
and (2) It will cost additional
funds." He goes on to say that
ENG is involved as well. He goes on
to conclude, "Our present method
of transmitting linear horizontal
polarization (for TV) is very restric
tive and does not permit the use of
any of the new Ghost Filtering
Techniques. CP is not only desired
by the broadcaster, but will be
demanded by the viewer when the
new applications are implemented,
and he has to pay for the service."

Jampro Antenna Company be-

December, 1976

theoretical advantages of circular
polarization.
These advantages might best be

seen by first investigating the hori
zontally polarized signal. As shown
in Figure 1, the radiated field lies
entirely within the horizontal plane
and with time traces out a sine
wave. The received signal will be
maximum when the receiving dipole
is in the horizontal plane, and will
diminish to zero as the receiving
dipole is rotated to the vertical
position.

By taking two dipoles mounted at
right angles, as in Figure 2, and
feeding them in phase quadrature,
we find that we can produce a
radiated field that rotates around
the axis of propagation with the
magnitude of the field vector re
maining constant. This radiated
signal is circularly polarized and is
defined to be either right hand or

lieves very strongly in CP antennas
for television. In reply comment
filed with the FCC, in favor of CP
for TV, Jampro's president, Peter
Onnigian, stated that none of the
opponents for CP really had any
substantiating arguments. The As
sociation of Maximum Service Tele
casters proposed a "go slow" atti
tude and more study of the matter
to the Commission. The Corpora
tion for Public Broadcasting on the
other hand is. concerned about a
further disparity between UHF and
VHF telecasters. CPB believes that
VHF stations will switch to CP
antennas, while UHF stations may
not be able to do so economically.
CPB therefore suggests a delay, and
more study. Neither MST or CPB
have indicated a desire to put
money into tests of the matters they
question. Onnigian says ABC tele
vision and KLOC-TV, Modesto,
where Jampro conducted its CP
tests, invited all interested parties

left hand, depending upon the
rotation of the "E" vector when
looking in the direction of propaga
tion. We can see from this diagram
that if we place a dipole receiving
antenna in this field, the received
signal will be constant as the dipole
is rotated through 360 degrees.
Thus, theoretically, circular polari
zation makes it simpler to adjust
rabbit ear and whip type antennas
since the antenna orientation will
be less critical.

Ghost Reduction
Probably the greatest advantage

of circularly polarized transmission
is the theoretical ghost reduction
capability. This benefit is based on
two factors. First, the reflection
behavior of circular polarized fields
and second, the polarization dis
crimination by circularly polarized
receiving antennas.

to make tests using the two
facilities.

Jampro believes that adequate
testing of this new type of TV
antenna and its resulting mode of
propagation has been accomplished.
Onnigian says the results are in and
ate positive. Jampro therefore has
urged the Commission to promptly
act upon its own proposed Rule
Making, and adopt it as written.
In the Jampro tests, they found

existing home antennas were com
pletely compatible with CP trans
mission. As a matter of fact the
Jarnpro field tests indicated 66
percent of the homes tested, showed
better pictures with CP, compared
to normal horizontal polarization,
using the same ERP. Indoor an
tennas, for UHF reception, which
consist of rings, vees, bow ties or
other electrically small pickup de
vices, perform much better with CP
transmission than they do with the
present mode.
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Figure 3 illustrates the reflection
phenomenon of electric fields. The
right hand circularly polarized sig
nal shown on the right is vectorially
represented with the instantaneous
horizontal and vertical components.
Note that the vertical component is
pointed upwards and the horizontal
component is directed inward.
When the signal is reflected from a
horizontal reflector, the horizontal
component will be reversed in
polarity as shown in the left hand
vector representation. Note that the
horizontal component is now di
rected outwardly, and that the
vertical component remained un
changed and directed upwardly.
The result is that the sense of
rotation is reversed, and the re
flected signal is now left hand
circularly polarized.

The second factor contributing to
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ghost reduction is that of polariza
tion discrimination by the receiving
antenna. To rephrase this slightly,
a right hand circularly polarized
receiving antenna responds only to
right hand circularly polarized ra
diation. Figure 4 illustrates why.

Shown are two receiving and one
transmitting antennas. All three use
identical cross-dipoles connected in
phase quadrature. The transmitting
antenna radiates a right hand
circularly polarized signal as a
result of the connections to the feed
lines. The receiving antenna on the
left is identical to the transmitting
antenna in the drawing, and it is
also right hand circularly polarized.
Since it is used as a receiving
antenna, it faces the transmitting
antenna.
Note from the diagram that if

either of the receiving antennas are

rotated 180 degrees to face away
from the transmitting antenna,
their direction of rotation is re
versed. This fact is similar to
realizing that the hands on a clock
turn counter-clockwise when viewed
from behind the clock. This re
versal in front to back rotation
gives rise to the potential advantage
of circular polarization to reduce
adjacent and co-channel inter
ference.

The antenna in the center is
wired for a left hand circularly
polarized signal, but it is otherwise
identical to the transmitting an
tenna. If we supply a signal to the
input of the transmitting antenna
we see it is first split between the
horizontal and vertical radiators
and that the horizontal feed con
tains a quarter wave, or a minus 90
degrees, phasing section. This
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joystick control for
accurate lamp posi
tioning and rapid
field alignment.

¡-- 35"
17"! "

·-45º t)J 57-71"1-1..,.,.. 1 I I
-· 45º II / ~ 44-59"I

rk rk
31"

Width 79 cm 31"
Height 147-211 cm 57-71"
Length 89 cm 35"
Weight 47.6 kg 105 lbs.

Berkey Colortran®
December, 1976

DIVISION OF~
1015 Chestnut Street, Burbank, Berkey P.O. Box 5, Burrell Way, Thetford

California 91502, Tel. 213 843-1200 Photo Inc. Norfolk, IP24 3RB, U.K., Tel. Thetford 2484
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R.lf_ CIRCULARLY
POLARIZED
TRANSMITIING

"FILTER"
REPRESENTING
RECEIVING

GHOST

Figure 7

phasing section provides the re
quired quadrature feed to the
crossed-ctipoles to transmit a right
hand circularly polarized signal.

Looking at the center receiving
antenna, it will have zero output
since the signal arriving from the
crossed-dipoles at the combiner
junction will be 180 degrees out of
phase.

Looking at the right hand polar
ized receiving antenna we see that
the signals received by the two
crossed-ctipoles add in-phase at the
combiner and produce an output.

To see how these factors provide
ghost reduction, let's examine a
simplified illustration of a typical
transmission system.

Typical Transmission System
Figure 5 illustrates a transmitting

R.H. CIRCULAR LV
POLARIZEO

antenna on the left and two
receiving antennas on the right, the
top right being a horizontally
polarized antenna and the lower
right being a right hand circularly
polarized receiving antenna.

Looking at the upper signal, and
assuming the transmitted signal to
be horizontally polarized only, we
see that the horizontally polarized
receiving antenna receives two sig
nals-one a direct path signal and
the other a reflected path signal.
Provided that the path length of the
reflected signal is sufficient, and
that its reflection amplitude is high
enough, a ghost will be seen on a
TV set connected to this antenna.

Looking now at the lower signal
path and assuming that both the
transmitting and receiving antennas
are right hand circularly polarized,

Figure 8

we see that again two signals are
present at the receiving antenna.
The direct path and the reflected
path. However, this time the re
flected path changed polarity upon
reflection and is now left hand
polarized. Due to the polarization
discrimination of the receiving an
tenna, only the direct path will be
received. and the ghost signal will
be eliminated.

Circular Polarization
In practice, rarely is anything

perfect, and the same holds true for
the term circular polarization. Let's
examine the quality of the circuitry
polarized signal.
The term Polarization Ratio is

typically used to describe the

Continued on page 72

Figure 9 These are off-air pictures taken during the Chicago test. On the left, a signal under the worst conditions without
CP. The right side picture shows CP improvement.
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RCA power tubes of the future
have a remarkable past:
actual lifespans up to 30,000 hours.

24,142 hrs.
12,263 hrs.
16,200 hrs.

21,329 hrs.
19,200 hrs.
14,000 hrs.

Tube Operating Hours Reported by 20 TV Stations*

RCA power tubes are at work
now in new-generation color
transmitters. Proving their value
with an excellent combination of
high gain, high linearity, plus long
operating life.
Documented long life. In the

table, you can see actual operat-

Up to 5 kW
Types 8890 & 8806
Aural service

Up to 12.5 kW
Type 8891
Visual service

Up to 17.5 kW
Type 8807
Visual service

10,525 hrs.10,096 hrs.
9,402 hrs.

16,600 hrs.
29,800 hrs.
30, 100hrs.

18,300 hrs.
21,200 hrs.
20,400 hrs.

Up to 27.5 kW
Type 8916
Visual service

*Serial numbers and tube type data available on request

9,776 hrs.
13,183 hrs.

9,778 hrs.
7,875 hrs.
10,799 hrs.

For More Details Circle (27) on Reply Card

ing hours reported by 20 TV sta
tions. That reliability comes from
RCA'ssturdy, coaxial CERMALOX®
construction and thoriated-tung
sten mesh filament, which mini
mize inductances and feed-thru
capacitances. So you can use
simple, economical broadband
circuitry.

In fact, RCA can supply you
with the right circuit and cavity to
go with the tube you select.

For high performance and
proven long life in a wide range
of power tubes, there's one
thing to do. Contact your
RCA Representative. Or, RCA
Power Tube Marketing,
Lancaster, PA 17604.
Telephone 717/397-7661.
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Larry Fraiberg, Vice President & General Manager WNEW, powering-down and
phasing out "yesterdays" automation system in preparation for the BCS/CDL
Total Automation System. 1975.

IfYou Get People Involved ...
You Canlilkelhe Surprises
Out Of 1VAutomation
Part 3 of a 3-part series/By Bob Hueffed

In the November issue of BE we
traced the history of automation at
Metromedia from 1961 to 1974.
The November article started in the
era of tubes and transistors and
ended with the introduction of a
digital computer. in 1969, at Metro
media's Los Angeles station. KTTV.

Incubation Period
From 1969 to 1974. the industry

went through an incubation period,
and some tough times, and then
came on stronger than ever.
"Things" had changed, and at a
revolutionary pace. To compete and

48

maxmuze profits, a station's com
munication system had to operate
in "real" time. To illustrate, in
January, 1970, WNEW-TV aver
aged 1200 commercials per week of
which 550 were "60's". In January,
1976, they averaged about 3000
commercials per week of which 200
(approximately) were "60's". In
December, 1976, WNEW is esti
mating 3500 commercials per week.
Adding more people to a manual
system could not handle this load
effectively. In fact, just adding
people could be self-defeating.
Fortunately, the broadcaster and

hardware suppliers were getting
prepared for the "better-days-to
come". The minicomputer grew to
a giant in its industry, and manu
facturers and computer program
mers were learning more (in some
cases for the first time) about
avails, orbits, rotations, aged re
ceiveables, logs, makegoods, demo
graphics, etc., etc., etc.

In the middle of this industry in
cubation and development period,
1973, WNEW's Bill Kelly was ready
for a giant step forward in "Total"
automation. After Kelly made his
preliminary investigations, Dick
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YOU ASKED FOR IT.
AND HERE IT IS.

proof-of-performance test. Every
procedure, every detail is spelled out
step-by-step in simple, concise
language-all reviewed by the FCC. You
save time, money, headaches-and
you're sure of doing it right the first
time.

Broadcast Engineering's FM
Proof-of-Performance Manual includes a//
required logging forms for pulling both
mono and stereo proofs. A complete
chapter on FCC Rules. Dozens of helpful
troubleshooting tips and time-saving
measurement and logging techniques.
Detailed procedures on how to pre-test
your station before pulling the Proof.
And more.

Your FM Proof Manual shows you
• how to prepare the test equipment
• how to connect the test equipment
• an efficient method of measurement and
a look at the performance requirements

• how to use the data summary sheet and
evolve the graphs

• how to comply fully with FCC rules and standards
PLUS ... you get individual replaceable forms for
completing the equipment performance tests.

All this in one package. And all for $6.95

SPECIAL OFFER!
Order Both Manuals AND SAVEi

ONLY $12 for both!

Over 1,000 AM Manuals
now in use

Volume discounts available
on request.

1014 Wyandotte St., Kansas City, Mo. 64105

l 1Please send me copies of the FM
Proof-of-Performance Manual @ $6.95 each

t Please send me copies of the AM
Proof-of-Performance Manual @ $6.95 each

Please send me sets of the FM and
AM Proof-of-Performance Manuals @ $12 for BOTH.

1- My check or money order is enclosed 1-:Please bill me

Name

Address

City

State __________________ ZIP _
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Anderson formed an engineering
team to define a Technical Oper
ations automation system that could
be "hard wired to a Business
Computer system, and the Metro
media master plan was modified.
The "plan" now required that
"Total" automation systems be in
stalled at WNEW-TV, WTCN-TV
and WTTG within a period of two
years. And at the same time
WTCN-TV, a newly acquired pro
perty in Minneapolis, had to de
sign, build and move into a new
building with all new equipment.

Early in 1974 Hal Christiansen
formed a team to define and select
a Business Computer system for
five of the Metromedia stations ...
WNEW-TV, WTTG, WTCN-TV,
KMBC-TV in Kansas City and
WXIX-TV in Cincinnati. (Metro
media acquired the WXIX-TV pro
perty a few months after they pur
chased WTCN-TV.) All five in
stallations were to be complete
within two years.

In 1973 Metromedia selected the
CDL System 200 Technical Oper
ations Automation system for
WNEW, WTCN and WTTG. Con
currently, they purchased Ampex
ACR-25's. The ACR-25's were to
become another link in the "Total"
automation chain. Metromedia,
Westinghouse, Ampex and CDL
jointly defined an intelligent inter
face to permit CDL's System 200 to
automatically program and control
the Ampex ACR-25. These two
interfaces are better known as the
Ampex ADA (Automation Data
Accessory) and the CDL ARCH

(Automatic Remote Cassette Hand
ler).

In 1974 the Kaman Sciences
BCS-1100 Business Computer sys
tem was selected. Although it was a
relatively new system, it was backed
up with experience, and more
adaptable to communicate directly
with CDL's System 200. Both sys
tems used the DEC PDP-11/05
minicomputer and random access
mass storage discs for data.

It is next to impossible to
describe in detail the operational
features and advantages of these
two systems in less than 100 pages
and a two day seminar. More
important is to describe why and
how.

Metromedia recognized that
"real" time and accurate communi
cations were essential for operating
a TV station now and in the future,
particularly independent stations in
major markets. They were following
their master plan and in 1974 they
saw that they could approach a
"real" time data and communica
tions system for a TV station. The
BCS-1100 could effectively handle
the Sales/Service Department's
work load and problems. They
could communicate directly with
Traffic because both departments
use CRT terminals and a common
data base that are controlled by the
same computer.

The BCS computer can "talk"
directly to the CDL computer;
therefore, the Program Log can be
transferred directly to Technical
Operations. The CDL system can
automatically schedule and control

About The Author
Bob Hueffed is a management and advertising consultant with

offices in Rye, New York. He was formerly with Central Dynamics
Corporation as Vice President and General Manager. Bob is not new
to automation-in 1969 he pioneered and conducted broadcast
automation seminars for Central Dynamics in major cities
throughout the U.S. and was personally involved with the COL
automation systems at the Metromedia and Westinghouse TV
stations. In fact, he is credited with coining the name "Total"
Automation.

Bob has been an active member of many organizations in our
industry including: a Trustee and Founding Director of the Broad
cast Engineers Educational Advisory Committee, SMPTE ad hoc
committee for standardizing and establishing the SMPTE Edit Time
Code, IRTS computer and automation standards, co-chairman of the
original NAB ad hoc Exhibitors' Committee, and has authored and
contributed to many trade journal articles. He graduated with
awards from Case Institute of Technology, and prior to joining COL,
he spent 15 years in the aerospace industry in sales and
management positions.

ACR-25's, verify material, make
machine assignments and control
the machines, perform complicated
audio/video sequences with a varie
ty of effects, print the FCC
"As-Aired" Log, and then transmit
this back to the BCS system for
automatic invoicing.

Over-simplified, but adequate to
illustrate the full circle of the com
munications paths that you can
now control with computer systems,
and why Metromedia selected these
systems.

Why Automate?
Predictably, the Sales Service De

partment asked the question ...
"Why automate?" "Change" is
always present in their operation,
and their clients are becoming more
unpredictable. They are well aware
of computer horror stories, and
there probably is not a sales de
partment anywhere, in any industry,
that is anxious to convert to a com
puter operation. But as Budd
Meehan, Vice President and
General Sales Manager for WNEW,
said ..."We had one of the best and
most copied manual systems in the
business ...had to because we are an
independent station in the Number
1 market with a National Sales
Manager, two Local Sales Man
agers, 11 salesmen and two retail
store specialists ...but we could not
continue to use a manual system
forever ...we have to learn to walk
before we can run, and we'll be
ready to run when we have to ... and
that day is rapidly approaching."
Meehan added ... "Ratings are
measured electronically in New
York, and when 0.1 of a rating
point changes the price of your
inventory, you have to know exactly
what you have in inventory."
Ed Petrosky, Traffic Manager for

WNEW, was anxiously looking for
ward to the day the system would
be installed. With a staff of eight
people since 1967, he had to cope
with an increase in the average
number of commercials per week
from 700 in 1967 to 3500 in 1976,
and during this period the number
of 60's decreased from 650 per
week to about 200 per week.
Besides that workload there are:
•35 to 60 new tapes and 10 to 20
new films delivered to his depart
ment each day that have to be
screened, timed, and classified.
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Making preparations at WNEW master control room for installing the new COL Technical Operations systern. Note sign ...
"We are experiencing operating difficulties-please stand by."

•An average of 35 to 40 letters and
phone cal.s per day that usually
make changes to the original in
structions. That is the average for
five days a week, but the majority
of these requests arrive on Friday
and affect the weekend and Mon
day's log.
•Many of the spots require addi
tional production work at the
station, such as adding an audio
cart or slides.

You may question how eight
traffic people could handle such an
increase in workload ...500 percent
increase! When Petrosky was on the
original "System Analysis" team in
1964, he learned the importance of
thoroughly understanding all other
department operations. The Traffic
Department has to accept and dis
tribute data and interact with more
departments, more often than any
other department. As Petrosky said
..."We are the traffic cops of the
station, and if we didn't understand
the other guy's job and problems,

communications would halt...you
cannot second-guess anyone, and if
you don't have the answer, you
have to know where to find it...and
quickly ...you have to have aware
ness to anticipate and execute
accurately and timely". This atti
tude and training permitted a
smooth and rapid transition to the
computer systems. The WNEW
traffic people are specialists that
understand and operate the BCS
and COL systems (both systems
have terminals in the Traffic De
partment), and they have firm con
trol
Traffic can now comfortably pre

pare the Log over a period of two
days vs. five days with the punch
card system. Machine assignments
and film, tape, and slide rundown
lists are produced by the COL
System 200 in a fraction of the
time. A commercial material inven
tory crosscheck routine can be
called up on a COL CRT terminal
to check if a commercial is on a

reel or an ACR-25 video cassette-
important for scheduling people
and machines.
The BCS-1100 and COL System

200 computer systems became oper
ational between May, 1974 and
July. 1976.

The First
Total Automation

System
WTCN installed the COL system

first and it was operational in May,
1974.. In January of 1975 the first
ACR-25 was interfaced to the COL
system using the ADA/ ARCH inter
faces .. That was a "first". In May,
1975 the BCS-1100 Business Com
puter system was hard -wired to the
COL System 200 Technical Oper
ations Automation System, and
with that connection the first
"Total" Automation system became
operational.

WNEW was operating their COL
System 200 in June, l975, and the
BCS-l l00 was installed and con-
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nected to the CDL system in
August, 1976.

KMBC and WXIX had their
BCS-1100 systems operating by
September, 1975.

WTTG installed the BCS-llOV in
December, 1975 and completed
their "Total" Automation system
when the CDL System 200 was in
stalled in 1976.

The installations produced a few
tears and sorne frustrations, but
that was anticipated. WNEW and
WTTG had the advantage of learn
ing from WTCN's experiences, and
the WTTG system was installed
"easier than expected and accord
ing to plan". This learning curve
also applied CDL and BCS, and
their training programs were modi
fied and intensified during this two
year period. Engineering depart
ments visited CDL during the final
stages of in-plant system assembly
and test, and after the system was
installed, maintenance and system
operating courses were conducted
at the station.

All agreed that training programs
were essential to reduce the on-the
job learning curve cycle. Good
training coupled with an under
standing of your data and com
munications system will go a long
way to eliminate frustrations. sur
prises and compromise.

WNEW installed their BCS sys
tem one month before the Fall
season and the operator training
programs had to be conducted on
location during the hectic business
hours. (BCS usually trains at their
facility and provides additional in-

struction and "hand holding" on
location.) Richie Witkin, Sales Ser
vice Manager at WNEW, had some
rough days and long hours trying to
convert from an established manual
system to a computer system, but
by October l... "everything started
to fall into place ...we now feel com
fortable with the system, under
stand how to manipulate it, and are
looking forward to some of the new
BCS operating programs".

Witkin's "wish list" will probably
continue to grow, but many items
are being developed now by BCS
and will probably be available
within the next six to nine months.

Wish List
According to Jack Finlayson,

BCS Marketing Manager, BCS is
developing sorne new powerful soft
ware for the Sales Service depart
ment.

1) The Avail format will be
changed to allow for average cost
per spot for a program or daypart
and for each rate section or level.
Specials can be reported separately.
Customers can call for overlapping
dayparts on the same run; i.e., 9:00
AM to noon and 10:30 AM to
11:00 AM. The customer can select
the number of weeks wanted for
each daypart. (This first phase has
actually been completed and tested
at the time of this writing.)

2) The Phase 1 data will be
stored in the station's resident com
puter system to permit on-line
manipulation that can be displayed
on the CRT terminals or printed.

3) Allow a station to play man
agement computer games to experi-

Lottie Bryan, Assistant Traffic Manager WNEW, and Skip Aldrich, system
specialist 'WTCN-TV, training 011 the COL System 200 traffic terminals at WNEW.
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rnent with raising or lowering
certain rates or dayparts, and have
the system recalculate values, etc.,
using the information of what is
sold, available, preemptible, etc.

4) Add rating booking informa
tion to the station's resident com
puter and merge it with availabili
ties to prepare sales proposals,
analyze orbits, compute cost per
rating points, etc. These proposals
could be printed for presentation to
the client.

It is probably safe to say that
these computer programs are on
everyone's "wish list".

And there are more. The industry
is changing every day as is tech
nology. Digital techniques, micro
processors, Super LSI will force us
to change, but if you do your home
work now, you will recognize the
opportunities.

To repeat Hal Christiansen's
opening comment in this article ...
"the journey is not complete be
cause 'Total' Automation is a
moving target... to cope with it, you
have to have a master plan for
somewhere down the road". And he
added ..."get good hardware con
trolled by good software that works
in your business environment...it is
the only way to maintain control of
your business".

The author is taking the liberty
to append to these quotes excerpts
from the October 15, 1976 issue of
Forbes Magazine.

"New York-based Metromedia,
Inc. owns six TV stations, all but
one of them unaffiliated. Says its
chief executive, John Kluge: 'Reve
nues from our five independent
stations are running at an average
SO percent higher than last year,
some of them up to 80 percent
higher.' Reflecting this, Metro
media's earnings more than doubled
in the first half of 1976; its stock
zoomed from five in 1975 to as high
as 30 this year. [the article con
tinues] ...Metromedia bought inde
pendent WXIX in Cincinnati for $3
million four years ago; today it is
worth at least $9 million."

These are probably some of the
reasons why Hal Christiansen is
looking for the P&L's on Monday
rather than Wednesday ... and is
probably being nudged just a little
by John Kluge.

(Editor's note: What a way to "go
to black") O
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CentralD~amics.
International pacesetter
in television broedcest
equipment.

Video switchers. ·
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VS-10
An inexpensive broadcast quality
8-input switcher that features
flexibility and ease of operation
Self-contained electronics for rapid
installation in ENG and other small
mobiles.

i1> o e ~ •
() . ~~··_'I ....~"""':::~~~fü~~
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VS-14
Sophisticated enough for large
studio production. yet compact
and inexpensive enough for small
mobiles. Soft wipes and keys-
even a Downstream keyer -are
standard. Self-contained and remote
versions available.

New, Super Powerful CD 480 The Smart Switcher
Revolutionary modular switchers with unprecedented production
power They outperform the largest conventional switchers. yet
are extrernelv simple to operate Their power and ease of VSP-1260S
operation are due to CDL's new Sequential Effects (SFX) Amplifier. An amazing value
which can cut. mix or wipe between two Background Sources ,, ,; ., .; .• , ¢..,, i"i"!~;;. , • Now the smallest station can afford
and two s_epara1eKey Sources either individually or m any rnr;n1.,.,.,.•.,.•.,•.,.,.,.,a, :,;;::;.6 a conventional 20-input mix/effects
combination. Models with one or two SFX Amplifiers provide all o:a::n:mm•Mm:a±Em!E ·· · ·~ - switcher of the highest quality and
the standard and optional features you need. including Rotary & t'T>TD·•·•·•·M-•·,·•·•·""•·•·H~·;:;;;.;· :m reliability and get it in under 30 days!
Random wipes. RGB Shadow keys, Hard and Soft Color Border <>:O"·•·•·•·•·•H·•·•·h•·•·&· l,,..,.,n All features, includinq an Encoded
wipes. Color Border keys, Quad with Color Borders, Encoded _...:r.•:i..,""""'m'"'""'m"":.; 1 ¢1 :[f'f'P. Chroma keyer and Bordered keys,
Chroma keying. Key Mask generator. and 16. 24 or 32 inputs. .,_,,•.•.•••.•.•.,.,.,.n•·•n•·•·" Ai ; _.._e are standard (not optional. as rs often
A variety cf modular accessories will continue to keep your ·--= @""'~ s the case). And the price is astonish-
switcher smarter than the rest as new technology develops ingly affordable.
Ask about the AFM-10 Audio Mixer/Switcher-an ideal companion to the COL VS-10 and VS-14 video production switchers.

·Automation.
System 100
Computer controlled automation system for Technical
Operations that communicates directly with a Business
Computer System. Stores and retrieves the schedule
with entry error checking. makes automatic time
corrections, performs complicated audio/video
switching sequences (including dissolves. fades. wipes
and keys). assigns machines. verifies material. and
prints the "As-Aired" log.

Master Control Switchers
Ranging from CDL's new CD 480 MC to
a 2 Bus MCS-829 or a 3 Bus MCS-770.
All 3 can be interfaced to System 100
Technical Automation System.

Tape editing systems.
PEC-120
Video Tape Editor
A computer editing
System with easily
operated control panel
and CRT display for
rapid and precise
control of VTR's &
Switcher CDL's unique
Self Learning
Cueing Software
Program is a new
feature.

December, 1976

Also a complete line of production and TV
terminal equipment, including:

• SMPTE Time Code Generators and Readers
• Video and Pulse Distribution Amplifiers
• Chroma Keyers RGB and Encoded
• Processing Amplifiers
• Audio/Video Routing Switchers
• Pulse Assignment Systems
• Machine Control Systems

Request our Short Form Catalog

EDS-200
Video Tape Editor
A two machine Time Code
microprocessor Editor that
interfaces to Quad or
Helical VTR's.

For More Details Circle (29) on Reply Card
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Logic Illustrated
Part 4 of a 4-part series I By Harold Ennes

Logic networks are used for
binary addition and subtraction.
Multiplication can be accomplished
by over-and-over addition; division
by over-and-over subtraction. Any
arithmetic function can be ac
complished digitally by logic net
works. Such functions are basic to
all decision-making logic systems.

BASIC BINARY ADDITION TABLE

A PLUS B =
SUM CARRY
OUT OUT

o o o o
o 1 1 o
1 o 1 o
1 1 o 1

4-1. This is the basic binary
addition table. (To review binary
addition, see "Digital Math Part
l," BE June '74.)
Two outputs are required: 1.

Sum out; 2. Carry out.

~ • j )

HALF-AD O.ER

FULL BINARY ADDITION TABLE

A PLUS B PLUS CARRY· SUM NEWCARRY
IN IC) . IGnl

o o o o o
o o I I '{)
o I o 1 o
o I I o 'I
1 o o 1 'º1 o 1 D ú
I I o o r,l
1 1 1 1 ~I

4-3. Expands the binary addition
table for a carry input (previous
carry). Where:

c = previous carry.
Cn = new carry.
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4-2. This circuit satisfies the binary
addition table of 4-1. This is
termed a half-adder because there
is no provision for a carry input.
Only a carry output is provided.
This becomes a previous carry to
any following stage.
The boolean relationship for a

half-adder:
Sum= AB+ AB
Carry= AB

A
B

AB+ AB
FIRST . SECOND

HALF-ADDER HALF-ADDER
o AB

NEW SUM
fl,

NEW.CARRY

FULL-ADDER

4-4. The circuit for a half-adder
(4-2) simply represents the function
required. In real life, 2-input or
4-input adders are constructed in a
single chip (IC), usually with pro
visions for true or inverted inputs,
and true or inverted outputs.

A full adder is, in effect, two

half-adders in cascade as shown by
4-4. Note that for the final sum
output to satisfy the binary addition
table 4-3, the previous carry func
tion (C=AB) must be incorporated
in the logic. The following sections
show the boolean development.
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Introducing a Color Corrector
for Electronic News Gathering.

Electronic News Gathering makes tough demands upon the broad
caster. Color imbalance and colorimetry problems are frequently encoun
tered. Matching remote camera shots to indoor studio programs or
assembling tapes from different locations or cameras is "chancy" at best.
Often that fast-breaking story doesn't allow for camera rebalancing!

Thomson-CSP Laboratories now provides a solution to such difficult
encoded signal color problems. With the Model 5500A Color Corrector,
you'll be able to rebalance and match video signals after encoding. It can
be used either after the play-back tape machine or following the micro
wave receiver during live coverage. Jn most cases, a noticeably improved
color picture will result. For ease of operation, a Remote Control unit is
included as standard equipment.

As an added feature, an optional automatic Sensor unit is also avail
ªble to control the Color Corrector for telecine use.

Whether for Electronic News Gathering, tape production or tele
cine use, the Thomson-CSFLaboratoriesColorCorrectorSystemshould
be working for you. Interested? Give us a call.

Tl-IOMSON-CSF LABORATORIES, INC.
37 Brown.house Road, Stamford, Connecticut 06902

(203) 327-7700/TWX (710) 474-3346
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FULL ADDER IN BOOLEAN FORM

BOOLEAN BOOLEAN
A B e SUM NEW

CARRY(t=I) !Cnl
o o o o o
o o 1 ABC o
o 1 o ABC o
o 1 1 o ABC
1 o o ABC o
1 o 1 o AilC
1 1 o o ABC
1 1 1 ABC ABC

C =PREVIOUS CARRY
Cn =NEW CARRY

4-5. To understand the full binary
adder, re-write the binary addition
table (4-3) in boolean form (4-5),
showing f = 1 for sum and f = 1
for carry.

Where C = previous carry.
en ::;::new carry.

Then from the table (4-5) note
that:

SUM = ABC + ABC + ABC
+ABC

Cn = ABC + ABC + ABC
+ABC

4·6. This constructs a full binary
adder from the relationships of 4-5.
Note that three inverter gates, eight
AND gates, and two OR gates are
required, for a total of 13 symbols.

TO INPUTS TO INVERTEDINPUTS

A I'\ ABCli
c
A~
B --e

, ~ABC +ABC+ ABC+ ABC
~ -...r-""\. ARr (SUMl
Be
~~ABC
c

A ------r-'\ ABC
B
c
A
li
c - - -

~ABC+ABC+ ABC +ABC
A -----r-'\ ABf. !NEWCARRY, CnlB . .
e
~~ABC

c
BINARY ADDERFROM4-5 RELATIONSHIPS

A B ti l! e AB Aii AB AB
SUM O(lED CARRYe C!AB. +lil!l C!All + Afll SUM AB+C!All+AB

o o o 1 l l o l o o o o
'

o o
o o l l l o -O l o o l o l o
o l o l o l o o o l o l l o
o l l l o o o o o l o o o l
l o o o l l o o l o o I 1 l o
l o l o l o o o l o o o o l
l l o o o l l o o o o o o l
l l l o o o l • o o o l n l l

4-7. Simplify the sum and carry ex
pressions of 4-6, and prove by a
Truth Table:

SUM =ABC + ABC + ABC +
ABC

= C(AB) + C(AB) + C(AB) +
C(AB) rule 20

= C(AB+AB) + C(AB+AB)
grouping e and e terms.

Cn = AJLC+ ABC ± AB(_+ ABC
= C(AB) + C(AB) + C(AB) +

C(AB) rule 20
= C(AB+AB)+AB grouping

and solving_e~nd e terms
=AB + C(AB+AB) rearranged

Thus the simplified relationships
are as follows:

SUM= C(AB+ÁB) + C(AB+AB)
Cn = AB + C(AB+AB)

The Truth Table of 4- 7 is derived
from the procedure outlined in
section 3-5.

THUS:
SUM = 1 when single 1 occurs.

CARRY= O.
SUM= O when 2 ones occur.

CARRY= l.
SUM = 1 when 3 ones occur.

CARRY= l.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Expansion is easy - do it yourself! All you
ieed is a screwdriver and additional expansion
units to increase the number of outputs of
·¡our DYNAI R Series-X Switcher. Up to
eleven outputs can be added to one
master unit.

~~~ ~-

I IILI.I I I I I f.:__
ii 111,)lllllL- .¡

The unique three-way card edge
connector and printed circuit card
busing make it siIT ple. Output expan
sion units receive power and signal
distribution from the master Jnit auto
matically. l\J.owiring required!

The Series-X Switcher can solve
your routing problems todav and in
the future.

December, 1976
For More Details Circle (31) on Reply Card
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e~~~~~~~~~~~,

A~

AB+ AB

A

CIAB + Aili

CIAB +Aili+ CIAB + ABI SUM

CIAB + ABI

CIAB + ABI

AB + CIAB + ABI CARRY

AB

FULL ADDER FROM SIMPLIFIED BOOLEAN RELATIONSHIPS OF 4-7

4-8. Constructs a full-adder from
the simplified relationships of 4-7.
Where:

e = previous carry.
Cn = new car!Y....:. _ _ _

SUM= C(AB+AB) + C(AB+AB)
Cn = AB+C(AB+AB)

Gate 1 Exclusive NOR
Gate 2 Exclusive OR
Gates 3-5-6 AND
Gate 4 NANO
Gates 7-8 OR

This requires only eight symbols
in contrast to 13 symbols for 4-6.
This is only one of many possible
combinations.

: h r J : lTÓSUMCRfCf 4'8
c . ' - ·' .. .

ALTERNATE CARRY Cl RCUIT

CARRY = AB +·AC + BC

4-9. There may be more than one
correct solution to a simplification
of relationships. Example:

CARRY of 4-7:
ABC + ABC + ABC + ABC
=ABC + ABC + AB(C+C)
= ABC + ABC + AB(l)
= ABC + ABC + AB
= AB + AC + BC Final simpli

fication

For the carry logic, this would re
quire the circuit of 4-9, replacing
gates 2-5-6-8 of 4-8. Note that this
does not necessarily simplify 4-8; it
illustrates only that more than one
simplification procedure exists for a
given set of terms, hence circuits
can vary for identical functions.

4-10. Proves 4-9 by a Truth Table.
Thus sections 4-6, 4-7, 4-8, 4-9 and
4-10 are all equivalent functions (f).
Drawings 4-8 and 4-9 are equally
valid in design. The unsimplified
version (4-6) would not be valid.

TRUTH TABLE PROVING VALIDITY OF AB+ AC+ BC FOR CARRY

BINARY Bl NARY BINARY
BOOLEAN SUM CARRY

A B c (TABLE 4-7) (AB+AC+ BC)

o o o ABC o o
o o 1 ABC 1 o
o 1 o ABC 1 o
o 1 1 ABC o 1
1 o o ABC 1 o
1 o 1 ABC o 1
1 1 o ABC o 1
1 1 1 ABC 1 1

WHERE C =PREVIOUS CARRY
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lt.'s apara'db~ 'but the newlst company.ínthe refurbíshed Videohead busí-
~ ' ~ • ., ·~• V; - e '§¡ fl;~ ~ ' ' n'! W;Xi '%'.~~:..,,_,¡: :': ' t • ' • '

1ness~i~aa}soWe tj:tostex¡:ierie:ticEtd·This comes about 1Jecaus~the people who
, ;- • " . . -- ~;;. ~- ~: { - @k -- -~·- «: Nf\ ,. =&¡ i ~' • - ,•

es~lisbFd·Videqmagneqcs havt been in the field fol :;:p.oretJi~. 2P yea~. and
• "' -· .:r ~· -"'S , ·:> ""' ··~t ;~,- . •i:' ? . ¡'~: _m· , - /.y¡ ~:~"<;'.

: ñaveipie]dñdJpft~chnic~}'·manu{acturing, and busínesá knowhow that'tt takes
- '~ _ ~~~ }' •.~ , ~§¡ ~ :'® fi'r· :~ ,,. •'

·.. to s1lfce~ ~fl ~olmeet yq,urileelfs. , , ri '*i ·· · " r:

' -~-~. ~ -~_ -fx · :if· _- :~~ . ~··:~ * Ji :·'{ ~-- Y20
• ~!.··~~.'411.~~tlsjowri to teree.b4siés: 1)~product bet~r iñ;,a~.wa~s(including

'prícé), ~) e'Xp~riencedp~qple an! sophisticated facílttíes, and _~),:;t-soun~O:Jle~.a-
~ - - ~···~ <: ~·~. -~i: )~ •,¥' AA ~ :·g:¡ -. ~ t ~. ,' -.-->~ ?.¡P\•:@f~ "@', ·" -º - -

tíona] (>6fjitloiicóttpled w¡th pu~ness acumen. VideoID,:agneti~shas ·t!iemall.
' " .• s. '·i ...~ ....~·. . < .... ~. ·61 ~ . ·.. .

'" ··yw:ipt·t~jm~~n;tore.~po~t1?-qwyoucan improve.yoll{refurblshedvideohead
~.sftus(ioii?Gali oi'write Vd:leomagneticstoday.

.s . '.~, •'.>. '~

VlóEOfJlAGNE!ICS, INC.
Gen·eral Officeii and Marketing
155 san.t.azero Avenue -

"$ •.."'' • ··~
. Sunnyv;llé, °CA 94086.
t4Q8). 73,7~.8,3'00 ~

-~. ' --- "'.f •

'_'{
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The Proven
BOONE,R

Slot Antenna
Now

Field Convertible to
Circular Polarization

Low VHF

High VHF

UHF

To
110 Kw

Input
Power

Omnidirectional and directional. high gain
rugged slot and dipole arrays
Available in 9 standard horizontal patterns,
choice of vertical patterns . with power
gains to over 100 and conservative power
ratings of 3 Kw, 10 Kw.30 Kwor 110~:w.
Hundreds of Bogner Antennas havs been
providing continuous service in urban and
remote areas since 1965.
Write for free catalog and price list. including
all required electrical. mechanical and
structural data.

BOON ER
BROADCAST
EQUIPMENT CORP.

401 RAILROAD AVENUE
WESTBURY. NEW YORK 11590
TEL: 516-997-7800
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TRUTHTABLEMETHODOFSIMPLIFYINGAC+ ABC+ AC

A B c e AC AC ABC AC+ABC+AC

o o o 1 o o o o
o o 1 o o o o o
o l o 1 o o o o
o l 1 o o o o o
1 o o 1 o 1 o i
1 o 1 o 1 o o 1
·1 1 o 1 o 1 o 1
1 1 1 o 1 o 1 1

COMBINATION
BASIC COMBINATIONS-j OF I

-----BASIC I-CALLED FORIN BOOLEANCOMBINATIONS

L_ IDENTICAL--------~

4-11. To show the importance of
simplification, suppose you have
evolved the following boolean rela
tionship for a given problem:

f = AC + ABC + AC
= A(C+C) + ABC (factoring

rearranging)
= A(l) +ABC
=A+ ABC
=A

and

rule 12
rule 16
rule 22AC+ ABC+ AC

Figure 4-11 is the Truth Table This says that the relationship
form of simplification for this AC + ABC + AC can be replaced
relationship. Note that the first and by a straight wire from A.
last columns are identical. To solve
algebraically:

FULL SUBTRACTOR TRUTH TABLE

A B c D Bn f = 1 f = 1
D Bn

o o o o o o o
o o 1 1 1 ABC ABC
o 1 o 1 1 ABC ABC
o 1 1 o 1 o ABC
1 o o 1 o ABC o
1 o 1 o o o o
1 1 o o o o o
1 1 1 1 1 ABC ABC

WHERE Bn = NEW BORROW
C = PREVIOUS BORROW
D = DIFFERENCE

D = ABC + ABC + ABC + ABC
Bn = ABC + ABC + ABC + ABC

4-12. Shows the Truth Table for
full binary subtraction, including
boolean expressions for f=l. (To re
view binary subtraction, see "Digit
al Math" Part 1, BE June '74.)

Thus:
where Bn = new borrow

c = previous borrow
D = difference

Note carefully that the Truth
Table for the difference (D) column
is identical to the sum column in
4-3, and 4-5.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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How did these broadcasters
get ahead of

the competition?

=<
KINGlVS

"The Compositor hasexcellent fonts- they're clean, they are sharp
looking, and they are distinctive ... we haveasmuch memory storage
aswe're ever going to need. You can changedirectly from any page
to any other pagewithout any problem whatsoever-- you don't have
to stick with the original sequence. The Compositor givesyou super
flexibility."-Don LaCombe, KING Production Manager

"The Compositor's on-air display is a
marvel... head and shoulders superior
to the competition. We've virtually
discontinued using hotpress for supers."
-Galen Daily, KRON Program Manager

~~I~
KRON · SAN FRANCISCO

"We used the Compositor for the first time on election night. We
were very pleasedwith the clarity and color. I'm sure we had the
best election show in town that night." -Donald Loose, Manager
WTMJ NewsOperations

"We usedour new Compositor system during the elec-
tion and were very happy with it. It seemedto me 1, 3 I
that the character edging made our display easier to KTVK T~
read than the competitions'. Wemoved aheadof the
other stations soon ofter the election results started
coming in." - Terry Harrison, KTVK-TV Engineer

" ...the election went like clockwork--1 couldn't
haveasked for anything better. The Compositor
display is clear and easy to read...you just glance at
it and you've got it. Wewere aheadof the com-
petition getting numbers on the air." - Tom
Craven, KGW Production Manager

"We were well aheadof the competition election niqht ... the reason,
I feel, was in largemeasuredue to the Compositor. It's easy to use,and
prevents a great deal of possible error. Where the TM unit really shines
is its computer interface with the character generator, which eliminates
the extra step of manually entering the election results."
-Bill Gill, WOTV News Director

r~1~·~~WOTV
GRAND RAPIDS

Thesebroadcastersagree:with or without the TED election
reporting option, the new Compositor I Titling/Graphics
System offers a superior on-air look. With graphic-quality
fonts and instant accessto any pagein memory at any
time, the software-based Compositor I provides the fast
on-air operation demanded by production personnel, the
artistic quality demanded by advertisers, and the com
petitive edge that broadcast management is looking for. For
details, pleasecall Jack Daniels at (801) 972-8000.

e~Ia®

TeleMation
the discovery people
P.O. Box 15068, Salt Lake City, Utah 841 I 5

For More Details Circle (34) on Reply Card
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lis subtracter. The functions A+B and
A-B are identical for two bits. The
resultant functional difference be
tween add and subtract is the
action of the previous carry (for
add) and the previous borrow for
subtract. Carefully compare 4-13
with 4-8. Note how the following
relationship is used:

~Sn
CIAS • .i.iil

DIFFERENCE
CtAB •. AB)

FUU'SINARY SUSTRACTOR

A+B = Sum (reads A plus B =
sum).

A+(-B) = Difference (reads A plus
a minus B = difference).

This 4-part series has hopefully
guided some readers into a better
understanding of logic circuitry and
basic design. If sufficient interest is
expressed, we will continue at some
future date with codes and code
conversions, and design of more
complex broadcast logic systems. O

Bn = ABC + ABC + ABC +
ABC

=AB+ C(AB+AB)
rules 20 and 21

4-13. Simplify the boolean expres
sions of 4-12, and construct a full
binary subtracter from simplified
relationships.
Let Bn = new borrow

c = previous borrow
D = difference
D = ABC + ABC + ABC +

ABC
= C(AB+Afü + C(AB+AB)

rules 20 and 21

The difference (D) output is
identical to that of the sum of 4-7,
4-8. This function is based on the
fact that A-B is identical to A+(-B).

Figure 4-13 is one possible logic
network to function as full binary

-umon o INTELLIGENT VTR

RECORTEC•••••HR MIN SE.:C FR.AME

R-MOD novv provides AUTO-CUE
R-MOD is the Reel-Servo Modification kit that makes old quads handle tape like the
latest "intelligent" VTRs. Now with AUTO-CUE, R-MOD has the ability to remember,
with frame accuracy, a cue point selected when the HOLD button on the timer is pressed.
When the HOLD button is pressed again, anytime the VTR is not in play mode, R-MOD
will search automatically and stop at the preroll position. Cost? This new feature is
available at no increase in price to all R-MOD customers-past and future!

RECORTEC, INC. 777 PALOMAR AVE. SUNNYVALE, CALIF. 94086 TEL: (408) 735-8821 TELEX: 910 339 9367

For More Details Circle (35) on Reply Card
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G2J ILLUMINATED TOUCH PAD
AUDIO SWITCHING. Your finqer
tells the audio where to go; light
emitting diodes tell which function is
on. Your touch gives instant com
mand for COS/MOS audio switcher
action.

V°1 SOLID STATE 'VU' METERS.
'Gdaranteed to indicate the fastest
transient and can be read 20 feet
away. Eight red LED's indicate from
- 21 dbm thru O dbm. Two yellow
LED's indicate over .nodulation
+ 1dbm and +2.5 dbm.

~ DC CONTROL OF ALL AUDIO
FUNCTIONS. Hum free, noiseless
audio processing with remote, mixer
control and elimination of stereo
pots and their tracking problems.
Electronic cue switching eliminates
mechanical switches on rear of
mixers.

fa SIMUL-Q MONITORING. Per
mits simultaneous monitoring of
other inputs, while on the air with
that same channel.

:=

-· 4;;;.l2I MANY MO•HE EXCLUSIV
FEATURES. Ramko consoles also.
feature Plug-In l.C.'s throughout:
RF Suppression through individual
tun ed circuits; PI u g - In Amp·
Modules; Patch Panel Input Gain
Select; Equalizer and Special Effects
Interconnects and Patch Panel Moni
tor and Cue Mute.

[;a NINE CONSOLE MODELS
RANGE IN PRICE FROM $695 TO
$1880. ALL CARRY A 2 YEAR
WARRANTY AND 10 DAY FREE
TRIAL PERIOD.

CALL COLLECT OR WIRE FOR
COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS.
YOU'LL SOON KNOW WHY
RAMKO CONSOLES ARE THE
BEST BUY IN THE INDUSTRY!

RAM KO
RESEARCH
11355 Folsom Blvd., Rancho Cordova
California 95670 • (916) 635-3600
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Zoom in!
Take 1... Electronic Journalism
This column, from time to time,

will publish items written by
ASTVC members. The opinion is
that of the contributor and does not
necessarily reflect the opinions of
this column or Broadcast Engin
eering.

Submitted by Stuart M. Rudnick,
"graduate" of NBC's VTR opns:

"At long last, the death knell of
film is being sounded across the
land. Unions representing film and
videotape crews are scrambling for
positions. Management people are
giddy from the prospects of saving
'all that money'.

"Electronic Journalism has solid
ly established itself in all networks
as well as many of the independent
stations across the country. Smaller
and lighter equipment arrives at
our shores from Japan and Ger
many every day, adding to that
produced in the USA.

"In Hollywood, budget people
have been eyeing prime-time series,
already shot multi-camera TV style,
hoping one day soon we, or one of
our Japanese friends, will give them
a 'black box' enabling them to play
their videotape in the various world
standards.

"All of this has brought a twitch
to the eyes of the ASC members,
while raising a twinkle in ours. ASC
members have been seen in such
out of the way places as Hollywood
Video Center, E.U.E. and Tele
tronics learning a new trade. They
no longer spend all their waking
hours knocking videotape."

In future issues and in seminars,
the ASTVC will try to keep you
abreast of new developments during
this terrific proliferation of new
techniques and equipment. Con
versely, let us know what you're
involved in so that our ASTVC
members· might share your experi
ences.

Take 2... The SMPTE
invites the ASTVC
The ASTVC owes a debt of

gratitude to the Society of Motion
Continued on page 66
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High Precision Rebuilding-and ...

THE PRICE IS RIGHT!
Price Comparison (New vs. Rebuilt}

Typical savings on rebuilt tubes are as follows:

New Tube
Econco Distributor

Tube Type Price Price Savings
3CX2500 $115.00 $230.00 $115.00
3CX3000 125.00 265.00 140.00
4CX5000A 265.00 530.00 265.00
5762/7C24 180.00 400.00 220.00
6076 180.00 395.00 215.00
6166A/7007 550.00 1225.00 675.00
4CX15,000A 400.00 825.00 425.00

Econco's prices average slightly less than 50% of new tube
prices. These savings are even greater when you include sales
tax on new tubes.

Service
Econco's prompt 30 day repair service coupled with fast
reliable UPS handling makes getting tubes repaired probably a
quicker method thari ordering a new tube from a distributor.
60-90 day delivery on new tubes is not uncommon now. Econ
co also provides 7 day rush repair service and 1 day delivery for
those stations that find power output down and no good spare
available.

We feel we have both a cost and service advantage over new
tubes. Rebuilt tubes have proven that tube life equals and often
exceeds that of new tubes.

Recycle Used Tubes
We want to encourage stations which are continuing to buy new
tubes to consider selling their used tubes to us. A price list is
available upon request. Save your packaging and when you get
a few or a lot, send them to us for cash. We buy any amount of
used tubes you have if they are on our list.

Tube Testing
All rebuilt tubes are fully tested and must meet new tube speci
fications or we do not ship them. Tubes which do not meet
specs. are repaired again or scrapped if not repairable.

ECONCO BROADCAST SERVICE INC.
Route 2, Box 188
1302 Commerce Avenue
Woodland, California 95695
Telephone (916) 662-4495 or (916) 662-6031

December, 1976
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Leak Detector
Leak checking tube prior to pump
operation

.<i'C'. ''""'

Silver Plating
A rebuilt tube ready to be silver-plated

Tube Testing
A finished tube getting tested to
factory specifications
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AND NOW,
AWORD ABOUT OVERLOAD,

FROM SENNHEISER'S
~·MD1t21:

NONE:
A lot of engineers are worried
about overload these days.
And no wonder: Rock groups.
Country groups. Jetports.
And other high program and
ambient sources make it more
necessary than ever for
microphones to be
overload-free as
well as accurate.

Like our tough
MD 421 cardioid
dynamic.

In this test with
a starter's pistol, we
measured an instanta-

<Outooor test with Tektronixscope.set for 10V/division vertical. 01.¡.isec/div.horizontal:
.22cal. starters pistol mounted 15cm trorn MD421measuredpressureof 111.000dynes/cm2

(175dB SPL).Smooth. roundedscope trace indicates total lack of distortion.

::{D~El\ll\IHEl~ER
ELECTRONIC CORPORATION

10West 37th Street. New York 10018 (212) 239-0190
Manufacturing Plan' 81ssendorl/Ha1nover West Germany
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Zoom In!
Continued from page 64

Picture & Television Engineers.
Thanks to the generosity of Ken
Mason, President of the SMPTE
and Dennis Courtney, its Executive
Director, the ASTVC was able to
"set up shop" at their convention
at the Hotel Americana in New
York City.

At various times during the week
of October 17th through the 22nd,
members of the ASTVC staff could
be found at our designated location
enthusiastically "distributing" our
latest information brochures.

We would be remiss in our duties
if, at this time, we did not also give
thanks to those of our staff that
manned the ASTVC desk. They
are: Stuart Goodman (ABC), Gerry
Gander (CMI-Albany), Lois Filippi
(ABC), Joe Martini (Vizmo Pro
ductions), and Gregg Suhm (Assoc.
Dir. of Member Services). The
above-mentioned would also like to
publicly thank the members of the
lkegami exhibit who very kindly
allowed ASTVC to "deposit" our
crate of material with them each
evening at closing time.

To those of you who were for
tuna te enough to attend the
SMPTE convention, we don't have
to tell you a thing about all those
delightful booths crammed with all
the latest new gear ...and to all of
you who did not have a chance to
be there, we say you had better get
to that next one! Jeff Friedman, of
the SMPTE staff, must be compli
mented on the superb manner in
which he setup and ran the exhibit
area ...

And lastly ...for those who were
given the ASTVC brochure at the
convention, and for those of our
members who will receive their
copies in the mail, we wish to point
out that the brochure was conceived
and produced by Gerry Gander
with the able assistance . of the
University Press at SUNY, Albany,
NY...

Take 3... Bits & Pieces
Malcolm Wall of the Office of

Programming, Mississippi Author
ity for Public Educational TV is to
be commended for his foresight and
generosity. Through his instigation,
the Authority has sponsored and

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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paid the initiation fee for five of
their staff cameramen.

Wall said that he believes that
his cameramen should be able
to take advantage of every pro
fessional I educational opportunity
available to them. He believes that
the ASTVC offers that opportunity
to aid them in their professional
development. We certainly concur ...
Thank you, Mr. Wall!

At a recent meeting in NYC, Bob
Henson, Regional Manager, and
Dave Dever, Sales Engineer, both
of IVC, have assured Bob Zweck
that their corporation looks forward
to participating in a program of
training seminars with the ASTVC
... As you may know, International
Video Corporation is one of the
latest in the industry to join us as a
Corporate Sponsor ...

ASTVC staff members at the
SMPTE convention met with mem
bers of the 3M staff relative to
"firming up" our planned seminar
generously offered by the 3M Co ....
Ditto AMPEX and their kind offer
of an upcoming demo/seminar ...

Latest correspondence from the
(British) Guild of TV Cameramen
indicates that the time may be here
for an International federation of
TV cameramen! Representatives
from the ASTVC were extended
invitations to attend the Guild's
annual meeting in London, possibly
to discuss just that ... We are excited
about the prospects of just such a
MERGER.

The ASTVC wishes all of you a
very Merry Holiday and a Joyous
Healthful New Year!!!

SLO-Fade to black ...

Religious
Broad casters
Like New Law

President Gerald R. Ford has
signed a comprehensive bill up
dating the nation's copyright laws.
The new law. which goes into effect
January I, 1978. contains a section
wh ic h protects the interests of
religious broadcasters.

Section 112 (e) exempts religious
programs produced by non-profit
orgnnizarions from paying mechani
cal reproduction fees for the use of
copyrighted music on tapes or discs

December,1976

1\ hich they distribute to broadcast
stations.

National Religious Broadcasters
(Nl~B) initiated Section 112 (e) and
supported it in hearings before the
House and Senate. NRB is an
association of 700 member organ i-
1.a tions which produce and broad
cast more than 70 per cent of the
nation's religious radio and TV
programs.

NI~B exec u ti ve secretary Ben
Armstrong commented. .. Section

112 (e) benefits the creators of
religious music as well as religious
program producers. On-air perfor
mance greatly enhances consumer
sales of records. cassettes, sheet
music. and concert tickets. Chris
tian artists particularly need the
kind of widespread exposure they
receive on religious programs. Un
der the new law. as before, copy
right holders will continue to re
ceive performance fees from sta
tions.

ITC's ESL-N

AUTOMATIC, ONE-STEP
TAPE ERASER AND
SPLICE LOCATER

,
!(••• ~

t I •·

$495 -:

Now you can erase cartridge tape and locate the splice in the same
operation automatically - without chance for human error. Simply in
sert your cartridge and press the start button. There's nothing else to
actuate or hold down. When the splice is located, the machine auto
matically releases the cartridge - fully erased!
The ITC ESL-NSeries machine is super-fast (25-29 !PS), but gentle with
tapes in NAB size A cartridges. It is super-quiet, super-rugged and ITC
engineered to outlast and out perform any other eraser or splice locater
made. Pays for itself in time saved and consistent results. All this and
our famous 2-year warranty plus a 30 day money-back guarantee of
satisfaction.
Reserve your unit now! Just call us collect at (309) 828-1381 for more
information.

ii= 1~!~.~~~;~~~~~T~~~~~~~~~~~T~~.~~~~~!?,n
Marketed exclusively in Canada by Mccurdy

Radio Industries Ltd., Toronto
©1976 ITC Form No. 112-0008
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NoWfRemote
translmitter

control
11

10 I
BREAKER

OPEN

STATUS AND CONT-••

is this simple.
Now there's an all digital system

that gives you direct, positive on/off
control and status monitoring of
remote AM, FM and TV transmitters.
We call it the X-14, and there's
nothing else like it.

Fourteen toggle switches give you
direct on/off control of up to 14
different functions like: filament
voltage, plate voltage, main power,
overload reset, tower lights and
program source selection. No longer
do you have to dial them in one-at
a-time.

In addition, fourteen status
channels, each with its own, inde
pendent LED indicator, monitor such
go/no-go functions and/or alarms
as: power, voltages, temperatures,
intrusion, VSWR and tower lights.
You see a complete display of
status and alarms, at-a-glance.

Besides all this, the X-14 is an
economical way to add capability to
an existing analog remote control
system. It meets the FCC control
failsafe requirements, and gives you
a fully digital command system as

backup to your analog operation.
So, the direct control switches on
the X-14 can be used for critical
"key" functions while, at the same
time, you're using the analog system
to read other transmitter parameters.
With our optional Line Multiplex
Filter, both the X-14 and your analog
system will operate on the same
phone line.

Exceptional data integrity is
another advantage of the X-14. Both
control and status information are
updated every 400 MS, and a unique
"double check" logic system vir
tually eliminates data errors. There
are also fewer operator errors be
cause there's no dialing and knob
twisting. Each switch is labeled for a
specific function. The X-14 is also
ATS-compatible.

The X-14 is just one of the many
new ways TFT is applying digital
techniques to simplify and improve
broadcasting remote control. For a
demonstration, call or write. In
Canada: Orange County Associates,
Winnipeg, Manitoba.

rer. TIME AND FREQUENCY TECHNOLOGY, INC.
3000 OLCOTT STREET. SANTA CLARA. CA 95051 (408) 246-6365 TWX No. 910-338-0584
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BANANAS
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- The Original
Blue Banana!

Color television was in its in
fancy. The stillbirth of the CBS
whirling filter wheel was superseded
by a lively youngster called the all
electronic NTSC' standard that was
confirmed by the FCC in 1951.
Transistors and ICs were still a
decade away and TV equipment
was full of vacuurnized glass cyl
inders with metal innards that
glowed brightly and were called
"tubes".

A color camera of that era had
three image orthicons, took four
strong men to lift onto its pedestal,
and was controlled by a CCU that
was connected to three or four over
heated, seven-foot racks crammed
with electronic chassis. Several
dozen appropriately colored knobs
and a larger number of screwdriver
slotted pots, ferrite cores and brass
slugs, most with some interactive
effect, completed the adjustment
picture. It was a formidable task to
properly set up a color camera,
usually taking three to four hours
of meticulous tweaking at both
ends of the system by a pair of
patient and persistent engineers.

Inspired by the goal of an opera-

I. National Television Systems Committee or
Never Twice the Same Color
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tion based on electronic precision,
one major network installed a color
TV studio without visual contact
between the camera operators and
the knob twiddlers in the back
room. The high light levels needed
for the cameras of that period pre
cluded the use of a live model for
such long set-up periods and the
technicians had to resort to still life
images such as children's toys or
bowls of fruit that didn't ripen too
much at 3200ºK.

Fruit bowls were ideal on several
counts-they didn't get union scale,
they came in a wide variety of hues
and saturation, even idiots knew
what color they should be (or did
they?). and you could eat them
when you got through.

1t was the early afternoon of a
big color spectacular and the crew
were in lining up the cameras for
that evening's production. After an
hour of prime adjustments of such
basics as I and Q quadrature, sub
carrier balance, gamma and aper
ture correction, video and pedestal
levels. the real fun started. Regis
tration. gray scale tracking, corner
focus and so on, were interspersed
with remarks on the intercom such
as "give me a little more blue skew;
no. you idiot, I said blue SKEW,
not blue Q! Now we will have to
realign all over again".

Apparently the color camera
design engineers who figured out
the adjustment nomenclature were
related to the fiends in Detroit who
make spark plugs so inaccessible as
to require an expensive special tool
and the digital dexterity of Harry
Houdini to remove them.

At last we're ready for color
operation, color bars look almost
right, a little phase adjustment
brings the magenta on target, and
we switch to camera position and
its bowl of luscious, mouth watering
fruit in front of it; red apples,
green grapes, orange oranges and
blue bananas. Blue bananas? It
can't be! A quick turn of the hue
knob on the monitor renders yellow
bananas, but now the apples are
brown, the grapes are orange, and
the oranges look sick! There is a
long huddle in the control room,
weighty scientific opinions on
chroma shift due to cathode/heater
leakage or screen grid saturation
result in a new attempt to recheck
and reset all controls with more

December, 1976

rigorous waveform scope monitor
ing. This takes another precious
hour of frantic effort and time is
getting short as a report comes in
that the talent is beginning to filter
into the dressing rooms.

Everything is realigned with the
utmost care, the switch goes from
bars to camera position again, and
the bananas are still an unap
petizing shade of blue. In despera
tion, the camera con trol engineer

throws down his headset and
stomps out into the studio to apply
the last adjustment tactic he knows
-a good swift kick to the side of
the camera-when suddenly his
problem is solved in one fell swoop.
For what his eyes can scarcely
believe is that nature's benevolent
gift to the monkeys on top of this
fruit bowl are the product of a
prankster who had painted them
bright blue!

• Grounded Grid Driver

• Grounded Grid Power Amplifier

• Direct FM Solid State Exciter

• Self-Contained: No External
Power Vault

• No Neutralization

• Front Panel Power Control
From 2Kw to 30Kw

• Rectifiers Engineered to
Transformer Characteristics

• VSWR Protection

The SINTRONIC DFM-25K-B FM Transmitter offers the simplicity of "grounded grid on
grounded grid" - grounded grid driver and power amplifier - resulting in a considerable
reduction of components and a greater increase in stability and reliability. The driver section ol
the DFM-25K-B is the SINTRONIC DFM-3K-A 3500 watt FM transmitter. This driver operates al
1200 watts for full 25Kw output power but can be used as a 3500 watt emergency transmitter.
·The DFM-25K-B is FCC type accepted and field proven The unit is self-contained in two cabinets
normally located side-by-side. However, they can be separated according to individual spacing
requirements.

SINTRONIC manufactures a complete line of AM and FM Transmitters to satisfy every broadcast
requirement. Highest quality components are used throughout. All our transmitters contain design
features that increase etticiency.províde greater reliability, and reduce maintenance time and costs.

CALL OR WRITE FOR DETAILED INFORMATION

S1..-.-i-roníc coRPORAT10N

Sintronic Corporation is a subsidiary of Singer Products Company, Inc.
Integrity and Dependability since 1937

Main Office and Plant: 705 Haverford Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 1901O (215) 525-3700
Administrative & Export Offices: OneWorld Trade Center, Suite 2365, N.Y, N.Y. 10048 (212) 432-1400
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QUALITY TALKS
FOR

CKLG
VanCOU\er 8 C

Continental's 317C is the best
measure for any 50 kW AM trans
mitter purchase. Performance,
125% positive modulation and
reserve power capabilities are
unbeatable. Today's best sound
in 50 kW AM is Continental.
Wnte for brochure: Concinental Electronics
Mfg. Co. Box 270879 Dallas. Texas 75227
(214) 381-7161
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KOMU-TV: A Commercial Success
I enjoyed the article in the

October issue about WUFT in
Gainesville, Florida. Particularly
since our operation is somewhat
similar. I must disagree, however,
with the statement that the Univer
sity of Florida offers "a unique
experience in television news."

I'd like to point out some
comparisons between the WUFT
operation as described in the ar
ticle, and our operation at KOMU
TV, which is owned by the curators
of the University of Missouri.

While WUFT is a public non
commercial station with a potential
audience of 460,000 viewers,
KOMU-TV is a commercial NBC
affiliate with a measured audience
(ARB, Nielsen) of approximately
35,000 homes on major newscasts.
KOMU-TV newscasts maintain a
solid number one metro position in

this 3-station market, and are tied
for number one in ADI, despite
the inherent disadvantage of fre
quently changing student anchor
persons.

The newscasts on both WUFT
and KOMU-TV are produced en
tirely by students under faculty
supervision. KOMU-TV uses stu
dents (this semester about 55) from
the university's journalism school
for all filming, editing, reporting,
writing, production and air work.
Directors, engineers and studio
cameramen are for the most part
full or part-time station employees,
but students are also involved-to a
lesser extent than in the news-with
these and all other departments of
the station.

While WUFT replaces commer
cial announcements with public
service announcements, the student-

MAGNETICS. INC.

Ill!
MM I Replacement Heads are professional heads - de-·
signed for the machines they will be used with - direct
retro-fits, both mechanically and electrically- not modi
fied or adapted heads originally intended for "home" or
"semi-pro" recorders. But there is more to MMI Heads
than their professional performance: An all-metal face that
virtually eliminates oxide loading ... More than twice the
gap depth-of-metal of some original equipment heads,
thus permitting relapping (under normal head wear) for
greatly extended head life ... Individual testing and cali
brating of each head to insure meeting or exceeding origi
nal equipment specifications ... MM I has %-inch tape
heads for Ampex, ITC, Magnecord. Revox A-77, andea~, Scully. Professional heads for professional

. · · recorders - from MMI.
~- . ALSO FROM MMI

(PROFESSIONALLY, OF COURSE) ...
•REPLACEMENT AUDIO HEADS FOR AMPEXVR-1100,
1200 & 2000 VIDEO RECORDERS
(Relapping and refinishing of the complete columns,
too) ·

•HEAD ASSEMBLY REFURBISHMENT AND
REBUILDING
(Loaner Assemblies available for only the shipping
costs)

•HEAD RELAPPING AND REFINISHING
(No-Charge head evaluation)

NEW! MM/ HAS HEADS FOR CART MACHINES!
8125 PLEASÁNT AVE SO ~ MINNEAPOLIS,MINN 55420

(612) 884· 7393

MAGNETICS, INC
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Just A Friendly
Reminder

•
•

In caseit happened to slip your mind
and you are one of the few remaining
directional stations yet to comply with
paragraph 73.69 of the FCCRules ... you
have until June 1, 1977 to have in opera-
tion a 'Type Approved" antenna monitor.

WE CAN HELP YOU
We havesupplied over 90% of all "Type
Approved" antenna monitors (both meter
and digital readout) now in service.
We invite your questions concerning installa
tion, operation, remote control, sampling sys
tems, etc.

YOU CAN HELP US
When the last deadline rolled around our order
backlog resulted in an eight month delivery cycle.
If you order now, you can avoid the last minute
rush; we can deliver as required; and you will not
risk missing the June deadline.

For More Details Circle (45) on Reply Card

produced newscasts at KOMU-TV
typically contain seven to eight
minutes of national and local spot
announcements paid for at com
mercially competitive rates. Since
KOMU-TV is supported entirely
from these commercial revenues,
the pressure to compete economi
cally with other commercial stations
in our market is identical to that in
any commercial television station.

While "Everyone (at WUFT)
agrees that it is better to make the
goofs here in the somewhat for
giving atmosphere of a basically
academic experience ..." at KOMU
TV we take quite the opposite view:
that it is better to work in an
unforgiving commercial environ
ment closely approaching the so
called "real world" (which, inci
dentally, we feel very much a part
of). Our atmosphere is basically
non-academic, and we wouldn't
want it any other way. We, of
course, agree that "supportive and
constructive criticism" is essential
to students' development and we try
to provide that too.

While WUFT's 30-minute news
cast contains "several silent films

December, 1976

and one or two single-system
sound-on-film news · stories,"
KOMU-TV's one-hour 6 o'clock
newscast tonight will contain 10 to
12 local stories, at least eight of
which will contain sound on film,
generally in a package with "silent"
film (which actually, in most cases,
is natural sound).

Dick Nelson
Managing Editor, KOMU-TV

Assistant Professor

Station-To-Station is a column
designed to keep people in touch ...
station to station and station to
magazine. We encourage all sta
tions to take part in a column
designed for them. Got questions to
ask of other engineers? Ideas for
other stations? Comments to make
about the industry? Well here's
where you can lay it on the line.
Just address your correspondence
to: Station-To-Station, Broadcast
Engineering magazine, 9221 Qui
vira Road, Overland Park, Kansas
66212.

NEW FM AND TV
FIELD STRENGTH METER
FIM-71 ,~-
• Accurate - Direct Reading - Volts or dB • 45 MHz to
225 MHz - Continuous Tuning • Peakor Averaging Detector
(switch selectable) • Wide or Narrow IF Bandwidth (switch
selectable) • 20 dB or 60 dB Meter Range (switch selectable)
• AM or FM Demodulator (switch selectable) • Calibrated
Dipole Antenna, Mounted on Casefor Near-Ground Measure
ments or Removable for TASO Measurements • 140 dB
Measurement Range (1 µV to 10 v:• • 4Y:z-lnch,Mirrored
Scale, Taut-Band Meter
• Front Panel Speaker
• Recorder Output
• Rugged, Portable
Package • Calibrated
Signal Generator,
45 MHz to 225 MHz
• Battery or External
Power • UseasSignal
Source/Selective Volt
meter for Insertion
Loss Measurementsof
Filters, etc. • Measures
FM Harmonics to -80dB
• Price - $2,500 com
plete with dipole antenna.

CONTACT US FOR DETAl LS.

B I 932 PHILADELPHIA AVE.Tó TOMA e INSTRU MEN Ts f~~~E5~;~~~~G. MD.
2º91º
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Introducing the new
QUICK·SET Hercules Cam Head
with 1"'º lb. capacity.

~-·---~~"

~ ·-¡.
'"'·,.,,"'<.,, -Formost new "'"

generation broadcast
camera heads-even with large ·
zoom lenses and teleprompters
Although itweighs only 25.5lbs. (116 kg.). the
Herculeshasa load capacity of 140lbs. (63.6 kg.)
-enough for most new broadcast camera heads
even when loaded down'
Smooth. flawlesspanning via a precision bearing
system.And tilting (to 50º up or down) iseffortless.
too. Dual interchangeable cams perfectly
counterbalance the camera load and specific
center of gravity. Easilyaccessible drag controls
allow precise adjustment to operators preference.
Setfor dual handle operation. HerculesCam Head
comes with patented Quick-On dove-tail camera
plate. providing quick. easy balance for all
cameras. Can also be equipped with wedge
plate. wedge plate adapter. as well as second
telescoping control arm.

\ instrument-positioning equipment
3650 Woodhead Drive, Northbrook,11160062
Phone (312)498-0700
Telex: 72-4362
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NOW THE 2 GHz DUALROD™
(Dual-GOLDENROD™)

CIRCULARLY POLARIZED
ANTENNA

• Ideal for Remote TV
Broadcast Operations:
ENG/EJ/SPECIALS

• Minimal Wind Loading
• Folds Down Flat on Roof

of Mobile Van
'-<I

-II ~int.. -- =cD ~
'In.Ill

inc.

• Circularly Polarized to
Eliminate Multipath Signals

• High Gain: 22 dBi
• Fan Beam: 9º wide

18ºhigh
• Easily Installed on a

Telescoping Mast
• Lightweight: 11 lbs
• Available with Truck

Top and Tripod Mounts

CALL FOR DETAILS:

72

2165 Druid Park Drive • Baltimore, Md. 21211 • (301) 462-1700
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Antenna
Continued from page 46

quality of circular polarization for
FM radio. This is the ratio of the
maximum vertical component to
the maximum horizontal com
ponent. This term describes the
radiated power in each polarization,
but does not necessarily describe
the type of radiation formed when
the two signals are combined. The
combined shape may range any
where from a circle, through a
family of ellipses, to a straight line,
without a change in the polariza
tion ratio.

For antennas used in television
broadcast, the term Axial Ratio has
become the parameter to describe
the degree of circularity. Axial
Ratio is defined as the ratio of the
major axis of the polarization
ellipse to the minor axis. The axial
ratio is typically expressed in dB.

Let's take a few minutes to see
how the axial ratio of a circularly
polarized TV antenna figures into
the overall transmitting system.
Figure 6 illustrates how an ellipti
cally polarized signal can be repre
sented as the vectorial sum of two
circularly polarized signals that are
rotating in different directions.

In the case of pure right hand
circular polarization, there is, of
course, no left hand component. As
the amount of left hand component
increases, the result of vectorial
addition becomes elliptical as
shown, and at the point that both
the right hand and left hand com
ponents are equal, linear or slant
polarization results.

To realize the effect of axial
ratio, let's again refer to a sim
plified diagram showing a circularly
polarized transmitting antenna with
a less than perfect axial ratio, a
reflecting surface and a circularly
polarized receiving antenna.

Assume that the signal radiated
from the transmitting antenna con
tains a large right hand component
and a small left hand component as
shown in Figure 7: As before, the
receiving antenna will receive two
signals-one from the direct path
and one from the reflected path.

As we noted before, the reflected
signal will reverse polarity. How
ever, this time there will be a small
right hand component from the
reflected path present at the re-
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ceiving antenna due to the im
perfect axial ratio of the trans
mitting antenna. If this component
is large enough, and if the delay
time is sufficient, a ghost will be
seen on the receiver connected to
the receiving antenna. The axial
ratio of the transmitting antenna is
therefore an important factor in
determining the quality of a cir
cularly polarized antenna.

Testing Circular Polarization
At the 1974 NAB Convention,

RCA conducted live demonstrations
of a circularly polarized TV set.
Both horizontally and circularly
polarized transmitting and receiving
antennas were used with this test.

By providing a reflected path to
the system with a built-in delay and
by switching between the hori
zontally polarized system and the
circularly polarized system the
degree of ghost reduction could be
observed on monitors.

Using the horizontally polarized
system, a great degree of ghosting
as the result of the multipath
condition could be seen.

When both circularly polarized
transmitting and receiving antennas
were employed, however, there was
a dramatic improvement.

Let's review now the circularly
polarized TV test performed in
Chicago from the Sears Building by
WLS-TV. Two 100 foot tall, 12 foot
diameter steel cylinders are mount
ed at the top of the Sears Building,
with the WLS-TV transmitting
antenna located on the west cylin
der of the building.
Two separate arrays were used at

WLS-TV for their test-one a cir
cularly polarlized three-layer system
and the other a two layer hori
zontally polarized system.

The azimuthat patterns of the
horizontally polarized antenna, and
of each component of the circularly
polarized antenna, were made as
equal as possible to provide correla
tion of the measurement data.

The supporting cylinder affects
antenna performance, and had to
be simulated on the test range
during the initial design phase.

After the testing cycle was com
pleted, the antennas were shipped
to Chicago and installed on top of
the building late in 1973. Each
antenna was provided with a sepa
rate feed system to provide an easy
means of switching between hori-
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FIXED TUNED TCM-5 SERIES

TerraCom gives you everything
you want in 1-15 GHz portable

microwave radio
FIXED TUNED, XTAL controlled 1.7 to
15.25 GHz for voice, video and data.
TUNABLE, direct reading calibrated dial
in each frequency band.
MOBILE OPERATION, AC or DC in light
weight rugged construction.
FIXED INSTALLATION, rack mount, R.F.
multiplexed, hot standby and diversity.
When you operate TerraCom microwave
radios, you know you have reliable and
high performance equipment working for
you. More than that, you have
the best factory support in the
business. TerraCom makes a
special effort to know, and
keep on knowing, everyone
who has TerraCom microwave
radios and to provide them

with fast, responsive service, same day
dispatch of free-loaner replacements
worldwide, and leasing additional portable
links.
TerraCom microwave gives you all fre

quency bands-all types of trans
mission-with the best in performance and
maintainability and with friendly, personal
customer service. We're a high quality
company with high quality microwave radio
systems. You should look into it-you will
like the quality. Call (714) 278-4100 for

information or write:
9020 Balboa Avenue
San Diego, California 92123

~ -.
!Am

TUNABLE TCM-6 SERIES DIVISION OF CONIC CORP.
A LORAL SUBSIDIARY
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Model 7200

O Best S/N ratio in the industry
O Operates from remote feeds- nodedicated camera needed
D Chroma-keyed output from two encoded video inputs-- no

switcher required
O Keys on any color in the NTSC spectrum
O Zero chroma delay
O Comb filter for minimum noise and 'chroma crawl
O Sync adding capability for non-composite inputs

Write or call today for complete specifications.
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74

if your T.V. Transmitter is not
approaching t:his performance

... you need a
Datatek D-701

waveform corrector and
transmitter phase equalizer
system

Other Advanced
Datatek Products:

• Differential
Phase& Gain
Measuring

• Video Sweep
Generators

• Envelope Delay
Measuring Sets

• Video Wavefonn
Equalizers

• Video-Audio
Routing Switchers
• Video, Audio
& Pulse D.A.s

Unique features provide superior color
picture quality ...
• Direct waveform correction by
incremental time method

• Phaseand amplitude equalizing
• Corrects errors left by existing phase
equalizers

• Removes smearing, streaking, antenna
reflections

• On Air adjustments using VITS

~
DATATEK
- - CORP.. 1200 W.Chestnut St.

.....-...,.-... Union, N.J. 07083 (201) 964-3656
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zontally and circularly polarized
modes of operation.

The first on-air tests were started
in January, 1974. After a series of
initial tests assured that there was
no increase in co- or adjacent inter
ference and the circularly polarized
signal caused no degradation of the
received picture, the FCC granted
permission in May to use the
circularly polarized antenna on a
continuous basis rather than only
during off-air hours.

The off-air pictures shown illus
trate measured comparisons be
tween the horizontal and circular
modes of operation.

First, let me assure you that the
test pattern shown on the left is not
typical of the TV signals in the
Chicago area. It is one of the worst
case conditions and was obtained
using the horizontal mode of trans
mission. In other words, both hori
zontally polarized transmitting and
receiving antennas.

With the same conditions, and at
the same test site, but now using
circularly polarized transmitting
and receiving antennas we see an
improvement in picture quality on
the right.

Equipment Considerations
Let's discuss now some equip

ment considerations involved in cir
cular polarization.

For the broadcaster contem
plating circular polarization, the
equipment to be considered is, of
course, the antenna itself, the
transmission line connecting the
antenna to the transmitting station
and the tower. The second item is
the transmitter.

Many possibilities are involved
but we can discuss system packages
that will be useful to the majority
of broadcasters. The circularly
polarized antenna will have an
approximate total gain of unity per
wavelength of aperture-or approx
imately one-half per wavelength for
either the horizontally or vertically
polarized component. Since most
broadcasters will probably maintain
their present horizontal ERP using
a circularly polarized antenna with
the same aperture as their present
antenna, it follows that a trans
mitter of twice the present rating
will be required.

A typical lowband VHF station
presently using a 6-bay horizontally
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polarized antenna and a 2S kilowatt
transmitter, will now require a SO
kilowatt transmitter and a 6-bay
circularly polarized antenna.

A typical highband package for
circular polarization may range
from a 100 kilowatt transmitter and
a 9-bay circularly polarized antenna
to a SO-kilowatt transmitter and an
18-bay circularly polarized antenna.

There are more options available
to the UHF broadcaster than to the
VHF broadcaster. <Unlike most
VHF stations, who are operating at
maximum ERP, approximately 9S
percent of all UHF broadcasters
could more than double their
present horizontal ERP and still
not be at the maximum S megawatt
limit.

A second UHF option would be
to increase the illumination of the
principal market area through the
installation of a new horizontally
polarized antenna with higher null
fill. The new antenna might also
have lower overall gain and be
coupled with a new transmitter of
higher power.

The third option, of course, is to
utilize circular polarization. Only a
thorough investigation on an indi
vidual basis will determine which
option is best for the individual
UHF broadcaster.

In summary, circular polarization
for television is a subject that has
to be considered by the industry as
engineers search for ways to im
prove television reception for the
viewing public. There is little or no
argument about the theoretical
benefit of ghost reduction, but
beyond that, there is considerable
controversy. The FCC has the ball
now and is weighing together the
potential advantages, and the vari
ous comments received as the result
of their proposed Rule Making.

Illustration Credits
The author thanks the following

individuals for permission to use
the illustrations found in this
article:

Figures 1 and 2: Fred L. Zellner,
Jr., from his paper, "Circular
Polarization in Television Broad
casting".

Figures 3, 4, S and 7: Dr. Matti
Siukola, from his paper, "Circularly
Polarized Antennas for Television".

Figure 9: Neil M. Smith, from
his paper, "Report on Field Tests
of Circular Polarization in Tele
vision". D
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Transmi••~
lofl1Z Our
J\11odulimiter.
The Competition
Will Hate Your
New Sound.
The BL-40 Modulimiter is a unique automatic AM broadcast
limiter, which will maximize modern transmitter performance.
Whatever your format-hard rock to classical, Modulimiter will
increasetransmitter efficiency and extend coverage.
The B L-40's patented electro-optical attenuator provides smooth,
unobtrusive, true RMS limiting. An ultra fast F.E.T. peak limiting
section assuresabsolute protection from unwanted over modula
tion without peakclipping. Attack time isessentiallyinstantaneous.
Three separatemeters indicate RMS LIMITING, PEAK LIMITING
AND OUTPUT LEVEL, simultaneously. All critical adjustments
are behind a front security panel. A "phase optimizer" maintains
most favorable signal polarity permitting up to 125% positive
modulation without negative undershoot. " Its the limit " in
todays broadcast limiters. UREI quality of course
Available from your UREI dealer.
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Ulii
11922 Valerio Street
No. Hollywood, California 91605 (213) 764-1500
Exclusive export agent: Gotham Export Corporation, New York
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GIGbecasting
The broadcasting and cablecasting explosion has

reached Europe and most certainly Italy. Today
with its 249 FM stations and 72 TV stations that
broadcast throughout its 116,316 square miles, Italy
is one of the most communicable nations in the free
enterprise world (with its 12.8 million receivers, Italy
is the sixth nation in the entire world with the most
substantial number of TV sets).

Because of such a position it couldn't afford a
lack of an adequate news gathering and reporting
service, therefore it has dictated the creation of an
Italian Communication Se_rviceAgency, that will be
known as ITALCOM.
At present ITALCOM, with its five reporters, will

provide an Audio News Service from USA and
Canada for the various Italian speaking radio-TV
stations in Italy and abroad (there are 48 Italian
speaking radio-TV stations outside Italy).

In the immediate future ITALCOM plans to
provide a Video News Service.

Until two years ago the Italian broadcast was
monopolized (since 1944) by the government
controlled RAI-TV (before by another monopolistic
government agency).

With its two television networks (Channel 1 VHF
reaching 98.3 percent of the population, Channel 2
UHF 91 percent of Italian citizens) RAI-TV trans
mits yearly 5,912 hours of TV programs followed
daily by 26 million Italians, against 36,000 hours by
independent TV stations. With its three AM radio
networks RAI transmits yearly 46,296 hours of
audio programs listened to by 17 million Italians,
against 749,278 hours by independent radio stations.
For watching the government censored black and
white RAI-TV programs the viewer is taxed four
cents per day plus sitting through a half dozen sets
of commercials (each set containing several an
nouncerrients).
The independent Italian stations are based on the

American model, supported by private industrialists,
politicians and paid advertising. At present 13
TV stations broadcast in color (PAL) and 20 others
are ready to switch to color.

In the Peninsula there are 61 cable TV, there is
an annual Cable TV Expo in Milan and a TV
Federation called FILET (Italian Federation Inde
pendent TV Stations).

With manpower of 19,230 the new industry has
practically forced 45 percent of Italian Electronic
companies into manufacturing broadcasting equip
ment.

A prime time RAI-TV commercial cost 8,334
dollars for a 100 seconds spot (network). Italian
territory is also covered by foreign radio-TV stations
that broadcast in Italian, they are:

Tele Capodistria (PAL) reaching 18.4 percent of
the Italian population, has the second largest
covered area. The color programs of Tele Capodis
tria are transmitted from Yugoslavia, the cost for a
30 seconds prime time announcement is 3,063
dollars.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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PEOPLE íl~~oo~~~•
Paul Bergquist is the new President of Philips

Broadcast Equipment Corporation, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of North American Philips Corporation ...
Andrew Brakhan, Vice President of Philips Audio
Video Systems Corporation, has been appointed Vice
President and General Manager of that organization.
Harry W. (Buel) Pearson joins A.F. Associates, Inc.

as Engineering Manager ...Charles P. Ginsburg, Vice
President-Advanced Development for Ampex Cor
poration, has been honored with membership in the
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers
(SMPTE) for his pioneering work in the development
of videotape recording.
Joseph Novik has been appointed Marketing

Manager at Belar Electronics Laboratory Inc.
...Frederick B. Bunclcsmann joins the Robert Bosch
Corporation as National Sales Manager for U.S. sales
of Fernseh television equipment.
John Donnelly has taken the post of Marketing

Services Manager of Ikegami Electronics, Inc ....
Gonion Lund is the IGM Western Sales Repre
sentative.
John Macfarlane, Eastern Regidhal Sales Manager,

Computer Image Corp., Denver, Colo., has been re
assigned to helm the new mid-west based Computer
Image Production unit in Chicago ... Gcrald M.
Zuckerman has been appointed Chief on the Legal,
Advisory and Enforcement Division of the Safety and
Special Radio Services Bureau.

Lec. C. Hanson has been appointed as Assistant
Executive Director of the Association of Maximum
Service Telecasters, Inc. by the AMST Executive
Committee ...Jack B. Chapman, President and Gen
era I Manager, KGAK, Gallup, N.M.; succeeds
Wayne C. Cornils as a member of the Radio Board of
Directors of the National Association of Broad
casters ...Cornils, President and General Manager,
KFXD AM/FM. Boise, Idaho; will join NAB as
Director of Membership.
Kathryn Hilton, Director of Research for the

National Cable Television Association, has been
named a Vice President of the Association ...Doit
Shaffer has been added to the KOLO-AM, Reno, NV
staff as News Director ...John Gunn transferred to the
sales department of KOLO.

Rand Gottlieb has been promoted to Director of
Broadcast Acquisitions for Cox Broadcasting Cor
poration ...Louis J. Kaib has moved to the position of
Sales Manager-Television Services for Cox Data
Services.

Get Results
With Classified Ads

In
Broadcast Engineering

December. 1976

,Perfect Timing,
calculated for your pocket

only $39.95

Write, Wire or Call: (213) 674·3021
505112CENTINELA AVENUE • INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90302-, ./
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SIZE: 2%" x So/J.5' x fü"
POWERSOURCE:2 penlite dry
batteries (size AA)
ACADAPTERAVAILABLE: $5.00

Now you can compute Hours,
Minutes and Seconds in the
palm of your hand!
ESEINTRODUCESTHE CANON
8T HIGH SPEEDTIME
CALCULATOR.Featuring one
touch calculation of addition,
subtraction, multiplication or
division. Unique Time Keys for
automatic chain calculations.
"Auto" Input Switch for auto·
matic entry of sexagesimal time
data. And Conversion Keys which
instantly change sexagesimal
data to decimal data or
vice versa'

Still Number One
in cartridge tape
splice finders.

Beaucart
keeps erase and
splice-finding functions separate.

With a Beaucart® splice finder it's impossible to erase
what you want to keep. Covered by Patent No. 3,854,643,
this unique system locates tape splices on A, B, and C
size cartridges and stops the tape within one inch be
yond the capstan. The bulk erase function is entirely
separate to protect the information on each cart. And on
top of all that, our splice finders are priced up to $100
less than comparable units.

Order now: Model SFE-1 Splice Finder with bulk
eraser at 5395.00or Model SF-1 without bulk eraser at
$370.00. For more information, call (203) 288-7731 or
write today.umc BEAUCART DIVISION

UMC ELECTRONICS CO.
460 Sackett Point Rd. North Haven, CT 06473
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THE WILKINSON
AM2500B 2.5 KW
AM BROADCAST

TRANSMITTER
FEATURES

• Solid State Modulator Driver
• Solid State Exci1er
• Only One Tube Type - (4) 4-1000A
• Variable Vacuum Capacitor Tuning
• Motorized Variable Capacitor Loading
• Low Distortion, High Le11elModulation
• Accessible Drawer Construction
• Solid State Tílming Circuits
• Self-Testing Silicon Power Supplies
• Automatic Recycle
• Simplified PA Tuning - Only two controls
• Double Duty Plate & Modulation

Transformers
• Pretuned at Customer's Frequency
• Power Cutback (optional
• Designed for Remote Control
• Ample, Roomy Cabinet for Ease of Service
• Cornptetelv Metered
• Uses Standard Parts with Original

Maker Numbers

Wíl~~íl~IB@~
ELECTRONICS, INC.

P.O. BOX 738, TRAINEF.:, PA. 19013
TELEPHONE (215) 497-5100
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Editorial Billboard

Whafs Ahead For BE
In all of us there's a spark of the gambler's spirit.

That willingness to take a chance ...to guess at what's
coming ...feeling that luck is on our side. Every
Saturday's game is covered in pro bets and office
pools. The smart dollars are seldom put on whims or
perennial underdogs.
Tapping the pulse of the broadcast industry and

the manufacturers who supply the industry, keeps BE
running in high. We're hot going to ask anyone to
take a flyer on the possibility of a trend developing.
While we all are betting our lives on broadcasting,
BE's task is to make the risks minimal on all sides.
How? There's no better way than to take a look at
our game plan for '77.

There's a time to be theoretical and there's a time
to be practical. In the past we have published 12
articles on logic theory for digital circuits we're likely
to encounter in broadcast equipment. In 1977 we're
going to have Harold Ennes on the line with a new
feature called "Logic Lab". It's a monthly column
based on practical troubleshooting of digital circuits.
We hope it'll develop into a clearing house for
engineering problems at stations and at the
manufacturer's bench.

How about ENG? Well, we've got to remember
that the history of broadcasting is based upon ENG,
so we will expand our efforts into RENG! That's
right, radio electronic news gathering. And whether
for TV or radio, the approach will be practical. That
starts in January.

We'll be talking a lot more about audio and the
way it's processed and what you can do about it. And
early in March we're going to deliver to you what we
consider to be the most complete pre-NAB convention
issue ever.
Throughout the year we'll be paying a lot of

attention to production problems that have an
engineering base. Under a new feature heading
"Production Spotlight," we'll even go as far out as
improved makeup techniques. Engineering is still our
long suit, but we've found that more and more you
can't say any one broadcast activity belongs solely to
one department. They are interwoven and un
forgivingly related. This is why BE will talk about
what ATS, antennas, and facility changes mean to
the engineer and the station.

Yes, we're going to dig into automation, mini
computers, and new systems. We'll look at satellites,
radio and TV equipment roundups, and what the
FCC expects you to know. And if you feel we're not
cracking your toughest nut, drop a line to BE and
we'll get cracking. After all, this is a crossroads
magazine. Of course, we can't reach all our goals
without your help. This is your station magazine, and
if you want to make the most of it, send us your
news, new ideas, even your Blue Bananas.

We're betting on a great year.
The Editor

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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~~IPRODUCTS
Digital

Still Store
System

A new Ampex digital recording
system was unveiled election night
by the CBS Television Network.
The Electronic Still Store (ESS)

system is capable of storing thou
sands of color slides and still
pictures magnetically on computer
disc packs for use in television
broadcasting. It is the first broad
cast product to use digital re
cording techniques for video
images.

ESS is a joint development of
CBS and Ampex Corporation.

"'In this unique new system,
computer and video technology are
combined to bring together the
advantages of high-density storage,
rapid access. and reliability," said
Charles A. Steinberg, vice president
of the Ampex audio-video systems
division.

ESS electronically converts the
analog television signal into digital
form and stores the information on
magnetic disc packs. Slides and
stills can be randomly selected from
bulk memory with an access time of
less than 100 milliseconds.
The basic ESS system can store

up to 1,500 video frames on-line for
immediate random access. Disc
pack shelf storage is virtually un
limited.

Access to the system is through
keyboard controls located at the
electronics rack, or from remote
access stations. Up to eight access
stations can be incorporated in the
system, each equipped with a
keyboard terminal and alpha
numeric read out.

Access priorities can be assigned
in any manner desired, depending
on the number and location of
terminals, and the operating re
quirements of the station. A key
activated lock out feature provides
tile protection by preventing in
advertant or unauthorized erasures
of any images stored in the
memory.

In addition to the record and
reproduce modes of operation, ESS

December, 1976

What's New?

AmtronAM·5
5-inch AC/DC Color Monitor

Professional in every respect, the Am
tron AM- 5 features the ultra-dependa
ble, single-gun Trinitron" color system.
Professional, too, are the extras-R-G-B
gun switches, A-B selection of video
input, internal/external sync, tally light
and pulse-cross.

º'~l\l J~ 1~r1:.1"1-01·~.,º.
ow, I 11 I

I__ . .·. • lo~11-j ~---~ 9,1~ - - ·~1
aMT~ON

AMTRON CORPORATION P. O. Box 1038 Aptos. California 95003 (408) 688-4445
IN CANADA. CONTACT ADCOM ELECTRONICS LTD.. AREA CODE 416/251-3355
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Change
Sound to
Silence
with a

TAB ERASER
This rugged, heavy duty bulk tape eraser wipes sound from
all magnetic tapes, cartridges, cassettes and magnetic film
stock; handling up to 2".
It erases with minimum residual noise because the field
automatically diminishes at the end of each 30-second cycle.
A thermal control and blower keeps the unit below 71° C.

Available for 60Hz or SOHz operation.

For the distributor in your area- Call or write:

TABER Manufacturing & Engineering Company
2081 Edison Ave.· San Leandro, Ca. 94577 • (415) 635-3831
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VersaTitlé.M
TITLER-PROMPTER with CRAWL
costs lessthan other prompters alone..

* VERSATILE - feeds any video mon
itor • standalone, self-contained oper
ation, illumination built-in.* POLARITY REVERSAL -flip of a
switch converts black-on-white to
white-on-black for greater legibi Iitv,
and vice-versa.* TV TITLER - your sync generator's
drives let you title your tele-produc
tions from typewritten or other inex
pensive visual ,,aterial, synchronized
with program video.* ROLLING TITLES - accepts typed,
written or drawn "visuals" on stand
ard 4X6 cards or adding-machine
paper for continuous "crawl".* REMOTE CONTROL - Forward,
Reverse and crawl Speed are control
lable at the TP2 or remotely.

1'ltra Audio Pr'Ad
BOX 921 BEVERU.Y HILLS. CALIF. 90213

12131849-1433
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can rearrange selected stills in any
sequence for inclusion in a pro
gram; and two independent video
outputs permit preview, dissolve,
mixed and special effects to be
performed in the normal way at the
studio switcher.
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Digital
Tape Timers

The TT-4 and TT-5 Digital LED
Tape Timers have been introduced
by Convergence Corporation, ac
cording to John Campbell, vice
president of marketing.

Campbell stated that when used
in combination with Convergence's
ECS-1 Joystick· Editor, they provide
a continuous readout of tape time
in minutes and seconds for both
playback and record videocassette
recorders in an ECS-1 editing
system.

Both the TT-4 and TT-5 can be
used in combination with the
ECS-1 to facilitate rapid scene
location or for measuring scene or
program lengths on helical video
cassettes. ENG news stories can be

accurately timed while -they are
being edited; educational, industrial
or medical training tapes can be
quickly assembled with random
accessed scenes on multiple source
tapes.
The large, bright LED displays

may be reset to zero or preset to
any number up to 59 minutes and
59 seconds. Accuracy in both
systems is maintained by counting
control track pulses from standard
videocassette tapes. The record
channel automatically switches to
the 60 Hz AC line in the assemble
record mode to constantly provide a
readout of accumulated program
time on the edited master tape.
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Time Base
Corrector

Sony Broadcast has announced
the availability of its new BVT-1000
Digital Time Base Corrector. The
unit employs a newly developed
AID system and is designed for
both high band and helical video
tape recorders.

The BVT-1000 is sold in a no-

ft- Jamieson
No.1 inTVI
Why is the Jamieson Processor No. 1 in TV?
The best answer is from someone who owns one.
Someone you know owns a Jamieson. Probably a lot of
people you know. Why not ask them about it? The best
way to get an unbiased appraisal of its performance.
Or ask us ... we'll be more than happy to tell you about
the Jamieson Processors and give you references.

JAMIESON'S ADVANCED DESIGN TECHNOLOGY FEATURES
• Film advance virtually tension-free. The demand top-overdrive
film transport uses no clutches, floating rollers or film sprockets.

• Smaller machines take only half the floor space.
• Solution volumes reduced 15 times over open-tank designs.

• Temperature in primary solutions is controlled to an accuracy of
a few hundredths of a degree.

• The eliptical shapeof the tube protects the film and provides high
induced turbulation.

~
JAMIESON FILM COMPANY

• a division of Kreonite, Inc.

6911 FOREST PARK ROAD • DALLAS. llEXAS 75235
PHO.NE:214-350-.1283 • TELEX:-73-0932

r---------------,I Please send information on Jamieson Processors and a list of some users.

I Name Title I
Firm Phone I
I Address City I
I State Zip JAMIESON FILM COMPANY I
I 6911 Forest Park Rd. Dallas, TX 75235 I~---------------~www.americanradiohistory.com
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options configuration and includes
velocity and drop-out compensators,
full processing and full NTSC
advanced sync. It combines a wide
window of ±2 H with a moving
window concept to help hold pic
ture lock. even with wide error
excursions.

The BYT-1000 will handle both
direct and processed hetrodyne
modes and includes anti-gyro cir
cuitry helpful in time base correct
ing portable recorders.
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Portable VTR,
Camera Ensemble

Panasonic has introduced a por
table VTR and camera ensemble,
models NY-3085/WY-3085. The en
semble features a full hour of
continuous record/play, instant
field playback on the camera
tinder, standard video output con
nector, and the ability to record

SBE Journal
Continued from page 18

signal over no signal at all. We would
propose limits of 110% for high power
and 20% [or low power.

It is also our opinion that automatic
technical logging be an essential part
or the ATS system. We submit that
the presently required operating
parameters be logged at intervals of
not more than six hours. Since
modern transmitters exhibit a high
degree or frequency stability, con
tinuous monitoring serves no useful
purpose. However, the various fre
quencies should continue to be mea
sured on a monthly basis and the
results entered in the station's main·
tena nee log.
The Society feels that, once a

viable, fully automatic transmission
system is developed, it can provide
high-quality broadcast service to the
public, while relieving the licensee of
the present operation log require
ments and providing for better utili
zation of the staff. However, the
transmitter should not be "locked and
forgotten." Rather, it should receive
good maintenance, be inspected on a
periodic basis, and have its integrity,
as well as that for the entire ATS
system, documented and certified
once a year. This maintenance, in
spection, and documentation should,
or course, be performed by the holder
or a Iirst-class radio/television opera
tor's license.
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VERSATILE
mount it
anywhere

Continuous, unattended power 1Oto
300 watts. That's TELAN. So to

tally reliable and weather-
proct, it'll operate in the

most remote and in
accessible locations
for months without
even a maintenance
check. Install it in an
hour or two, light a
match and forget it.
No moving parts and
it won't flame out.
Uses natural gas, pro
pane or butane fuel.
TELAN Thermoelec
tric Generators.

~~TELEDYNE ENERGYSYSTEMS
110 W. Trrnoruurn Rd., Ttrnoruurn, Md. 21093
Phone: 301·252-8220 Telex: 8-7780 Cable: TELISES
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WBT-FM Goes Harris!
WBT-FM, Charlotte, North Carolina

goes Harris with the
SC-90 System Controller

For complete information, write Harris
Corporation. Broadcast Products Divis
ion, 123 Hampshire Street, Quincy,
Illinois 62301

HARRIS
COMMUNICATIONS ANO
INFORMATIONHANDLING
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FIRST
CARTRIDGE
with full internal guidance
with reel-to-reel fidelity

(20 Hz to 15 kHz)

with FM bdcst. phase stability
(better than 90° to 12.5 kHz)

with engineering plastics

with a replacement guarantee
against any performance
failure within advertised
specifications on properly
aligned equipment.

&
STILL THE ONLY CARTRIDGE
INDIVIDUALLY CHECKED FOIR
PHASE, FREQUENCYRESPONSE
AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE

(ARISTOCART)
THE CARTRIDGE FOR PEOPLE
WHO CAREHOW THEYSOUN O
DISTRIBUTORS IN ALL MAJOR U.S. MARKETS

For the one nearest you. contact

ARISTOCART DIV. WESTERN BROADCASTING LTD.
505 BURRARD ST.. VANCOUVER, CANADA V7X 1Mo
TEL: (b04) 687-2844 TELEX: 04·54639

DISTRIBUTORS: CANADA - M<.:Curdy Radio Indust
ries Ltd. Toronto, Ont. - l. A. Varah Ltd .. Vancouver.
8.C. GREAT BRITAIN - Selkirk Communications
limited, London. Eng. AUSTRALIA - Syntec Electronic:
Distributors. Pty .. Castle Cove. N.S.W.
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directly on five-inch reels of tape
that have been removed from stan
dard EIAJ half-inch cartridges.

Applications of NV-3085/WV-
3085 include, among others, the
production of educational tapes, the
study of traffic patterns and indus
trial processes, the recording of
news and community events, home
recording of family, and the pro
duction of alternate media pro
gramming.

Synchronous video and audio is
assured by a single trigger-grip
control on the camera. Video and
audio record levels are controlled
automatically. The standard zoom
lens and a full 32 minutes of
recording capacity on 1200 feet of
tape permit versatility in production
and convenient full-sequence shoot
ing. The camera's whole image
I 1/2-inch viewfinder monitor allows
a full view of subjects. Horizontal
resolution is greater than 300 lines
for image clarity and fidelity.
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Three-Tube
Camera

JVC Industries, Inc. has intro
duced the NU-1800U Color Cam
era, the newest in JVC's series of
advanced three-tube, professional
quality units with built-in camera
control unit (CCU).

Designed to meet the standards
of video studio use, even when
operated by non-technical person
nel. the self-contained camera of
fers a stable picture and com
patibility with most color studio
sys tems. Designed for industrial
and educational A/V departments
as well as cable TV companies, the
versatility of the new camera pro
vides capabilities that fit most
operational growth demands.

The NU-1800U achieves sensi
tivity, resolution and precise color
registration by combining the three
tube system with efficient dichroic
mirror color-separating optics. The
color encoding system is NTSC
type. A high signal-to-noise ratio of
46 dB at f/2.8 with illumination of
250-foot candles assures sharply
defined picture fidelity. A +6 dB
gain switch instantly doubles sensi
tivity for low-light conditions. For
reliability and ease of servicing,
2/3-inch electrostatic focus/electro
magnetic deflection tubes are em-

ployed and all key circuits are on
replacement plug-in modules.

A built-in color bar generator
allows optimal adjustment of a
color TV monitor and color balance
can be adjusted by checking the
reference indicator in the view
finder. Color temperature compen
sation for 3200ºK or 6000ºK is
accomplished by flipping a switch
on the camera control panel.

The NU-1800U Color Camera is
fitted with an fl 1.8 Fujinon l 2.S-
75mm (6X zoom) lens with manual
or automatic aperture control. C
mount lenses in the one-inch or
2/3-inch tube formats also can be
used interchangeably.
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Automatic
$witching Systems

Ward-Beck Systems Ltd., has
recently designed and manufac
tured a series of computer con
trolled automated switching sys
tems, for application in AM and/or
FM radio master control areas.
These systems provide control of
signal routing, tape decks, trans
mitter, and radio plant supervision,
while operating either from a real
time program schedule, or sequen
tially, and logging all events as they
occur.

The system pictured illustrates
one of several smaller systems
already installed and is used for the
operation of a single FM and AM
output bus. Other systems for the
control of up to 1i stereo FM and
AM buses are also in operation.
All systems utilize one or more

Data General "Nova" Computers
as the primary control element.
Input/output devices provided in
clude keyboard, teletype, and tape
cassette. All audio switching is done
by balanced solid state crosspoints
which are both transient free and
nose immune. Switching by "cut",
"fade-down-fade-up", and "cross
fade" are all provided. Signal loss
sensing and automatic fill are also
available.
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Remote
Synchronizer

A new accessory for time base
correctors is available from Micro
time, Inc., enabling broadcasters to
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receive live or videotaped signals in
sync with station timing direct form
mobile units up to 59 miles away.

Called the RS-1 Remote Synchro
nizer, the new device generates ad
vance timing references by gen
locking to the station's demodu
lated broadcast signal. These refer
ences are used to adjust or synchro
nize the signals transmitted back to
the station. Reinsertion of station
sync on the incoming signal trans
mission safeguards against any un
desired closed loop effects.

The RS-1 eliminates the need for
field synchronizers, and can be
used with any wide-window TBC at
the broadcast station. The resulting
signal can be put through a
production switcher or special ef
fects generated and aired. Sync and
burst LED's on the front panel are
activated when the external refer
ence is present. A coarse range dial
adjusts phasing to within one-half
mile accuracy. Fine tuning to
within 140 feet is accomplished
with a second control knob. A
crystal oscillator provides internal
reference when video reference is
disconnected or lost. A camera/
VTR switch provides three-line
advance for VTR operation.
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9.5-57mm
T1.9 Zpom

Angenleux Corporation of Ameri
ca has announced the availability of
their 6x9.5, 9.5-57mm, Tl. 9 zoom
lens. The Angenieux factory has
increased production to make this
lens more available.

Previously available in small
numbers, the Angenieux 6x9.5 pro
vides a very wide angle (68°)
rendered by the 9.5mm focal length.
Combined with a photometric aper
ture of Tl. 9 and close focusing
from 24 inches from the focal plane
to the subject, this lens has been a
great asset to both the documentary
and television news filmmaker.

Slightly smaller than the Angeni
eux 10x12 (overall length; 7.5
inches measured from the image
plane, maximum diameter: 2.68
inches), the 6x9.5 zoom lens weighs
only 29 ounces. This new concept in
zoom lenses is available in Arri,
"C", CA-1, C.P., and other pro
fessional 16mm camera mounts as
well as with one inch viewfinder for

December, 1976

16mm non reflex cameras such as
the CP-16 and LW-16.
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modes and assisting in the de
bugging of intermittent faults which
are often very difficult to diagnose.
The analyzer will be available
through Glcntrnnix Limited, On
tario.
The model PB9000 Logic Ana

lyzer is installed in a spare position
in the electronics assembly (#A38).
No cutting of existing wiring or
harness is necessary since all con
nections are bridging. Each input
to the PB9000 is buffered and its

VTR De-bugging
t..ogic Analyzer

Pentronics of Hamilton. On
tario has designed a logic analyzer
board for installation on the Ampex
model ACR 25 cartridge videotape
recorder. This unit is capable of
identifying the origin of all test

We modestly announce 2 brilliant new ideas.

1.
2.

The Sargent AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE ANSWERING DEVICE
Your phone becomes a 24-hour automatic Weather Information
Center. The Sargent models AP-101 and AP-102 hook up with any
phone line and cartridge recorder, automatically answers phone
and plays pre-recorded weather message. Also: a smart, efficient
way to monitor automated stations. Very low cost!

The AUTOMATIC NEWSMAN
Interfaces with any phone line and most automation machines.
Now you can start and stop automation equipment, patch in over
the air and start reel-to-reel or cartridge machines-all by
telephone. Great idea for remote sports broadcasts!

For more information contact:
Al Sargent KRWS / Drawer L
(406) 665-2095-day, night & weekends Hardin, Montana 59034

For More Details Circle (92) on Reply Card

When aEEu-rll[y Eaunts ... Eaunt an Bel ar
tar Am/Fm/TU mODITORS

~Ifill DIG t.0~•1111•ow "" •ID'!

•I BELAR
AM MOOOLAflONMONITOR

[IBE LAR CALL ARNO MEYER (215) 687-5550
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET. DEVON. PA. 19333 ·BOX 826 • 12151687-5550
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KLIN Goes Harris!
/

KLIN, Lincoln, Nebraska
goes Harris with the

SC-90 System Controller

m•••
For complete information, write Harris
Corporation, Broadcast Products Divis
ion, 123 Hampshire Street, Quincy,
Illinois 62301

HARRIS
COMMUNICATIONS ANO
INFORMATIONHANDLING
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p
@Cíl:liJü2D@~®
&3DDill@D~@&3fJ®r?
reel to reel
audio recording

AMPEX and ScotchTAPE all professional grades
on reels or on hubs

EMPTY all sizes, widthsREELS and hub types

BOXES for all reels, in various colors
LEADER-,TIMING-& SPLICING TAPES

TopQuality CompetitivePricing
ImmediateShipment

.-J Ca// or Write for Details/Prices

ll:Jrecording supply corp.
1291 RAND RD -DES PLAINES, IL 60016

312/ 297 -0955

For More Details Circle (70) on Reply Card

Digital Air
Temperature
The Announcer's Friend

181 Indoor and Outdoor Sensors
181 Walnut-Finish Console
[8] Gold Anodized Panel
[8] Multi-Sensor Selector
[8] Remote to Any Distance
[8] V2" Sperry 7-Segment Display
[8] Slaves Available

Send for Spec. Sheet, Model 309.
Money Back Guarantee.

Also, a complete line of Weather
Instruments, Recorders and Controllers.

(214) JTTexas s31-2490

Electronics, Inc.
P. o.Box 7225B
Dallas, Texas 75209 ·

For More Details Circle (71) on Reply Card
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installation results in one TTL load
per connection.

For More Details Circle (100) on Reply Card

Control Track
Editing System

Television Research Interna
tional, Inc. has announced a new
control track editing system for
On-Line, Off-Line and Electronic
Journalism markets. Designated the
Model EA-3, the unit features ease
of operation, frame accuracy, and
portability.
The new editing system can be

interfaced to a variety of VTR's,
including SONY Models Y0-2800/
Y0-2850, RCA HR-1060, and JVC
Models CR-8500U/CR-9300 LU.
The system does not require factory
installation.

Soon a companion unit, Model
EA-6, will be available, which will
provide editors with a system which
utilizes control track data or
SM PTE Time Code (in either
standard Bi-Phase or SUN For
mats) depending on the encoded
data from the BTR's.

Model EA-3 features LSL (Loga
rithmic Search Level) controls for
simple tape transport control, "re
turn to edit" capability for frame
trimming, constant speed audio
search for syllable accurate audio
edits, transport speed, and a re
hearse edit mode with automatic
cue-back and rehearsal.

ForMore Details Circle (101) on Reply Card

Remote Control
System

A new digital remote control
system, consisting of a TCT-150
Control Transmitter and up to
eight TCR-150 Control Receiver(s)
is now available from TeleMation,
Inc. The system provides on/off or
normal/ alternate remote control of
up to 15 functions at each receiver
location. These functions can in
clude operation of switchers (in
cluding non-duplication switchers),
broadcast transmitters, microwave
relays, security systems, and other
equipment.

The TCT-150 transmitter will
accept either front-panel switch
commands or TTL logic/contact
closure· inputs generated by timers
or computers. These signals are
transmitted via a two-conductor

cable or telephone circuit to the
TCR-150 receiver(s), which in turn
are connected to the equipment
under remote control. Each TCR-
150 can be addressed individually.
The TCT-150 transmitter will

interface with TeleMation TMP-
1000 or TMP-2400B Digital Elec
tronic Programmers; the TCR-150
receiver provides TTL logic or
optional form "C" contact closure
outputs and can be connected to a
TeleMation SI-2400 Switcher Inter
face/TMV-305 RF Switching Sys
tem.

Telephone connection between a
TCT-150 transmitter and TCR-150
receiver requires an optional fac
tory-supplied modern within each
unit and a dedicated voice-grade
telephone circuit.

, or More Details Circle (102) on Reply Card

Mono Console
The McCurdy SS8400 mono con

sole is a modular, professional
audio mixing unit. The features of
the Series 8000 Module are inte
grated circuit technology, balanced
input and output stages, provision
for insertion of audio processing
equipment, front panel plug-in
capability and complete compata
bility with other modules in the
8000 series, with available options
suited to specific requirements.

Standard equipment on the
SS8400 mono console is 12 input
mixing channels, complete with
A/B switching, allowing for 24
audio sources: each mixer equipped
with specially designed "conductive
plastic" slide attentuator (fader);
cue switching provided with fader
in maximum attentuator position,
and front panel pushbutton to
facilitate production procedures;
and output from each input mixer
is available to either program
channel or both simultaneously.

Other standard equipment is
input sensitivity switching (two posi
tions), to suit specific mix require
ments; two identical program out
put channels, each equipped with
"channel-on" switching, rotary gain
controls and VU meters; two moni
tor preamplifier and control sys
tems, complete with eight input
selections; one cue/talkback system
allowing three-station communica
tion; and extender module.

For More Details Circle (103) on R~plyCard
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Color
TV Studio
Camera

A new color TV studio camera by
lkegami uses an add-on mini
computer for setup cycling. The
digital add-on unit automatically
cycles the camera in 15 seconds
through all setup adjustments in
cluding black-and-white balance,
flare and gamma correction, video
gain, and the eight registration
functions.

The HK-312 color camera uses
three I1/4-inch Plumbicon tubes;
has a better-than 56 dB signal-to
noise ratio; and a zoom lens and
camera tube combined in a single
assembly for optimum accuracy of
optical axis. Class A deflection
amplifiers assure maximum line
arity.

Automatic black level and bal
ance correction maintain picture
quality and brightness in the event
of flares from the lens. Automatic
horizontal and vertical detail cor
rector maintains optimum picture
resolution. A special comb filter
minimizes color noise in the color
channel to keep background noise
to a minimum.

A high-resolution, tiltable seven
inch viewfinder presents the camera
operator with a large-sized, sharp
viewing image from any angle, low
or high.

The automatic setup cycling
faculty can be extended to as many
as five remote cameras with the use
of a separate computer-control unit
(CCU), which accomplishes the task
in only 21/2 minutes.

For More Details Circle (104) on Reply Card

Reel-Servo
Mod Kit

R-MOD, the reel-servo modifica
tion kit for quad VTRs from
Recortec, has a new automatic
search feature which will be in
cluded in all R-MODs at no
increase in price.

R-MOD provides constant ten
sion tape handling, improved lock
up times, unrestricted remote con
trol in tape shuttle modes, auto
matic stop at end of reel and a
frame accurate video tape timer for
both RCA and Ampex quadruplex
VTR s.

To use the new automatic search

December, 1976

feature, the operator watches the
monitor and depresses the hold
button on the video tape timer
when he sees the desired playback
image to which he wishes to cue.
The R-MOD "remembers" this
point. After the operator stops the
VTR or in the shuttle mode he can
cause the tape to automatically cue
up to a preroll position by pushing
the timer's hold button again.
When the operator puts the VTR in
the play mode the R-MOD will roll
the tape and provide an edit pulse
ahead of the selected edit point to
turn on the electronic editor.

For More Details Circle (105) on Reply Card

Transmitter
Remote Control

A modular system for digital
remote control of AM, FM and TV
transmitters has been introduced by
Time & Frequency Technology, Inc.
(TFT).

Called the 7600 Series, the new
system is adaptable to ATS opera
tion, and consists of three basic
instruments which can be combined
to provide from 10 to 80 channels
of remote control. The system uses
digital,' pulse-code-modulated mod
erns and can be linked by telephone
wire, STL and SCA, or sub-audible
telemetry.

The basic building block of the
TFT system is the Model 7610
Digital Telemetry/Control System.
It is a stand-alone unit with
raise/lower functions and from 10
to 80 channels of telemetry. The
761O can be expanded by addition
of a Model 7615 Status and Direct
Control System. This gives users 15
or 30 direct, on/off control func-

tions and 15 or 30 status monitor
ing channels. The third system
component is the Model 7640, a
microprocessor-controlled Digital
Data Panel. It displays up to 40
meter readings simultaneously, and
includes automatic limit alarms.
Automatic logging is available as
an option.

Users can purchase a complete
system or just the basic 7610 and
add other system components in the
field as needed. A complete line of
accessories is available for trans
mitter interface.

A quick disconnect rear panel
allows users to remove instruments
without disturbing any of the wire
connections between the system and
the transmitter or sampling points.

For More Details Circle (115) on Reply Card

Lists more th an 2800 Items pliers. tweezers.
wire strippers,vacuumsystems,relay tools,
optical equipment, tool kits and cases. Also
includes ten pages of useful "Tool Tips" to aid
in tool selection.

r.::=I .JENSEN TOOLS AND ALLOYS
~ 4117N. 44th Street, Phoe"i•. Aris. 85018

For More Details Circle (116) on Reply Card

FREE CATALOG & AUDIO APPLICATIONS
I l'.S CONSOLES: . 1 'd~<!~ KITS & WIRED

AMPLIFIERS
MIC., EQ,ACN,
LINE, TAPE, DISC,
POWER

OSCILLATORS
AUDIO

@ OPAMP LABS-INC TAPE BIAS
lOJJ N.SYCAMORE AvE • POWER SUPPLIES
LOS ANGELES.CAllf. 90038
1713)934 ]566

For More Details Circle (117) on Reply Card

KOB-FM Goes Harris!
/

KOB-FM, Albuquerque, New Mexico
goes Harris with the

SC-90 System Controller

m•••
For complete information, write Harris
Corporation, Broadcast Products Divis
ion, 123 Hampshire Street, Quincy,
Illinois 62301

HARRIS
COMMUNICATIONS ANO
INFORMATIONHANDLING

For More Details Circle ( 118) on Reply Card
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PROFESSIONAL ~~OOWíl~~~
Midwest Engineering Associates

Consulting Engineers

F. W. Hannel, P.E.
BSEE; MSEE

7304 N. Oxford, Peoria, Illinois 61614
(309) 691-3426

86

Applied Video Electronics, Inc.
STUDIOSYSTEMSDESIGN AND INSTAL
LATION ENGINEERING. REFURBISHING/
MODIFYING COLOR CAMERAS AND
OUADRUPLEXVIDEOTAPE RECORDERS.

Post Office Box 25
Brunswick, Ohio 44212
Phone (216) 225-4443

RALPH E. EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting Telecommunications Engineers

AM-FM-TV-CATV-ITFS
3500 North Sherman Boulevard

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53216
PHONE: (414)442-4210Member AFCCE

VIA JAMES
CONSULTlNG RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications end Field Engineering
Computerized Frequency Surveys

345Colorado Blvd. ·
Phone: (Area Code 303) 333-5562

DENVER, COLORADO 80206
Member AFCCE

W. H. BRADLEY, P.E.

Consulting Radio Engineer
Engineering Applications

& Field Engineering
Phone. 918-245-5444

300 West 41Street.
SAND SPRINGS. OKLAHOMA, 74063

SMITH and POWSTENKO
Broadcasting and Ielecornmunicatrons

Consultants
2000 N. Street, N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20036
(202) 293-7742

James Tiner. President

TINER COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE, INC.
'"We Specialize in Towers"

Complete Tower and Antenna
Installation and Service

P.O. Box 3a27. 15201Hickman Road
Des Moines. Iowa 50322 15151278-5501

McCLANATHAN & ASSOCIATES
('.,11 ..;uftluq f:".CJiW"Prs

APPLICATIONS & FIELD ENGINEERING
TURNKEY INSTALLATIONS-RADIO & TV

DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA DESIGN
P.O. Box 750

PORTLAND, OREGON 97207
Phone: 503/246-808()

TWX 910-464-0112/Fro.ntler

Joseph & Donna Roizen
VIDEO CONSULTANTS
International TV Systems

Marketing /Technical Writing
800 Welch Rd., Suite 354

Palo Alto, Ca. 94304
Tel: (415)326-6103

DAWKINS ESPY
Consulting Radio Engineers

Applications/ Field Engineering
P.O. Box 3127 Olympic Station 90212

Beverly Hills, California
0~(213) 272-3344

Advertising rates in Classified Section are 25
cents per word. each insertion, and must be
accompanied by cash to insure publication.

Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word.
Minimum classified charge, $2.00.
For ads on which replies are sent to us for

forwarding (blind ads), there is an additional
charge of $3.00 per insertion, to cover depart
ment number. processing of replies. and mailing
costs.

Classified columns are not open to advertising
of any products regularly produced by manu
facturers unless used and no longer owned by
the manufacturer or a distributor.

TRAINING
PASS FCC EXAMS with Ameco books. Each
book contains FCC questions plus simplified
answers plus FCC-type exams and answers. 3rd
class includes broadcast endorsement $1.25. 2nd
class $2.50. t st class $1.60. Free cátalog. Ameco
Publishing. 275G Hillside Ave.. Williston Park,
N.Y 11596. 8-72-tf

PREPARETO PASS YOUR FCC LICENSE EXAM.
Close to 4 out of 5 of CIE graduates who take the
FCC exam get their licenses' Fúlly accredited
career courses that increase your tech skills, add
to your knowledge. Learn new techniques, pro
cedures. time-saving short-cuts. Specialize in
Broadcast Enqineerinq. Electronic Cornrnunica
tions. Troubleshooting, Engineering and more.
Study at home in your spare time. Fully
accredited. Send TODAY for FREE FCC License
booklet and FREE school catalog. Will try to
have school representative contact you-no
obligation. G. l. Bill info on request Write CIE
Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Dept. WBE-06,
1776 E. 17th Street. Cleveland, Ohio 44114.

. 12-76-1t

BROADCAST ENDORSEMENT and third phone
preparation on cassettes. Illustration book in
cludes current FCC-type exams. Radio License
Preparation."1201 Ninth, Manhattan Beach, Calif.
90266. 8-75-tf

GET YOUR FIRST TO GET THERE FIRST' DON
MARTIN SCHOOLOf COMMUNICATIONS/ Since
1937. training Broadcasters for Broadcasting' 1st
Phone traini~g using latest methods and com
pletely equipped Transmitter studio. Call or write
for details and start dates. Don Martin School,
7080 Hollywood Blvd., 5th floor, Hollywood, CA
90028. Call (213)462-3281or (213) 657-5886.

. 8-75-tf

PASS FCC first and second class exams with
new 21-lesson. 450-page course. Starts. with
basic electricity. Over 600 FCC-type, multiple
choice questions and sample exams included. No
previous technical knowledge required. Com
mercial Radio Operator Theory Course. #15-01.
Only $5.95. Ameco Publishing, 275G Hillside
Ave.. Williston Park, N.Y. 11596. 8-72-tf

EARN YOUR ELECTRONICS DEGREE by corre
spondence. G. l. Bill approved. For free
brochure, write Grantham School of Engineering,
Information Desk, 2000 Stoner Avenue, Los
Angeles, Calif. 90025. 8-72-tf

FIRST PHONE in six to twelve weeks through
tape recorded lessons at home plus one week
personal instruction in Boston, 'Philadelphia,
Detroit, Atlanta. St. Louis, Seattle or Los
Angeles. Our twentieth year teaching FCC license
courses. Bob Johnson Radio License Preparat
tion, 1201 Ninth, Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266,
Telephone 213-379-4461. 8-75-tf

SERVICES
USED BROADCAST EQUIPMENT sold on con
signment. Catalog updated and mailed free bi
monthly. David Castellano, 3232 McNutt Ave.,
Walnut Creek, Calif. 94596. 11-76-6t

TRANSMITTER TUBES-Save 50 to 50%.
3CX2500, 4CX5000, 4CX10000, 4CX15000, 4CX-
35000and many others. Write for details: FREE
LAND PRODUCTS CO., 3233 Conti St., New
Orleans. La. 70119. 504-822-9223. 11-76-12t

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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SERVICES (CONT.)

FREQUENCY MEASURING SERVICE-WE'RE #2
-MONITOR REPAIRS-MOBILE UNIT-covers
Northern >;, Ill .. Eastern Iowa. Eastern Minn.,
Southern 'I' Wis .. Western Mich .. and Western
Ind .. monthly. Radio Aids. 528 Ravine Ave., Lake
Bluff. Illinois 60044. (312) 234-0953. 2-74-tf

COMMERCIAL RADIO MONITORING CO. Preci
sion frequency measurements since 1932. Local
and mobile service covering entire midwest plus.
Test instruments. counters. monitors repaired
and certified. lee's Summit. Mo. 64063. (816)
524-3777. 9-74-tf

ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO REQUIREMENTS. Bottom line oriented.
F.T.C. Brewer Company, P.O. Box 8057. Pensa
cola. Florida 32505. 7-71-tf

HELIAX-STYROFLEX. large stock-bargain
prices-tested and certified. Write for price and
stock lists. Sierra Western Electric. Box 23872,
Oaklancl. Calif. 94623. Telephone (415) 832-3527:

1-73-tf

CAMERA TUBES ... All TYPES EXCEPT ORTHl
CONS CAN NOW BE RECONDITIONED AT AN
UNBELIEVABLE PRICE. LEAD OXIDE TYPES
$300.00. VIDICONS FROM $35 TO $200.00. ALL
RECONDITIONED TUBES COME WITH 500 HOUR
WARRANTY. FOR DETAILS WRITE: RODONCO
ENGINEERING. CAMERA TUBE DIV., 4020
STAPLETON DR. BLOOMINGTON. IND. 47401.

8-75-tf

DESIGN AÑ·O-CONSTRUCTION-MOBILE UNITS,
COMPLETE STUDIOS, TURN KEY AND/OR CON
SULTING (20 YEARS EXPERIENCE). TELEVISION
ENTERPRISES. INC .. Box 29486. Atlanta. Ga.
30329. (404) 934-9100. 5-76-8t

WANTED
GOOD COLLINS 21E transmitter. Call 408-475-
0172 or write: Grant Wrathall, P.O. Box 483,
Aptos, Calif. 95003. 7-76-8t

TOWER: Used-500 to 1000 feet. Fred Baker,
5011785-2526. 12-76-1t

BK-5 MICROPHONÉ. 7548 30th NE, Seattle,
Wash: 98115. 12-76-1t

WANTED: All surplus broadcast equipment
especially clean A.M. & F.M. transmitters,
capacitors, 112 Clark & Potomac Phase monitors;
Field Strength Meters, etc. High prices. All
custom duties paid. Surplus Equipment Sales at
2 Thorncliffe Pk. Dr., Unit 28, Toronto 17, Ont.,
Canada (416) 421-5631 1-76-tf

WANTED: Pre-1926 radio equipment and tubes.
August J. Link, Surcom Associates, 305 Wiscon
sin Ave., Oceanside, Ca. 92054, (714) 722-6162.

3-76-tf

ÉQUIPMENT FOR SALE

BROADCAST CRYSTALS for AM, FM or TV trans
mitters. frequency change, repair or replacement
of oven lypes. Also new vacuum types for RCA,
Gates, Collins, etc. transmitters. Quality prod
ucts, reasonable prices and better delivery' Don't
be without a spare crystal. Frequency change and
service for AM and FM frequency monitors. Over
30 years in the business. Eidson Electronic Co.,
Box 96, Temple, Texas, 76501. Phone (817)
773-3901. 12-74-tf

MOTORS FOR SPOTMASTERS
NEW Paps hysteresis synchronous motor HSZ
20.50-4-4700 as used in series 400 and 500
machines. Price $49.00 each prepaid, while they
last. 90 day warranty. Terms check with order
only, no COD's. Not recommended for Tapecaster
series 600 or 700.

TAPECASTER TCM, INC, Box 662
Rockville, Maryland 20851

1-72-tf

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE (CONT.)

MICA AND VACUUM transmitting capacitors.
Vacuum relays. Large stock; imcnediate delivery.
Price lists on request. SURCOM ASSOCIATES,
305 Wisconsin Ave .. Oceanside. Ca 92054, (714)
722-6162. 3-76-tf

FOR SALE: TR-22 High band color video tape
machine. also one CEl-280 plumbicon broadcast
camera. Write WXON-TV, P.O. Box 2020, South
field, Mich. 48075 or call 313-355-2901. 5-76-tf

A FEW COMPETITIVELY PRICED used Revox A77
& A700 decks available. Completely reconditioned
by Revox, virtually indistinguishable from new
and have the standard Revox 90 day warranty for
rebuilt machines. Satisfaction guaranteed. Write
requirements to ESSI, Box 854, Hicksville, N.Y.
11802 (516) 921-2620. 5-76-tf

RAZOR BLADES-Single Edge, Tape Editing,
$24/M, $15/5C. 25884B Highland, Cleveland.
Ohio 44143. 9-76-6t

DEMO-Console-Mono-Fourteen input chan
nels-two output. Built in clock and automatic
timer. Loaded with operator oriented innovations.
Dyma. Box 1697, Taos, NM 87671. 10-76-3t

ELEGANT cart storage. Any number. Bargain on
300 capacity rack. Formica finished. Dyma, Box
1697, Taos, NM 87571. 10-76-3t

WE'RE STACKED to the ceiling with new Audio
pac cartridges. We're the newest Audiopac dealer
in the nation' Order by Jan. 15 and save 10%.
Write for information-Rocky Mountain Cartridge,
Box 1676, Pueblo, Colorado 81002. 11-76 2t

HELP PLEASE! We have more new Fidelipac
cartridges than we know what to do with. Order
by Jan. 15 and save 10%. Write for information
-Rocky Mountain Cartridge, Box 1676, Pueblo,
Colorado 81002. 11-76 2t

IVC 800 VIDEO HEADS-$75.00. RCA 40790B2
headwheel-$200. Color sync gen Telemet-$300.
Marconi 4002 pulse DA's-$60.00. Marconi Sine
pulse Gen.-$75.00. Norman Gillaspie, Box 2124,
Monterey, CA 93940. 1-408-375-74:24. 11-76 2t

COMPUTER EDITING SYSTEM. Fully operational
COL PEC-101 system presently being used on
three VR2000 VTRs. Fast, frame accurate compu
ter editing at bargain price. Jefferson Produc
tions. (704).374-3823. 11-76 2t

FOR SALE: Riders T.V. manuals and T.V./radio
manuals. Aqardi TV, Box 786; Huntington, NY
11743. 12-76-2t

SHURE MIXER M67, RCA Microphone ??DX-$75
each. 516/221-9477. 12-76-it

MAGNECORD 1021's. 1;, track mono, excellent
condition with new control switch assemblies.
Two identical machines with service manual. Call
WIHS-FM, (203) 346-3846. 12-76-1t

RCA PK701 COLOR CAMERA, lens, TD11 tripod,
TD15 dolly, camera cradle, PCE-1 encoder, 50'
cable. Richmond Hill TS13-1 color bar generator.
Package or separate items. Camera, 4220 North
ern Pike, Monroeville, PA 15146. 12-76-1t

Al TEC 9061A EQUALIZERS. List $293.25. Sale
price $180 each. The Gate, 351 "G" St., San
Rafael, Cal. 94901. 415-456-8035. 12-76-1t

MICROflME 640 TBC, like new. Box 921, Beverly
Hills, Cal. 90213. 12-76-1t

2-RCA TK-43 color studio cameras soon to be re
moved from service. Complete with pedestals,
monitors, etc. 713-488-8009, Box 58366, Houston,
77058. 12-76-1t

RCA TR-60 Video Tape Recorder. Hi Band color
with CAVEC. Excellent condition. RCA TR-3
Video Tape Play Back. Hi-Band color with
CAVEC. Excellent condition. Write KHSL-TV,
P.O. Box 489. Chico, California 95927 or catl 916-
342-0141 12-76-1 t

PANASONIC AK900 3 Tube Plumbicon with
remote control and 15 to 150 mm Flexible Control
Zoom Lens. less than 25 hours. $19,000.
303-455-1122-Denver. 12-76-1t

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE (CONT.)

AMPEX 1100 Quad-High Banded/low Head hours
- Conrac wave form monitor. 1 Alley mods - 1
diamond color adpt. $8,000.00. 303-455-1122-
0enver. 12-76-1 t

12 BAY FM ANTENNA, 3-1 /8" Rigid coax, stereo
cart and reel recorders, Sparta console, limiters,
other audio processing equipment and more. Call
Norm Laramee 918-585-5555. 12-76-3t

DON'T PAY $150.00-$280.00 each for VIDEO or
PULSE distribution amps. You can save your
organization a few thousand dollars, if you have
someone who can solder and follow simple in
structions. I supply ALL parts, including pre
drilled and etched epoxy card, for building a six
output, BROADCAST video or pulse amp. AVAIL
ABLE ONLY PER THIS AD. Will ship prepaid,
COD or P.O. from credible CO. TELE-TEC., 8688
ROYAL DRIVE, NOBLESVILLE, INDIANA 46060.
VIDEO 3601-VDA PULSE 3601-PDA, complete
with instructions $25.00 each. 12-76-3t

MUST SELL-IVC-870C and IVC-760 with TRI
editor. One ano a half years old. No reasonable
offer refused. Call. (815) 968-4683. 12-76-11

SITUATION WANTED

HARD WORKING BROADCAST ENGINEER-1st
phone. seeks to re-locate in small to medium
market-AM-FM-TV or Educational. 4 years
experience FM & UHF TV. Specialized skills·
rehabilitation & custom design. Ronald Holmes,
1303 Eighth Ave., Longmont, Colorado 80501.

10-76-3t

EXPERIENCED VIDEO TAPE operations and
editor. Excellent references. Available immediate
ly. Area code: 203-232-4908, ElIiott Cohen, 15
Crestview Circle. West Hartford, CT 06117.

12-76-1 t

TECHNICAL POSITION WANTED: Either at a
station or with engineering company. First class
license: military electronic experience. Prefer
northeast area. Call Bruce Sonnenburg, (516) 799-
4578. 12-76-1t

YOUNG AMBITIOUS MAN wants to get started in
broadcasting. Willing to learn all phases of radio
with emphasis on traffic, sales and news. Has
third class license and wants to get started
anytime after January 20th. 1977. Will relocate
anywhere in southern California. Audition tape on
request. Call anytime (415) 828-5240, or write
Steve Allen. 7696 Frederiksen Lane, Dublin,
California 94566. 12-76-2t

HELP WANTED

PATENTED MATV. $200.00 day profit possible.
Preliminaries $3.00. Box 809. Boynton Beach,
Fla. 33435. 10-76-6t

TELEVISION MAINTENANCE OR SUPERVISOR
Electronic or Digital Systems Technicians, or
T.V. Servicepersons, for Northern New Jersey or
New York area. Send resume to: V.P.C., P.O.
Box 268, New Hyde Park. N.Y., 11040. 11-76 tf

TELEVISION ENGINEER/ELECTRONIC TECH
NICIAN-Needed immediately. Individual with
previous experience in operation, maintenance
and repair of color television production equip
ment. Degree preferred. Apply to James H.
Thomas, director of Instructional Technology,
Allegany Community Coflege, Cumberland, Md.
21502. Allegany Community College is an equal
opportunity/ Affirmative Action Organization.

11-76-2t

FM ENGINEERING SUPERVISOR. FCC first
phone required. Audio & maintenance skills,
some supervisory experience necessary. Salary
open. Mr. Bell, Box 21, Rochester, NY 14601,
716-325-7500. 12-76-1t
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BROADCAST
MARKETING SPECIALISTS
To accommodate a continuing growth pattern, RCA Broadcast Systems
is seeking professional specialists in three areas of marketing
operations:

BROADCAST SYSTEMS SALES Experience in television station opera
tions and engineering, and/or sales experience in radio, television or
related technical fields. BSEE or equivalent is required.

BROADCAST SYSTEMS BID SPECIALISTS To prepare bids and pro
posals in response to detailed customer specifications and require
ments. Good technical knowledge of broadcast and teleproduction
studio systems and AM-FM, TV, RF systems. BSEE or equivalent
required.

FIELD TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS Experience should cover main
tenance and I or operation of cameras, video tape machines or RF
products. Technically-oriented specialists willing to travel and expand
their knowledge. BS or equivalent required.

Excellent compensation and related employee benefits.

If you qualify, send your resume and salary requirements, in
confidence, to: Mr. M. H. Kessler, Mgr. Empl., Dept. BE-12, RCA
Corporation, Bldg. 3-2, Camden, NJ 08102.

We are an equal opportunity employer F/M.

nen
~

GENERAL
MANAGER

We are a fast-growing division of a leading interna·
tional corporation, manufacturers ot top-quality,
precision-crafted television cameras and studio equip·
ment with an approximate $5 million sales potential.
This corporate status means an exceptional career
opportunity for the quahfred General Manager. You'll
assume key respons.brlrtv for our operar ons including
sales, service and general admirustr at ion.

This hrqh-tevel pos.non 1aqu« es a degree backed by a
minimum of 5 years actual l•ne expeirence in the
broadcast industry with networks and/or production
house companies. In return, we offer an excellent
salary coupled with a full fringe ber.efit package
including car and expenses. To arrange a confidential
interview send your resume complete with salary
history and expectations to:

Mr. Peter J. Meehan
Industrial Relations Manager

FERNSEH DIVISION
An Ecual Onpoft unitv Employer M/F

For-

More

Facts

On Ads

And New

Products

Use
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Service

Card

HELP WANTED (CONT.)
CHIEF ENGINEER for broadcast-standard origi
nation facility in southern California area. Mainte
nance and repair experience with 2" quad and
color cameras mandatory; experience with helical
scan beneficial. Degree and FCC license not re
quired. Send resume and salary history to
CHANNEL 100. PO. Box 657. El Cajon, CA
92020. ATTN. Program Operations Department,
or call (714) 449-2009. 12-76-1t

POSITION OPEN for professional moition picture
camera and photographic audio equipment repair
man to maintain TV Station photo equipment and
operate color processor. Processor operation will
be taught to qualified repairman. Send resume
to: F.W.B. Lab .. P.O. Box 1118, Miami, Florida
33138. 12-76-1t

TELEVISION ENGINEER WANTED: Minimum of
3 years experience operating and maintaining
studio cameras. audio and RCA video tape. Must
have an excellent technical background and 1st
class FCC license. Send resume to: Ted
Newcomb. Chief Engineer, P.O. Box 32325. Okla
homa City. Oklahoma 73132. 405-848-3311. An
Equal Opportunity Employer. 12-76-3t

VIDEO EQUIPMENT SALES-Manufacturer of
complete line of quality video equipment desires
aggressive results-oriented individual for sales
position in Midwest. Sales experience with
manufacturer or distributor desired. Must under
stand video equipment specifications and oper
ation in broadcast and CCTV systems. Extensive
travel (home weekends). Work from home when
not traveling. Salary. commission. and leased
car. Liberal benefits. Reply to J. Waltrich,
Dynasciences. Township Line Rd.. Blue Bell, PA
19422. Equal Opportunity Employer. MI F.

12-76-1t

TELEVISION MAINTENANCE ENGINEER-Ex0•,
perience 5 years maintenance and operation of ·•..._ - - .
color TV broadcast equipment including quadru-
plex. Request BA or equivalent, FCC 1st class
license desirable. Apply to: Don Marx, ECC-C,
SUNY at Stony Brook, Stony Brook, New York
11794. Equal opportunity/affirmative action em-
ployer 12-76-11

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS FACULTY POSI-
TION: To teach the final year of a Bachelor of
Science program. The subjects to be taught
include two-way communications,. Radio Trans-
mitters (A.M. and F.M.), CATV, and Color
Television Transmitters. Bachelor of Science de-
gree required plus significant work experience.
This is a tenure track position. Apply to: M. R.
Halsey. Head. Electrical and Electronics Depart-
ment. Ferris State College, Big Rapids, Michigan
49307. (616) 796-9971, Ext. 208. AN EQUAL OP
PORTUNITY I AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER.

12-76-2t

TELEVISION TECHNICAL HELP WANTED-Vi.tal
Industries, Inc. has opening for experienced video
systems and maintenance engineers and one
technical writer. Write: Personnel Dept., Vital
Industries. Inc .. 3700 N.E. 53rd Ave .. Gainesville,
Florida 32601 12-76-1 t

VIDEO SWITCHER SALES:
Locate L.A. area, willing to travel
West Coast. Like to sell quality
products. Video technical back
groun_d essential. Write:
Nubar Donoyan
3700 N.E. 53rd Avenue
Gainesville, FL 32601 Tel.: 904-378-1581

For Latest News
See

Direct Current page 4
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They're here
Receivers with Dolby FM

I ;::; ' =-...... . . . .
Marantz 4230 Heathkit AN-2016

(Modulus)

·j· ~ ..(
' II r- -_:_ __ JM

Sony ST-3950SD

Sequerra Model.1

~,;,;·~;;·~;.;.-.·~I
:.:_,_ ·-:»·2·~·~.,.. " u- - .. .,

Akai AA-102008

Lafayette LT-010

I ;;;." =...... . . . ......Sony STR-4800 SD

Marantz 4270

Salora 6000

Harman-Kardon
Citation Fourteen

1::ft1;;:.,,_,~-·-·· . . . -·-·
Marantz 4400

NAO 300

Dolby FM was a classic chicken and egg situation. In
1973-74 we first had to convince broadcast engineers
of the technical merits of our system. That got the first
stations on the air. (And this without any available
receivers, only a few enthusiasts with add-on Dolby
decoders.) Then our licensees put new receiver
designs into the pipeline. Eventually, in 1975, a trickle
of receivers with built-in Dolby FM circuits began to
appear. And the station list began to lengthen. Now,
with the receivers pictured here, and with more than
140 broadcasters equipped with Dolby encoder units,
it's no longer chicken and egg. Dolby FM is on its way.
See your hi fi component dealer for more information.
If you would like technical details on how Dolby FM
works, please write to us.

DD Dolby

Sears 91752
i.,,. ~.,-··~--; JJ.

~ w:.;.,,.,'.);,...f"...:.:.;; '. !.. ~ • • \

!-J . { t •. t • ' \ --, ~ .."~l[- #Cl
' . ·,.,....,.. - .~&~-::~--'

Sooy STR-6800 SD e """
~,,-r ·- .J----·--

Major TS 01515

Akai AS-108008

Craig 3507
(Car Unit)

BASF 8400r··....,
r , I/,;P-"" r •...... . . . ....

Akai AA-101008 I~-~--. O,IMarantz4240

L.---·º º ,. º ~ I
- Sony ST-295050__ ..J

~$ '. =...... . . . .
Pioneer KP-301

(Car Unit) Marantz 4300

1-~-
~· E
Sony ST-595050

·""I Ii.;.~~-"""""'..•...\• ···::..:- e (' , ..•..•.•.~ ."'I_....':-~ ~_t~~ ~.. ...
--~;.... ·-·

Akai AA-91008

The Advantages of Dolby FM
1. High-level high-frequency signal recoverability.
2. Noise reduction.
All FM transmitters have an inherent tendency to overload
with high-level high-frequency signals. Conventional stations
employ high-frequency limiting to avoid this problem. Such
treatment is not reversible by the listener, which means that
the limited high frequency components are lost. Instead of
limiting, Dolby FM stations use a Dolby B-Type compressor
in combination with reduced high-frequency pre-emphasis.
This solves the transmitter problem in a way which provides
the listener with the opportunity of completely recovering the
original signal. About half the Dolby-B capability is used in
this way. The other half, not surprisingly, is used for noise
reduction. These improvements represent a significant step
forward in FM broadcasting quality.

Dolby Laboratories Inc
'Dolby,' 'Dolbyized' and the double-O symbol
are trade marks of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

731 Sansome Street
San Francisco CA 94111
Telephone (415) 392-0300
Telex 34409
Cable Dolbylabs

346 Clapham Road
London SW9
Telephone 01 - 720 1111
Telex 919109
Cable Dolbylabs London
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Rock·emup.

For studio, broadcasting, recording, or public-address, Shure audio control
components offer more features and more performance, dollar for dollar,
than similar equipment. And-just as important-Shure audio components
are easier to work with. Their compact size and ver:satility equip them for
an extremely wide variety of audio control applications-and built-in input
output flexibility meansquick set-up anywhere.For a permanent installation
or a component system that can be adapted to meet any need, Shure has
the right combination. To obtain a copy of the Shure catalog, see your
dealer or write:
ShureBrothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited u SH:URE ®

Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry. "'
Fer More Details Circle (2) on Reply Card
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